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ABSTRACT

The assumption of multivariate normality (MVN)
underlies many common parametric multivariate statistical
procedures, and numerous tests have been defined for
testing the assumption. Among these tests, those based on
concepts of "multivariate skewness" and "multivariate
kurtosis" hold special interest since they appear to test
for specific types of departures from MVN.
This research uses Monte Carlo simulation to compare
the performance of several MVN tests which are based on
various definitions of multivariate skewness and kurtosis.
Specifically, the tests are Mardia's (1970) b lp and b2p,
Small's (1980) Qa and Q2, and Srivastava's (1984) b lp and
b2p.
Two main issues are addressed. First, Mardia's tests
are affine invariant, while those of Small and Srivastava
are coordinate dependent. Conjectures are advanced
regarding the conditions under which coordinate-dependent
tests will perform better than affine-invariant tests and
vice versa. A Monte Carlo experiment is constructed to
evaluate these conjectures. It is concluded that neither
coordinate-dependent nor affine-invariant tests can be
eliminated from consideration, since each type is strongly
superior to the other under certain circumstances. These
circumstances pertain to whether or not those third- and
xi
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fourth-order moments involving more than one variable in
the coordinate system have normal or non-normal values.
The second issue concerns the distributional dependency
of skewness tests. It is conjectured, in particular, that
skewness tests based on third-order moments (which includes
all skewness tests considered here) are highly
distributionally dependent, with this dependency being
related to the same distributional characteristic that
determines kurtosis. It is further conjectured that this
dependency remains of importance asymptotically. A Monte
Carlo experiment is designed to evaluate these conjectures.
Results confirm the dependency and that it is not simply a
small sample problem.
Based on this, it is concluded that "skewness" tests
are not truly diagnostic; that is, they do not distinguish
well between "skewed" and "non-skewed" distributions. In
particular, skewness tests are likely to identify as
"skewed" many non-skewed distributions with greater than
MVN kurtosis; and they will fail to identify as "skewed"
many skewed distributions with less than MVN kurtosis.

xii
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1.0

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

1.1

INTRODUCTION
The assumption of multivariate normality (MVN)

underlies much of "classical" or "parametric" multivariate
analysis. Therefore, as Andrews, Gnanadesikan, and Warner
(1973) state in their review of MVN assessment techniques,
" . . .

it would be useful to have procedures for verifying

the reasonableness of assuming normality for a given body
of multiresponse observations"

(p. 95).

Some parametric procedures are believed to be sensitive
to certain types of departures from MVN but robust to
others. In addition, knowing the nature of departure from
MVN may be useful in determining an appropriate corrective
or compensating action, such as determining a reasonable
data transformation, a good nonparametric or robust
alternative, or a correction factor for the usual
parametric test. Thus, with regard to assessing the MVN of
data, the need usually goes beyond simply attempting to
determine if the random vector of interest is (reasonably)
MVN or not. Again quoting Andrews et al.

(1973, p. 95):

With multiresponse data, it is clear that the
possibilities for departure from joint normality are
indeed many and varied. One implication of this is the
need for a variety of techniques with differing
sensitivities to the different types of departures.
Seeking a single best method would seem to be neither
pragmatically sensible nor necessary. Developing
several techniques and enabling an accumulation of
experience with, and insight into, their properties is
a crucial first step.

1
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Despite the importance of the MVN assumption, it likely
is seldom tested in practice. Bozdogan and Ramirez (1986)
write: "Assessing [the] multivariate normality assumption
is a problem which is almost always neglected by the
practitioners to test the adequacy of model assumptions"
(p. 127).
Failure to test the MVN assumption is not due to a lack
of defined tests. Prior to 1970, relatively few MVN tests
could be found in the literature. In the last 20 years,
however, numerous tests have appeared, many of which are
reviewed in Chapter 2. Their meager impact among practicing
statisticians probably stems from the fact that statistical
(computer) packages do not yet offer MVN tests. But this
unavailability, in turn, likely reflects the fact that
while MVN tests have proliferated in the literature, their
properties are not yet well understood. Or, in the words of
Andrews et a l .. cited above, the "accumulation of
experience with, and insight into, their properties" has
not yet occurred.
Several authors, in reviewing tests for MVN, have
attempted to classify or categorize the tests. We also make
such an attempt in Chapter 2. Certainly no single fully
adequate classification scheme exists. However, when
attempting such classifications, all authors define as a
separate category those MVN tests based on extensions of
univariate descriptive measures, particularly skewness and
kurtosis.
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Examination, either formally or subjectively, of sample
skewness and kurtosis coefficients is one of the most
commonly used procedures for assessing univariate
normality. Analogously, several defined tests for MVN are
based on various "multivariate" skewness and kurtosis
coefficients.
As in the univariate case, such multivariate skewness
and kurtosis tests hold particular interest because they
are among the tests developed to detect specified types of
departures from MVN. Indeed, as will be discussed later in
this chapter, several studies of the robustness of
multivariate parametric procedures to non-MVN have found
robustness to be related to various skewness and kurtosis
measures. With regard to testing for univariate normality,
Pearson, D'Agostino, and Bowman (1977, p. 232) write:
In some situations it may be possible to specify the
way in which data are likely to depart from normality.
. . . In such cases it is desirable to use a test
especially sensitive to the expected type of departure.
Analogously for the multivariate case, Mardia (1975, p.
164) claims that while tests for MVN in general are
certainly of interest, " . . .

skewness and kurtosis provide

direct measures of departures from [multivariate]
normality, so that tests based on them have an obvious edge
over the . . . competitors" ri.e.. over other types of MVN
tests.]
This study focuses on various MVN tests based on
multivariate skewness and kurtosis coefficients. In
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particular, we are concerned with two open issues:
1)

Across previous Monte Carlo studies, tests for MVN
based on multivariate skewness coefficients have
displayed not only high power against (ability to
detect) "skewed” distributions, but also high
ability to detect some non-skewed distributions.

Specifically, skewness tests display a strong ability
to detect non-skewed distributions which have positive
(i.e.. greater than MVN) multivariate kurtosis. Although
this has occurred (and occurred consistently) across
several Monte Carlo studies, it remains unexplained.

If

the purpose of conducting a skewness test is simply to
detect a non-MVN distribution, this "unexpected" power
against non-skewed distributions is an asset. However,

if

the objective of conducting a skewness test is to detect
only skewed distributions, this property is a liability,
because it implies skewness tests cannot differentiate
between skewed and non-skewed distributions.
This study offers a (partial) explanation for this
phenomenon, and provides a Monte Carlo design to test this
explanation.
2)

Many "multivariate" skewness and kurtosis measures
have been defined. Several of these have been
advanced as

bases for MVN testing. However, the

relative properties (advantages, disadvantages) of
these "competing" skewness and kurtosis tests are
not well understood.
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We here are concerned with comparing, via Monte Carlo
simulation, the skewness and kurtosis tests defined by
Mardia (1970), Small (1980), and Srivastava (1984).
Srivastava defines certain population skewness and
kurtosis measures, P lp and P 2p, and proposes tests based on
their sample analogs, b lp and b2p. Srivastava's measures are
computed on principal components. p lp is the average of the
principal components' univariate skewness coefficients
(0 i) • 02P is the average of the principal components'
univariate kurtosis coefficients (P2) . Thus, conceptually,
Srivastava's tests assess whether or not any of the p
principal components is skewed or kurtotic.
Small does not define population measures per s e . but
proposes tests based on certain sample skewness and
kurtosis measures, Q x and Q2. For some p-variate
distribution, Qx is a combination of variables' p
univariate skewness coefficients, while Q z is a combination
of the variables' p univariate kurtosis coefficients.
Therefore, conceptually, Small's skewness and kurtosis
tests are designed to test whether or not any of the p
marginal variables is skewed or kurtotic.
Mardia defines multivariate population skewness and
coefficients, P l p and P 2iP. He proposes tests for MVN, or
more specifically, tests for detecting skewness and
kurtosis, based on the sample analogs of his measures, b 1>p
and b2p. Mardia's population concepts are "broader" than
those of Srivastava and Small, in that they rely on values
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of certain third-order moments (for skewness) and fourthorder moments (for kurtosis) beyond those which can be
computed simply from the marginal variables or principal
components.
The relationship among the various skewness and
kurtosis concepts is discussed in greater detail later in
this chapter. The population measures and test statistics
are defined fully in sections 2.2. 1.1 and 2.2.1.3.
So-called "omnibus" tests based on combinations of
Mardia's b lp and b2p have been defined by Foster (1981).
The idea of such a test is to jointly assess skewness and
kurtosis. One such measure will be included in this study.
Likewise, Small defines as an omnibus measure the sum of
his skewness and kurtosis measures, Q 3=Q 1+Q2. This too will
be included in this study. Srivastava does not define an
omnibus measure.
The two focal issues of this study, identified above,
are discussed more thoroughly in sections 1.3 and 1.4.
First, however, section 1.2 outlines some general
considerations in MVN testing and attempts to define the
appropriate role for Monte Carlo studies in evaluating and
comparing MVN tests.

1.2

ROLE OF MONTE CARLO STUDIES IN ASSESSING MVN TESTS
To help clarify the role of Monte Carlo studies, it is

helpful to first define some terms and identify several
important test selection criteria.

Reproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.

A test of the hypotheses, H„ versus HA, is a consistent
test if for a given size ( a ),
Pr(Type II error)= P r (reject Ha |Ha true)-»0 as n-*«o.
[See Bickel and Doksum (1977), pp. 229-230.] It follows,
therefore, that for a consistent test,
power (against HA)=Pr(accept Ha |Ha true)-»l as n-»<».
Another desirable characteristic for any hypothesis
test, including a MVN test, is that power increases in n .
That is,
Pr(accept Ha |Ha true)->c from below as n-*a>,
where 0<c<l. If c=l, then the property of increasing power
in n is equivalent to test consistency.
Although test consistency and increasing power in n are
obviously desirable properties, very few developers of MVN
tests have bothered to discuss them explicitly, probably
because (a) test consistency properties are difficult to
establish, and (b) test consistency is overshadowed in
importance by the criterion relative power. That is, for
two tests, t-x and t2, which has greater power at some given
n? Hopefully, it can be established that if ^

has greater

power than t 2 at some particular n, this will hold for all
n.
Unfortnately, there appears to be a conflict between
(a) the properties of test consistency (or increasing power
in n) and (b) high relative power. Consider testing the
hypotheses,

R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

8

H0: X MVN
Ha: X not MVN.
Let S be the set of all non-MVN distributions; that is, the
set of distributions for which HA is true. Divide S into
two subsets, S={M,N}. Let ts be some test consistent
against all members of S. Let tM be a test consistent
against all members of M, and let tN be a test consistent
against all members of N. Although "universally consistent"
tests such as ts exist, it seems to be the case (and is
generally assumed to be the case) that some tests tM and tN
exist such that
power(ts|M) «

power(tM|M), and

power(ts|N) «

power (t„|N).

In short, tests "focused" on detecting specific types of
non-MVN distributions may have much greater power than
"broader" tests against those specific distributions. Thus,
when Andrews et a l .. as cited earlier, say that, "Seeking a
single best method would seem to be neither pragmatically
sensible nor necessary," they may refer both to the need to
detect specific types of non-MVN (e . a .. skewness or
kurtosis) and to the difficulty of defining any one test
that will have high relative power across a broad range of
non-MVN distributions.
With regard to testing the hypotheses,
H„: X MVN
Ha: X not MVN,
a practitioner faces a two-fold task:
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1)

establishing some subdivision of the set S; that
is, defining the subsets of interest, S={MX,M2, .
. .}; and then

2)

identifing a set of tests which have high relative
powers against the various subsets of
distributions.

To a large extent, the insight into test properties that is
required to accomplish the above two tasks has not yet been
achieved.
Monte Carlo studies can play two roles in establishing
useful insight into test properties. First, so little is
understood regarding consistency properties that few
statements such as "tm is consistent against all
distributions in M" can be made. Thus, Monte Carlo studies
can be used to confirm or refute hypotheses about test
consistency.

[Technically, a Monte Carlo study cannot

establish test consistency, which is an asymptotic
property. However, it can demonstrate the presence or
absence of what might be called "empirical consistency."]
Secondly, for any given subset of distributions, say M,
several tests are likely to be consistent, or at least
appear to be empirically consistent. Monte Carlo studies
can help resolve issues regarding their relative powers.
Finally, with regard to desirable test properties, it
should be noted that (1 ) test consistency,

(2 ) increasing

power in n, and (3) high relative power against a defined
subset of distributions, M, are not enough to make a test
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10

useful. The above properties must be achieved while
maintaining control of test size, that is, while keeping a
more or less at the desired level.
Although it has received little attention in the
literature, controlling test size constitutes a very
difficult problem in MVN testing. One reason for this is
that many MVN tests rely on asymptotic null distributions
or approximations to finite sample null distributions. Such
tests are conducted with a certain

"nominal" a, e.g.. an

asymptotic a. However, for smaller

n, use of such

asymptotic or approximate null distributions in some cases
has been shown to result in actual

a much greater than the

nominal level. As the next section

describes, another

reason why controlling test size poses serious problems is
that many tests are not "distribution free."

1.3

PROBLEMS WITH SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS TESTS
Although testing the MVN assumption might be conducted

in an informal, "exploratory" manner, its objective is to
arrive at some decision about the distribution underlying
the data. With regard to the decisions that might be made,
we can conceive of two basic situations and describe those
situations in terms of classical hypothesis tests.
The first situation is that in which the practitioner
is concerned solely with "deciding" if the underlying
distribution is MVN or not. Whatever MVN testing he
conducts can then be construed as testing the hypotheses,
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H0: X MVN
Ha: X not MVN.
The second, more specific and more difficult, situation
occurs when the practitioner's interest lies in determining
if the underlying distribution departs from MVN in some
specific way; that is, if the distribution lacks some
particular characteristic of the MVN distribution. If we
call this characteristic 7 , and let 7 (MVN) denote the value
of this characteristic under MVN, then rather than (or, in
addition to) the above general hypothesis test, the
practitioner is interested in testing
H 0: X has 7 = 7 (MVN)
HA: X has 7 ^ 7 (MVN).
For example, if interest lies detecting if the distribution
is skewed, 7 would be some population definition of
multivariate skewness, with 7 (MVN) its value under MVN.
Such a more specific test may be of interest for one or
both of two (related) reasons:
1)

The practitioner believes the parametric procedure
he plans to perform is sensitive to 7^ 7 (MVN), but
fairly robust to other departures from MVN.

(For

instance, robustness of several common parametric
procedures has been linked to multivariate
skewness.)
2)

The practitioner has a priori knowledge
(reasonable belief) that any non-MVN distribution
likely to be encountered will deviate from MVN, if
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at all, in characteristic 7. As will be discussed
later, given such knowledge, a test directed
specifically toward detecting 75*7 (MVN) will likely
be more powerful than a more general test for nonMVN.
To see the difficulties involved in this more specific
type of testing, assume interest lies in determining if the
distribution deviates from MVN in "multivariate skewness."
We assume that the practitioner has a particular population
skewness definition in mind, call it 7lf and that, under
MVN, this parameter has a particular value, 7X(MVN), then
the hypotheses of interest are:
H0: 7 x = 7i(MVN)
Ha: 7 i

t

7i(MVN) .

The practitioner now seeks a test that will differentiate
between skewed distributions, as measured by 7lf and non
skewed distributions. Or, more completely stated, the
desire is for a test which:
1)

has high power against any 7^7! (MVN)
distribution, but

2)

has test sizeaa for all distributions with
7 i=7 i(MVN) .

If sx is the test statistic used to conduct the test,
the question arises as to how to obtain its null
distribution. Many authors presume that it is appropriate
to use F„[s1|X~MVN]. However, H 0:71=71(MVN) holds for many
non-MVN distributions, and the distribution of sx may not
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be, and generally is not, the same, or even approximately
the same, across all these distributions.
Or, put more succinctly, there generally is no single
appropriate null distribution of sx for the above
hypothesis test; that is, no single Fnls^ 7 i=7 i(MVN) ]. Thus,
while sx may have high power against most 7 ^ 7 1 (MVN)
distributions,

it will not have constant size (a) for all

distributions with 7 1= 7 1(MVN). In short, such a test will
not be distribution free. Previous Monte Carlo studies,
reviewed in section 2.3, have shown that actual test size
for "skewness" tests may be greatly inflated or deflated.
See, for instance, our analysis of the studies of Malkovich
(1971) in section 2.3.2, Foster (1981) in section 2.3.5,
Ward (1988) in section 2.3.12, Isogai (1983) in section
2.3.15, and, for the univariate case, Shapiro, Wilk, and
Chen (1968) in section 2.3.16.
Our examination of previous studies, in fact, suggests
that test size for such a hypothesis test is:
inflated if the actual distribution has greater
than MVN kurtosis; and
deflated if the actual distribution has less than
MVN kurtosis.
As an illustration, the following excerpt from Ward
(1988) shows the power of Mardia's bliP against a mixture of
two MVN distributions. The resulting mixture is non-skewed
(/?! p= 0 ) , but has greater than MVN kurtosis.
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n
25
50
100
25
50
100

5
5
5
8
8
8

power
.36
.39
.45
.78
.83
.86

As another illustration, the following results from
Foster (1981) show the power of Mardia's b liP against a
multivariate distribution with iid T2 components. This
distribution is non-skewed ()3i(P=0), but has kurtosis much
greater than MVN; indeed, "infinite" kurtosis.
n
25
50
75
100
25
50
75
100

p
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

power
.76
.94
.94
.97
.85
.95
.98
.99

After Monte Carlo evaluations of a number of "skewness"
tests, Isogai (1983, p. 260) comments: "Strangely enough .
. . they are also sensitive to multivariate kurtosis of
some kind."
The fact that such tests are not distribution free has
been at least noted by some authors. For instance, Bera and
John (1983, p. 104) comment:
Tests based on [transformations of Mardia's
coefficients] are not pure tests of skewness and
kurtosis, since the asymptotic distributions of blp and
b2p are derived using the full normality assumption.
However, this issue has been either overlooked or deemed
trivial in magnitude by most writers. For instance, Mardia
(1970, p. 523) writes:
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To test /31(P=0 for large samples, we calculate A [a test
statistic based on blp] and reject the hypothesis for
large values of A . .’ . the rejection of )0lip=O can be
described as an indication of skewness in the
distribution of X.
Unfortunately, previous Monte Carlo studies strongly
suggest that when Fn[b1>p(X-MVN] is used as the null
distribution of b1>p, rejection of /3iiP=0 cannot be presumed
to indicate skewness. The same problem appears to exist for
other multivariate skewness measures based on third moments
and, indeed, also for univariate skewness tests based on
the usual third-moment skewness coefficient, y ^ .
Chapter 3, particularly section 3.6, hypothesizes an
explanation for this phenomenon and presents a Monte Carlo
research design for testing this explanation. Section 3.6
also hypothesizes that the proposed tests for multivariate
kurtosis also are not distribution free.

1.4

CHOOSING AMONG COMPETING SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS TESTS
Suppose the practitioner wishes to test the general

hypotheses,
H0: X MVN
Ha: X not MVN.
With regard to choosing from among Mardia's,
Srivastava1s , or Small's tests, the practitioner is
interested in:
1)

each test's scope of power; that is, what type of
distributions can it detect; and
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2)

the tests' relative powers against various
distributions; that is, which is most powerful
against specific distributions.

To our knowledge, the powers of Srivastava's tests have
never been evaluated. Foster (1981) compared the powers of
Small's and Mardia's tests (among others); however, the
scope of distributions used was too narrow to draw any
usable conclusions. Constructing a Monte Carlo design that
will yield, or potentially yield, usable (generalizable)
results is difficult. Our general approach to this task is
described in detail in sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
Essentially, our approach is to;
1)

Examine the construction of each test;

2)

Based on this examination, formulate hypotheses
about how each test will perform against various
distributions; and

3)

Construct a Monte Carlo design to test these
hypotheses about test performance.

An examination of the construction of the various tests
shows that Mardia's tests are "broader” in scope than are
those of Srivastava and Small.

[This has been noted by

numerous authors; see, for instance, Koziol (1986b).] Put
another way, Srivastava's and Small's tests are more
"focused." This property forms the basis for our Monte
Carlo design.
To illustrate the difference in scope among the tests,
for some p-variate distribution, let /?i(Vj) be the usual
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third-moment based univariate skewness coefficient of the
jth variable.

[Note: /3x(Vj) is the square of the more

commonly used univariate coefficient, ./jBi(Vj).] Assuming
the distribution is full-rank, it has p principal
components. Let

be the univariate skewness

coefficient of the jth principal component.
Likewise, let jB2(v j) and 02(PC3) denote the univariate
kurtosis coefficients of the jth variable and principal
component respectively.
Srivastava's multvariate skewness measure, /3lp, is the
simple average of the p /3X(PC3) values; that is,
£ip = P 1*^j-i,p^i(PCJ) .
Likewise, Srivastava's multivariate kurtosis measure is

@2p = P

(PCj) .

Although Small does not explicitly define population
skewness and kurtosis measures, asymptotically, his test
statistics, Qx and Q2, are certain combinations of the
/3x (V3) and the 02(V3) •
Srivastava's tests, therefore, can be viewed as testing
for skewness and kurtosis in the p principal components.
Small's tests can be viewed as testing for skewness and
kurtosis in the p original variables.
To illustrate that Mardia's population measures (and,
hence, presumably his tests) are broader in scope, consider
the case of p=2, with the variables denoted as X and Y. For
convenience, assume they are linearly independent, and have
Mx=M y= 0 and ax=ay=l. In this case, the principal components
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can be considered the same as the observed variables, and
both Srivastava's and Small's skewness measures will be
based on combinations of:
(X) =E (X3) and jS1(Y)=E(Y3) .
Likewise, Srivastava's and Small's kurtosis measures will
be based on combinations of:
/32(X)=E(X4) and j02(Y)=E(Y4) .
In this case, Mardia's skewness measure, 0 1>p is:

0i.p
or

= [E(X3) ]2+[E(Y3) ]2+3[E(X2Y) ]2+3[E(XY2) ]2;

/3liP = [/3x(X) ]2+[/MY)]2+3[E(X2Y)]2+3[E(XY2)]2.

Clearly, Mardia's measure depends not only on the
univariate skewness coefficients, but also on third-order
moments involving more than one variable. Indeed, for any
p, Mardia's 0 l p is not only a "broader" skewness concept,
it is "inclusive" of Srivastava's and Small's. That is, if
the distribution is "skewed" by Srivastava's or Small's
population skewness concepts, it will be skewed by Mardia's
as well. However, the converse does not hold, since in the
above expression for 01>p, [E(X3)]2 and [E(Y3)]2 may both be
zero (implying non-skewness by Srivastava's and Small's
concepts), but the terms based on two-variable third-order
moments, 3[E(X2Y)]2 and 3[E(XY2)]2, may be non-zero.
With regard to kurtosis, Mardia's /J2p is a "broader"
concept as well. Specifically, for our two-variable case:
02iP = E (X4)+E (Y4)+2E (X2Y2) ;
or
02

& 2 .P ~ £2(X)+/J2(Y)+2E(X2Y2) .
p depends not only on the univariate kurtosis
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coefficients, but also on fourth-order moments involving
more than one variable. Thus, even if both individual
variables have univariate normal kurtosis, /32=3, implying
MVN kurtosis by Srivastava's and Small's concepts, the
distribution may still be kurtotic by Mardia's /32p.
[Actually, while it seems reasonable to call Mardia's jS2 p a
"broader” multivariate kurtosis concept, it cannot truly be
considered "inclusive" of Srivastava's and Small's
concepts, due to a quirk of multivariate kurtosis concepts
discussed in section 3.5.1.1]
The fact that Mardia's measures are "broader" in
definition, leads to the following general hypotheses about
the relative performances of Mardia's, Srivastava's, and
Small's tests:
1)

Compared to more "focused" tests, a "broader" test
is expected to be relatively less able to detect
certain distributions. If the "skewness" and
"kurtosis" are confined, or largely confined, to
the marginal variables or principal components,
Srivastava's and Small's tests may be more
powerful than Mardia's.

2)

Conversely, Mardia's tests will be more able to
detect distributions which are skewed (or
kurtotic) by Mardia's definitions, but which have
marginal variables and principal components that
are not univariately skewed (or kurtotic). (Such
distributions are not skewed or kurtotic by
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Srivastava's or Small's definitions.)
3)

If a distribution has marginal variables and
principal components which are univariately skewed
(or kurtotic), but also has certain non-zero
third-order (or fourth-order) moments which
involve more than one variable or principal
component, the relative powers of Mardia's,
Srivastava's, and Small's tests is uncertain.

To evaluate these hypotheses with regard to skewness
tests, we define three general types of non-MVN
distributions, SI, S2, and S3:

51
52
53

Mardia's
definition
no
yes
yes

skewed bv;
Srivastava's
definition
no
yes
no

Small's
definition
no
yes
no

The S3 distributions have no univariate skewness in the
marginal variables or principal components, but are still
skewed by Mardia's definition. The S2 array conceptually
includes both distributions where all skewness is
''confined'' to marginal variables and principal components,
as well as distributions where only "part" of the skewness
is in the marginals and components.
Section 3.5 describes the nature of and rationale for
these distribution types in greater detail. Our objective
is to compare, via Monte Carlo methods, the ability of the
three skewness tests to detect the various types of
distributions.
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Section 3.5.4.1 states in greater detail our hypotheses
about relative test performance over these distributions.
As an overall statement of purpose, if Mardia's b lp
displays dominant power across S3 distributions, as well as
high competitive power across S2 type distributions
(including those with skewness entirely confined to
marginal variables and principal components), a case could
be made for eliminating Small's and Srivastava's tests from
consideration in many practical situations. On the other
hand, if Mardia's b lp has low relative power against those
S2 distributions whose skewness is "confined" to marginal
variables or to principal components, then b1<p may be too
"broad" in scope for many practical purposes.
Comparing the three competing kurtosis tests is
conceptually more difficult because, while Mardia's /32 p is
a "broader" kurtosis concept, it is not truly "inclusive"
of the other two multivariate kurtosis concepts. However,
analogous to the above array of distributions for comparing
skewness tests, we will assess the relative powers of the
three kurtosis tests across three classes of non-MVN
distributions, Kl, K2, and K3:

Kl
K2
K3

non-MVN kurtosis bv:
Mardia's
Srivastava's
Small's
definition
definition
definition
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no

Section 3.5.4.2 describes specific hypotheses about the
tests relative powers across these distributions. Again,
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however, the general purpose is to determine whether or not
Mardia's "broader" test based on b2p can maintain
competitive power, even for distributions against which the
more "focused" tests of Srivastava and Small should have an
advantage.
Actually, the objective of these comparisons goes
beyond just comparing competing skewness and kurtosis
tests. An important distinction in MVN testing is between
(a) "affine-invariant" tests; that is, tests which are
invariant to full-rank linear transformations of the data;
and (b) non-affine-invariant tests, or as they are more
commonly called, "coordinate-dependent" tests. Mardia's
skewness and kurtosis coefficients, and the tests based on
them, are affine invariant. Those of Small and Srivastava
are coordinate dependent. Thus, our study also makes a
contribution by comparing and clarifying the relative
advantages and disadvantages of affine-invariant and
coordinate-dependent tests.

[Section 3.5.3 discusses

relative advantages of affine-invariant and coordinatedependent tests.]

1.5

APPLICATIONS
The overall general objective of this study is to

clarify the performance properties of certain MVN tests;
specifically, tests of multivariate skewness and kurtosis.
This section briefly outlines the role of testing for MVN
in selected practical settings.
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Numerous researchers have examined the robustness of
typical multivariate parametric procedures. Davis (1980)
develops an approximation for the Wilks' A distribution
under mild non-MVN and concludes (p.419)
. . . that to the first order, the effects of
nonnormality on a class of tests based on the
multivariate beta matrix may be specified in terms of
just three parameters, Mardia's (1970) measures of
multivariate skewness and kurtosis, together with a
supplementary skewness measure whose effect appears to
be fairly negligible.
In a related paper, Davis (1982) concludes essentially the
same thing regarding one of the commonly used alternatives
to Wilks' A, Roy's greatest characteristic root test.
This is perhaps not surprising since Mardia (1970)
originally derived his multivariate skewness and kurtosis
measures so as to be related to the robustness of
Hotelling's one-sample T2 test. Mardia (1970) conducted a
Monte Carlo study, concluding " . . that Hotelling's T2 is
more sensitive to 01>p than /92 p" (p. 529). He concludes the
same in Mardia (1975). Based on yet another Monte Carlo
study, Mardia (1974, p. 115) reports:
Our investigation . . . indicates that the size of the
normal theory tests of covariance matrices ri.e..
covariance matrix equality] is extremely sensitive to
kurtosis.
Clarke, Lachenbruch, and Broffit (1979) assess the
robustness of quadratic discriminant analysis, finding QDA
to be " . . . robust to non-normality except when the
distributions were highly skewed, in which case relatively
large deviations from optimal were observed" (p. 1285).
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In a specific practical context, Watson, Stock, and
Watson (1983) evaluate the performance of discriminant
analysis for the purpose of bond rating (classification of
bond issues). They conclude (p. 523):
It is clear that testing for multivariate normality,
applying normalizing transformations when they are
appropriate, and following proper procedures that
require multivariate normality, can lead to
substantially different conclusions about the viability
of decision models than might be made when
distributional assumptions are ignored.
Moore and Stubblebine (1981, pp. 724-725) discuss the
assumption of MVN which underlies many analyses of stock
price behavior based on financial theory models. Along
these lines, recent evaluations of "arbitrage pricing
theory," such as those by Roll and Ross (1980) and Cho
(1984), which rely on maximum likelihood factor analysis,
presume MVN. Regarding the choice of factor analytic
procedure, Roll and Ross state, "The maximum-1ikelihood
method is usually preferable since more is known about its
statistical properties" (p. 1087). The desirable maximum
likelihood properties include asymptotic consistency,
efficiency, and the ability to conveniently construct
confidence intervals and hypothesis tests, albeit ones with
asymptotic properties. However, Roll and Ross note,

"To the

extent that the data have been generated by a non-gaussian
probability law, unknown biases and inconsistencies may be
introduced" (p. 1087).
Maximum likelihood estimation based on a MVN assumption
is also frequently used to estimate "causal" models. It is,
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for example, one estimation option in LISREL and perhaps
the preferred option, due to the statistical properties
cited above, if the MVN assumption can be justified.
Joreskog and Sorbom (1982, p. 406) comment:
The fitting function for ML may also be used to compute
parameter estimates even if the distribution of the
observed variables deviates moderately from normality,
but the standard errors must then be interpreted very
cautiously. If the distributions deviate far from
normality it is advisable to "robustify" the elements
of [the sample covariance matrix] before the analysis.
An assumption of MVN "error" terms also underlies wellknown multiple equation econometric estimation techniques
and/or accompanying significance tests and confidence
intervals.
With regard to econometric and psychometric modelling,
a distinction is usually made between "structural"
assumptions and "distributional" assumptions. The MVN
assumption is typically viewed as a "distributional"
assumption. However, MVN testing holds some relevance for
assessing "structural" assumptions as well, if those
assumptions include, as is very typical, that the
structural relationships are linear. Non-MVN data does not
necessarily imply non-linear relationships among variables;
however, non-linear relationships in data (or "residuals")
does imply non-MVN. Thus, strong non-MVN of data or
residuals suggests that perhaps the linearity assumptions
of a model should be reassessed.
Along these lines, statments or findings about the
"robustness" (to non-MVN) of a model estimation technique
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must be qualified to be meaningful. For instance, as quoted
above, Joreskog and Sorbom claim LISREL's maximum
likelihood routine may be used even if the distribution is
"moderately" non-MVN. Presumably what they mean is that
LISREL's ML estimation routine is somewhat robust given
that the linear structural assumptions are intact. In
practice, however, it is not easy (if, indeed, possible at
all) to evaluate the "structural" assumptions and the
"distributional" assumptions as two distinct exercises.
Thus, belief that an estimation technique is "robust" to
moderate non-MVN may not be sufficient reason to circumvent
testing the MVN distributional assumption, unless the
reasonableness of the structural assumptions is somehow
established by other means.

1.6

LIMITATIONS
Results and conclusions from a Monte Carlo study

comparing MVN test powers across various distributions are
seriously limited in generalizability beyond those
distributions. More specifically, a Monte Carlo study is,
in essence, an "experiment," and generalizability of its
results depends critically on the experimental design. Few,
if any, previous Monte Carlo assessments of MVN test
performance have been based on an experimental design
structured to test specific conjectures. However, as
described in Chapter 3, we have used current insight into
the tests' properties (as limited and potentially
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inaccurate as it is) to formulate conjectures about the
tests1 relative performance. Compared to previous studies,
we feel this offers a greater potential for generalizing
results.
Another limitation of this study lies in the choice
of the particular skewness and kurtosis measures that are
being compared; i.e.. those of Mardia, Small, and
Srivastava. Other multivariate skewness and kurtosis
measures have been defined, including several specifically
advanced to assess MVN. These are discussed in section
2.2.1. However, Small's and Srivastava's tests are the only
practical coordinate-dependent skewness and kurtosis
measures which have been defined. Among affine-invariant
skewness and kurtosis measures, Mardia's are unquestionably
the most widely known and used.
Perhaps the major limitation of this study concerns the
broader question of whether multivariate "skewness" and
"kurtosis" are the most useful ways in which to envision
and denominate departures from MVN. Indeed, skewness and
kurtosis measures would seem to have two serious
liabilities in this regard:

(1) Skewness and kurtosis do

not jointly provide a sufficient definition of MVN; that
is, a distribution can have MVN skewness (not skewed) and
MVN kurtosis, but still be non-MVN.

(2) It is questionable

whether skewness and kurtosis, at least as traditionally
defined, are distinct concepts.
To elaborate on these last points, consider testing for
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univariate normality. If interest lies in detecting the
nature of non-normality, univariate skewness and kurtosis
coefficients are frequently used. However, /3X=0 and 02=3
(the univariate normal values) are not sufficient
conditions for univariate normality; so such an approach
leaves some form of possible departure "outside" the
testing scheme. Intuitively, it would seem desirable to
have a set of tests (1) in which each test assesses a
distinct normality characteristic, and (2) the
characteristics assessed by the set of tests are jointly
sufficient for normality. In short, the desire is for tests
which are (1) mutually exclusive in the characteristics
they assess, and (2) exhaustive of the characteristics
which define normality.
Actually, it is rather easy to devise such a testing
scheme (and more than one such scheme exists.) As an
example, if Z is N(0,l), it can be factored into the
product of two independent random variables, Z=RU, where
R~[X(i>]1/2 and
U=cos0, with 0~uniform(O,2 tt) .
Thus for the random variable, X, with n and a 2 known,
Z=(X-/x)/a can be partitioned into R and U. Testing the
distributions of R and U then constitutes a mutually
exclusive and exhaustive testing scheme for univariate
normality.

[Usually n and a 2 are unknown, in which case

testing the distributions of R and U form a mutually
exclusive and exhaustive testing scheme only
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asymptotically, although ways exist to make such a scheme
truly mutually exclusive and exhaustive in finite samples.]
The desirability of this scheme, however, depends also
on (1) how powerful such a testing approach would be, and
(2) whether or not the distributions of R and U can be
linked to the robustness of common parametric procedures.
Likewise, in the multivariate setting, approaches
(again, more than one) exist for "partitioning" a random
vector 5£ into a product of random variables such that
testing the individual random variables in the product
constitutes a mutually exclusive and exhaustive assessment
for MVN (at least asymptotically). To illustrate one
approach, assume /z and £ are known, and
Z=L_1(X-ii), where LLT=£. Then if X is MVN, Z can be
factored, Z.=RU, such that
R~[X(P)]1/2/ and
U is uniform on the p-hypersphere.
As Koziol (1983, p. 359) mentions, testing the
distributions of R and U constitutes a comprehensive scheme
for assessing MVN. Or, in our terms here, testing R and U
results in tests which, at least asymptotically, are
mutually exclusive and exhaustive in the MVN
characteristics assessed.
As in the univariate case, the desirability of this
approach rests on (1) its power and (2) the degree to which
the distributions of R and U are linked explicitly to
robustness of common multivariate parametric procedures.
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As noted above, Davis (1980, 1982) and Mardia (1970,
1974, 1975) have linked robustness of common multivariate
parametric procedures to Mardia’s /3lp and /S2,p. However,
other results suggest that the linkage may not be as firm
or simple as these authors suppose. Nachtsheim and Johnson
(1988), for instance, evaluate the robustness of
Hotelling's T2. They call "premature" the conclusions of
previous studies that the robustness of Hotelling's Tz is
linked to skewness per se (p. 987). They instead find that
T2 robustness is linked to the distribution on U.
The tradition of testing for departures from MVN in
terms of "skewness" and "kurtosis" may eventually be
supplanted by use of a comprehensive set of tests; that is,
a set of tests in which (1) each test is designed to assess
a distinct MVN characteristic linked to the robustness of
parametric procedures and (2) the characteristics are
jointly sufficient for MVN.
Indeed, the explanation we offer for why skewness tests
have a strong ability to detect distributions with positive
kurtosis (section 1.3 above and, in more detail, section
3.6) essentially amounts to hypothesizing that skewness and
kurtosis are not distinct (mutually exclusive) concepts.
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2.0

LITERATURE REVIEW
As recently as 20 years ago, very few techniques had

been defined for assessing multivariate normality (MVN).
This situation has changed, however, to the point where
many MVN assessment techniques can now be found in the
statistical literature. This chapter reviews MVN tests
defined to date. Several other fairly comprehensive reviews
of MVN assessment techniques are available; including
Andrews, Gnanadesikan, and Warner (1973), Gnanadesikan
(1977), Koziol (1986b), and Looney (1986).
Most approaches to testing MVN either involve
combinations of univariate normality tests or are
multivariate generalizations of univariate normality tests.
In addition, univariate (individual) testing of the
variables in a p-variate distribution is itself one
approach to assessing multivariate normality, and, in fact,
may still be the most commonly used approach.

Therefore,

prior to discussing techniques developed to assess MVN, it
is desirable to briefly review major approaches to testing
for univariate normality.
Section 2.1 immediately below reviews selected tests
for univariate normality. More extensive reviews of
univariate normality tests have appeared; for example,
those of Andrews, Gnanadesikan, and Warner (1973),
Gnanadesikan (1977), and Mardia (1980). Extensive Monte
Carlo power studies of univariate normality tests include
31
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those of Shapiro and Wilk (1965), Shapiro, Wilk, and Chen
(1968), Shapiro and Francia (1972), and Pearson,
D'Agostino, and Bowman (1977).
Section 2.2 reviews existing tests for MVN. Section
2.3 reviews previous power comparisons, primarily Monte
Carlo power comparisons, of MVN tests.

2.1 TESTS FOR UNIVARIATE NORMALITY
Many tests for univariate normality have been
proposed. This review

includes those which either are in

widespread use and/or

are conceptually related to tests for

MVN. Largely following Ward (1988), this discussion groups
univariate tests into five categories:
1)

graphical tests;

2)

tests based on descriptive

3)

goodness of fit tests;

4)

analysis of variance tests (also called

measures;

regression

tests of fit); and
5)

techniques based on transformations tonormality.

Throughout this discussion of univariate normality
tests, the following notation is used:
X = the random variable of interest
xA, i = 1, . . ., n observed sample values of X
n = sample size

H = E(X)
a2 = Var(X)
£ = least squares and ML estimator of M=(2i«i.nxi)/n
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d 2 = unbiased estimator of a2=[Si«ln(xi-/i)2]/(n-l)
X„(i) = ith order statistic for sample of size n.
x(i) = ith ordered value from a sample.
M° = rth raw moment of a random variable
Mr = rth central moment of a random variable
M° = rth sample raw moment
Ar = rth sample central moment

2.1.1 GRAPHICAL TESTS
Perhaps the most commonly used "test" for univariate
normality is the subjectively interpreted normal
probability plot, in which the ith (ordered) standardized
sample observation, z(i), is plotted against some estimate
of the ith order statistic, Z(i). This estimate is called
the "plotting position," p*. For example, pA might be
E[Zn(i)] or some estimate of E[Zn(i)]. Plotting positions,
however, have also been defined in terms of Median[Zn(i) ].
If the sample is from a normal population, the plot will
appear linear except for random fluctuation. Particular
deviations from normality (such as skewness or kurtosis)
manifest themselves as recognizable types of nonlinearities
in the plot.
The determination of good plotting positions has long
been a subject of debate. See Looney and Gulledge (1985)
for a summary and history. The most commonly used plotting
positions are probably:
Pi=(i-.5)/n; due to Hazen (1914);
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Pi=i/(n+l); due to Weibull (1939); and
Pi=(i“ .375)/(n+.25); due to Blom (1958).
The major disadvantage of this approach is that plots
are interpreted subjectively. However, "analysis of
variance" tests for normality (discussed in a later
subsection) are, in essence, formalizations of normal
probability plot tests.

2.1.2

DESCRIPTIVE MEASURES TESTS
In addition to normal probability plotting, it is a

common practice to assess normality by examining,
subjectively or formally, sample skewness and kurtosis
coefficients.
Population skewness and kurtosis coefficients are
commonly defined as:

7/3 i

=

H i / ( f J - z ) 3 '2 , for skewness; and

= ^/(Mz)2# for kurtosis.
For the univariate normal distribution, 70 1= 0 and
/32=3. Replacing the population moments with sample moments
leads to sample skewness and kurtosis measures:
7 bx = 03/( 02)3/2* f°r skewness; and
b 2 = 0$/ (02 )2/ for kurtosis.

In practice,

and b2

may be examined subjectively

for nearness to zero and three respectively. More formally,
the sample coefficients may be used to form test statistics
for testing, either individually or jointly, hypotheses
about normality. Unfortunately, it is not clear what the
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hypotheses being tested actually are. A practitioner who
examines, either formally or informally, only 7bj perhaps
feels he is testing:
H0: J P x = 0 versus HA: /0/O.
A practitioner who examines only b2 perhaps feels he is
testing:
H„: /32=3 versus HA: 02/3.
One who examines both /bx and b2 perhaps feels he is
testing both of the above hypothesis sets or is, more or
less, using these skewness and kurtosis measures as an
"omnibus" test of the more general hypothesis:
H0: X normal, versus HA: X not normal.
(Note: authors use the term "omnibus" rather loosely in the
context of normality testing. It is frequently used to
describe normality tests based on certain combinations of
statistics and which the user apparently presumes will
detect a wide variety of non-normal distributions, as
opposed to detecting only a limited scope of non-normal
distributions. However, the term is vague and misleading
and should be discontinued. It is only used here, because
of its unfortunate prevalence in the existing literature.)
Strictly speaking, tests (formal or informal) based on

J b x and/or b2 do not provide unambiguous tests of any of
the above hypotheses. This topic is explored more fully in
Chapter 3 in the context of tests based on multivariate
skewness and kurtosis (of which these univariate tests are
just special cases.)
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The finite sample null distributions of the test
statistics

y b x and b2 are analytically problematic, as is

their joint null distribution. The null distributions of
both yb, and b2 are asymptotically normal, but convergence
to normality is not rapid. Further, while ybx and b2 are
asymptotically uncorrelated, for actual tests involving a
composite hypothesis (/z and a 2 unknown) , their correlation
cannot be safely ignored unless n is very large.
Several methods have been suggested for obtaining null
distribution percentage points for the joint null
distribution of 7bx and b2. Bowman and Shenton (1975)
summarize several of these. One type of approach (see
Bowman and Shenton, p. 244) is to transform both J b x and b2
to approximate normality by using one of Johnson's "S"
transformations. Calling these so-transformed statistics
Xs(ybi) and Xs(b2), assuming the transformed statistics are,
in fact, nearly normal, and ignoring the dependency between

J b 1 and b2; then the asymptotically justified,
Xs(ybx) + Xf(b2) - x 22),
forms an "omnibus" tests for normality. Bowman and Shenton
claim this works well in large samples. Regarding this
test, however, Pearson, D'Agostino, and Shenton (1977, p.
234) note that: "It is clear that these contours do not
correspond to the contours of equal density of the
b2) distribution, although the agreement increases with n."
Bowman and Shenton also provide (graphically) cutoff points
for a U b i ,

^ 2) "omnibus" test based on simulation of the
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joint null distribution.
Tests based on ,/bi and/or b2 are affine invariant (not
coordinate-dependent).

2.1.3

GOODNESS OF FIT TESTS
Many goodness of fit tests have been proposed for

assessing the fit of a hypothesized distribution to a
sample. Perhaps the most widely known (which are not
limited to testing for normality) include:
(1) Pearson's chi-square goodness of fit test; and
two tests often called "empirical distribution function"
(EDF) tests:
(2) the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test;
(3) the Cramer-von Mises type tests.
The performances of these tests depend on whether the
null hypothesis is simple or composite. These two
situations are discussed separately below.
To test the simple (/x and a2 known) hypothesis:
H0: X - N ( p , o 2) against
Ha: X not N(/x, a2)
the chi-square test proceeds by dividing the space of X
into M intervals and compares Ek, the expected number of
observations in interval k to 0k, the observed number of
observations in interval k via the statistic:
(Efc-Ojt) 2/Ek] ,
which is x<k-D under the null hypothesis.
When the null hypothesis concerns a continuous
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distribution, as in the case of normality testing, the
power of the chi-square test depends on the number of
defined intervals and the location of their boundaries.
A procedure appropriate for continuous distributions
is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test which uses as a test
statistic the largest absolute difference between the
empirical (observed sample) distribution function and the
hypothesized distribution function? that is, the test
statistic is:
D = supx |Pn(xi)-F0(xi) |
where Fn(xJ is the height of the empirical distribution
function at xA, and F0(x1) is the height of the hypothesized
distribution function at x*.
The null distribution of D does not depend on F0(x),
and tabulated critical values of D are commonly available.
But strictly speaking, these are only appropriate if F0(x)
is completely specified, which in the case of testing for
normality requires n and a 2 known (a simple null
hypothesis).
In Cramer-von Mises type tests, the test statistic is
a weighted mean square difference between Fn(x) and F0(x),
W2 = n.Si.1>n[Fn(xi)-F0(xi)]2^(xi),
where tf(xj is a weighting function.
If ^(xi)=l, the test is often simply called the
Cramer-von Mises test. When the weighting function is

*(Xi) = U F o f X i m i - F J X i )]}-1
the test is often referred to more specifically as the
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Anderson-Darling test.

[The above is based on the more

complete discussion in Ward (1988).] The null distributions
of Cramer-von Mises type statistics also do not depend on
F0(x); and critical values are readily available for both
the ^(xj = 1 and Anderson-Darling tests.
When the null hypothesis is composite fi.e.. testing
for normality with n and a 2 unspecified), none of the usual
(tabulated) null distributions for the above tests strictly
applies.

For example, considerable debate occured between

Pearson and Fisher over how to modify the chi-square test
to handle a composite null hypothesis (see Kowalski, 1970,
for a summary). Fisher showed that when £ and a 2 are used
to calculated the chi-square statistic, its asymptotic
distribution is generally not

Even with these

complications, Fisher's results only strictly apply to
discrete distributions.
Gurland and Dahiya (1972) proposed another form of
chi-quare test based on what they call "generalized minimum

x 2 techniques" (p. 115) for the continuous distribution,
composite hypothesis case. Their approach has the advantage
that the null distribution of the test statistic is exactly
X(m) asymptotically, with m known in application. This test
is based on a practitioner-selected number of sample
moments and thus can be defined so as to be an "omnibus"
test based on skewness and kurtosis. Also, since the test
statistic is defined using moments, non-null distributions
(all non-central x 2) can be readily derived for specified
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alternative distributions, allowing analytical evaluation
of asymptotic power.
An analogous approach has been tried by various
authors for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramer-von Mises
tests [see Csorgo and Seshadri (1970) for a summary], but
with less success. In practice, it is probably true that
these test statistics are often calculated using jl and a2,
and compared to the usual tabulated critical values.
However, such approaches are only justified asymptotically,
and thus the size of any such test is uncertain. Such
procedures are now generally considered to result in
conservative tests; that is, true size below nominal size
[see Stephens (1970).]
Several approaches have been developed which define
"exact" (known size) tests in the composite hypothesis
situation. Perhaps the best known of these approaches is
one developed by Durbin (1961).

(His paper actually

describes several approaches to constructing exact tests,
the best known of which is described here.) In this
approach, the sample observations, xlf x2, . . ., x„, are
transformed to xj, x2, . . ., x^, via the transformation:
Xi* = S*(xi-/i)/o + x*
where x* and (S2)* are random observations generated
(simulated) from a N(0,n'1) distribution and a X(n-i)
distribution respectively. Durbin showed that if X is
normal, then the x* are distributed N(0,1). Thus, the
composite hypothesis:
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H„: X - N (ii,o2) , n , a 2 unknown
can be replaced with the simple hypothesis:
H„: X*~N(0,1).
Many usual goodness of fit tests, such as the KolmogorovSmirnov or Cramer-von Mises type tests, conducted on the x*
will then have known size, even in finite samples.
Durbin’s approach finesses the problem of unknown ju
and cr2 by introducing the randomly generated values x* and
S*. Such a test is affine invariant. However, this test has
received little attention, and the power of this approach
has apparently not been evaluated. One possible reason for
this is the reluctance of some statisticians to use any
such ••randomization" procedure. For example, Hensler,
Mehrotra, and Michalek (1977) state: "As is usual with
randomized procedures, there is an objection in that a
given set of observations need not always yield the same
decision" (p. 34.) Or, in other words, two people might
perform the "same" test on the same data set, but come to
different conclusions.
However, in most practical situations, a
"randomization" procedure would be conducted used a pseudo
random number generator; and the procedure could be exactly
replicated by anyone using the same generator with the same
initial seeds. Such a "replication" would serve only to
verify previous calculations, adding no new "information"
about the data; but the same can be said of replicating any
other normality test.
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Alternatively, with Durbin's test, a second
practitioner could use different random numbers and
possibly come to a different conclusion. At least
theoretically, this would contribute additional information
about the underlying distribution, an option not available
with non-randomized tests.
Other approaches have been defined which finesse the
problem of unknown n and a 2 by "sacrificing" observations.
In particular, O'Reilly and Quesenberry (1973) describe how
Rosenblatt's (1952) conditional probability integral
transformation (CPIT) can be used, for many classes of
distributions, to obtain iid uniform observations despite
unknown parameters. Quesenberry (1986) presents a very
readable discussion of this approach applied in various
situations, including testing the univariate normality
composite hypothesis. A similar approach is defined by
Hensler et al.

(1977) .

In these approaches, the observations are assumed
randomly ordered. In application, this implies that the
observations must be randomized. Thus, these also are
"randomization" techniques, subject to the same criticisms
as Durbin's procedure.
To describe the CPIT technique due to O'Reilly and
Quesenberry (1973) in greater detail, let:
xt = the sample mean calculated on the "first" t
(after randomization) observations; and

d\ = the sample variance (unbiased) calculated on the
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"first" t observations.
If X is normal, then the n-2 transformed observations:
u t-2 = Gt.2{[t-l)/t]1/2 (i<:t-&t.1)dt.1}, t=3,

. . . , n,

where Gd£[«] is the Student Tdf distribution inverse, are
iid uniform( 0 ,1 ).
To then test the uniformity of the u*, Quesenberry
recommends Watson's U 2 test [or a modification due to
Stephens (1970)] or Neyman's smooth test.
This CPIT test is affine invariant and exact, even for
the composite null hypothesis with finite samples. It is,
however, not "symmetric," meaning that the value of the
test statistic depends on the ordering of the observations
[see Quensenberry (1986), p. 245]. Thus, one "random"
ordering could lead to one conclusion, contradicted by a
different "random" ordering. Quesenberry (pp. 245-246)
notes that symmetric CPIT tests are theoretically possible
to devise, but have been explicitly defined only for a few
simple distribution families, not including the normal.

2.1.4

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS
The analysis of variance-based test of univariate

normality proposed by Shapiro and Wilk (1965) can be viewed
as a formalization of normal probability plotting. If X is
normal, then an observed sample of ordered observations,
x(l), x( 2 ), . . ., x(n), can be viewed as generated by the
linear model:
x(i) = fi + -y’E[Z(i) ] + Vi,
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where

E ( v j = 0 and Cov(v)=V
The Vi are not iid. However, approximate values of the

entries in V can be found analytically (i.e.. the variances
and covariances of normal order statistics), so that
generalized least squares can be used to estimate the above
linear model. This results in the GLS estimator y 2 . Under
the normal hypothesis, y 2 is an estimator of a 2, the
variance of X, separate from (but not independent of) the
usual sample variance, a 2 .
The Shapiro-Wilk statistic, W, is the ratio of a 2 and
y 2, scaled by a constant:

W = C [ d 2/ y 2 ] .
Small values of W indicate non-normality.
One difficulty in using W is the derivation of V,
necessary for calculating the GLS estimator y 2 . To overcome
this, values of coefficients, ai( have been tabulated which
allow W to be calculated as:
W = [ Z ^ a i X U n V C n a 2).
Another difficulty is that the null distribution of W
is analytically intractable (due to lack of independence of
W ’s numerator and denominator), so that critical values
must be determined empirically.
Despite these difficulties, use of W is now widespread
in practice probably due to several factors, including:
—

a large power study by Shapiro, Wilk, and Chen
(1968) which concluded "the W statistic provides a
generally superior omnibus measure of non-
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normality” (p. 1343);
—

W is conceptually related to the familiar normal
probability plots; and

—

W is available in SAS's PROC UNIVARIATE procedure.

The major difficulty involved in the use of W is the
need to evaluate V, although, as noted above, tabulated
values of aA coefficients are available for many values of
n. Several authors, however, have described modifications
of W which do not require evaluation of V.
Shapiro and Francia (1972), for instance, develop an
alternate W statistic based on the fact that V approaches I
for large sample sizes.
A more complete discussion of alternate W statistics
appears in Ward (1988) who also summarizes power
comparisons of the alternate W tests.
These "analysis of variance" type tests are not the
only formal methods which have been proposed to compare
sample order statistics to estimates of order statistics.
Looney and Gulledge (1985), for example, suggest using the
usual correlation coefficient to compare the linear fit of
sample order statistics to typical plotting positions. They
used Monte Carlo simulation to assess how well this works
for three typical plotting positions,

(i-.5)/n, i/(n+l),

and (i-.375)/(n+.25). They found that this correlation
coefficient procedure works best with the latter plotting
position [Blom's (1958).] They also found that use of the
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correlation coefficient procedure based on Blom's plotting
position dominates the Shapiro-Francia test on all non
normal alternatives considered and works better than the
Shapiro-Wilk test for some longer-tailed and skewed
alternatives.

2.1.5

NORMALIZING TRANSFORMATIONS
Many approaches to transforming a variable to

normality have been defined. One of these, the Box-Cox
transformation, due to Box and Cox (1964), also lends
itself to testing for normality; in essence, testing
whether or not a normalizing transformation is necessary.
The Box-Cox transformation may be defined as:
(XA—1) / A ,
X(A) = •
log X, A=0
If A=l, the transformation simply recenters the data. Thus,
a test for normality involves maximum likelihood estimation
of A, followed by testing the hypothesis, H0: A=l, which is
considered a surrogate for H0: X normal. In the typical
case, with fi and a 2 unknown, /i, a 2, and A are estimated
jointly.
This approach offers the advantage of implicitly
defining a normalizing transformation for X, should the
null hypothesis be rejected.

(The implicit transformation,

however, may not always be appropriate; for instance, if
non-normality stems from outliers.)
A conceptual problem arises because the X-»X(A)
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transformation presumes X>0, which cannot hold for all
values of a normal random variable. In actual samples
having negative xif two remedies may be used [see
Gnanadesikan (1977) pp. 143-144.] One remedy is to estimate
a more general shifted-power transformation:
(X+?)7 a , a ^O
X(A,|) = •
. log (X+O,

A=0

This requires maximum likelihood estimation of A and £.
A simpler, albeit more arbitrary approach is to
recenter the

using some constant, x^Xj+c, such that all

x[ are nonnegative, and then estimate X+(A) via maximum
likelihood.

2.1.6

OTHER APPROACHES TO TESTING UNIVARIATE NORMALITY
In addition to the techniques described in the

preceding subsections, other approaches to testing for
normality have been defined. It is perhaps particularly
worth noting that several authors have described techniques
that jointly test for normality and other assumptions. For
instance, in the estimation of regression models,
assumptions often include normality of residuals,
independence of residuals, homoscedasticity of residuals,
and correct model specification. Jarque and Bera (1980) and
Bera and Jarque (1982) have described tests which assess
these assumptions jointly.
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2.2

TESTS FOR MULTIVARIATE NORMALITY

2.2.1

MULTIVARIATE DESCRIPTIVE MEASURES (SKEWNESS
AND KURTOSIS)

Given the widespread use of

and b 2 in assessing

univariate normality, it is not surprising that a number of
tests for multivariate normality employ statistics which
are multivariate generalizations of the univariate
concepts, skewness and kurtosis. Several approaches have
been used to obtain "multivariate” skewness and kurtosis
coefficients. However, three approaches, in particular,
have been defined for or used for purposes of MVN testing:
1)

Define a p-variate multivariate skewness
(kurtosis) coefficient as a combination of p
univariate skewness (kurtosis) coefficients. This
approach is used by Small (1980) and Srivastava
(1984).

2)

Define (population) multivariate skewness as the
maximum value of 0 X obtainable by any linear
combination of the p original variables, cTX; and
(population) multivariate kurtosis as the value of
j32 that maximizes [/32-3 ]2 fo^ anY £TX. This
approach is due to Malkovich (1971).

3)

Define population multivariate skewness and
kurtosis using multivariate analogs to central
moments. This approach is due originally to Mardia
(1970), who defined what are often called Mardia's
skewness and kurtosis measures, f3l p and 0 2 p. Other
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multivariate moment-based skewness and kurtosis
measures are due to Bera and John (1983) and
Isogai (1983).
The remainder of this section discusses these three
approaches in greater detail.

2.2.1.1

COMBINATIONS OF UNIVARIATE COEFFICIENTS

As a measure of p-variate skewness, Small (1980)
proposes the quadratic form:

Qi = H o u r ’S!
where w x is the p x 1 vector of marginal sample skewness
coefficients, after each has been individually transformed
using Johnson's (1949) S„ transformation. That is:
= 7i + fisinh'^fVbu-ej/Aj],
where
Johnson.

and X 1 are parameters estimated as described by
(In this particular S„ transformation, 7 i=£i=0 .)

U x is an estimator of the w^'s asymptotic covariance
matrix (also correlation matrix, since the S„
transformation standardizes the univariate statistics).
Specifically:

where rtj is the sample correlation of x* and xd.
Likewise, a multivariate sample kurtosis measure is the
quadratic form:
Qz = w/Ua'Vz
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where
w2J = 72 + 52sinh'1[ (b2j-£2)/A2] >
7 2/ ^2/ ?2/ and a2 being parameters estimated to fit the

Johnson Sa

curve; and
r?
■ij

1
1

r*
Al i
Small proposes testing Q: and Q 2 either individually or
jointly using the asymptotic results:
Qi/ Qz ~ *<p)/ for individual testing, or
Qi+Q2 ~ X(2p)/ for a joint test.
Srivastava (1984) suggests combining univariate
coefficients calculated not on the the original variables,
but rather on the covariance matrix-based principal
components. Specifically, Srivastava defines population
skewness and kurtosis coefficients as the means of the
univariate coefficients calculated on the principal
components. Thus, for population skewness:
0 lp = P'1*SJ.1>P[E(YJ-*J)3/Aj3/2]2
and for population kurtosis:
0 2p = p - ^ S ^ . p E t V ^ V A f

where
• th

Yj = the j

principal component of 2 (X);

= the jth component's mean; and
Aj = the jth eigenvalue of the covariance matrix, S(X)
The sample analogs, blp and b2p/ are obtained by using
the sample covariance matrix.
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Srivastava suggests basing tests on the asymptotic
distributions:
(np/6 )blp - x %), and
(np/24)1/2(b2p-3) - N( 0 ,1).
but does not discuss how well the asymptotic approximations
work for finite samples.
Both Small's and Srivastava's skewness and kurtosis
measures (and hence tests) are coordinate dependent; that
is, they are not affine invariant.

2.1.1.2

COEFFICIENTS BASED ON LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF
VARIABLES

Malkovich (1971) defines tests of multivariate skewness
and kurtosis based on Roy's union-intersection principle.
[See also Malkovich and Afifi (1973).] By Malkovich's
definition, a distribution has multivariate skewness if for
any linear combination of the original variables, cTX,
/3a(c) = {E[cTX-cTE(X) ]3}2* [Var(cTX) ]'3 > 0
The population measure of skewness, /3*, is the maximum
value attained by /Me) over all c.
The sample analog of /31 (c)

is:

bi(c) = n« [Si.1>n(cTxi-cTx)3]2» [Si,l n(cTxi-cTx)2]'3,
where cTx is the sample mean value of the c1^ .

The sample

measure of skewness, b 2, is the maximum value of b^c) over
all possible c. Thus, bj, is the maximum univariate sample
skewness coefficient obtainable using a linear combination
of the p variables.
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Similarly, Malkovich defines a distribution as having
multivariate kurtosis if:
[ J M S )]2 = E{ [ctX-ctE(X) ]*} • [Var(cTX) ]‘z > 9,
with the population kurtosis measure being:

( & z ) z = max [/32 (c)-3]2
The sample analogs are:
bz(c) = n*Ei.1>Il(sx3gi-fiTX) 4*CSi-1.n(SI3Si“STX)2]'2» and
(b2)2 = max{ [minc(b2 (c) -k)2] , [max0 (b2 (c)-k)2]}.
Malkovich's statistics are affine invariant.
Unfortunately, their calculation requires elaborate
numerical optimization routines, and this is generally
deemed impractical. Further, the null distributions of bj
and b 2 are analytically difficult, both asymptotically and
for finite n. It appears that any use of Malkovich's
statistics requires generating null percentage points
empirically [see, for instance, DeWet, Venter, and Van Wyk
(1979)], although Machado (1983) describes a method for
approximating the null distributions.
In summary, bi and b2, while of theoretical interest,
are currently considered impratical.

2.1.1.3

MEASURES BASED ON MULTIVARIATE MOMENTS

Mardia (1970) defined what are probably now the most
widely known multivariate expressions for skewness and
kurtosis. He defines population skewness as:
0

i,P = E U X - j o V ^ Y - m )]3

where X and Y are iid. Population kurtosis is defined as:
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02,P = E[ cx-ii) Ts -1(X-M) 32Mardia shows that for a MVN distribution 0i,p=O and
02,p=P(P+2) .
The sample analogs are:
bi.P = n’2*Si.1,nSj.1>n[ U i - j l f t ' 1

]\ and

b 2,P = n"1#si-i,n[ (Xi“^)T2 '1(xi~M) ]2/ with 2 to order n"1.
These statistics are affine invariant. Compared to
Malkovich*s measures, Mardia’s statistics are
computationally simple. Their finite sample null
distributions, however, are analytically difficult.
Asymptotically,
(n/6 )b1>p ~ X(p(p+l)(p+2)/61 / a n d
{b2.p-[p(p+2) (n-l)/(n+l)]}.[8p(p+2)/n ]*1/2 ~ N(0,1).
Mardia (1970) suggests that these asymptotic results might
be used for large sample sizes. In a 1974 paper and a 1975
supplement, Mardia presents alternate approximations to the
null distributions and percentage points for some
combinations of p and n. Mardia and Foster (1983) evaluate
various normalizing transformations of bl p and b2iP, and
conclude the Wilson-Hilferty works best for both
coefficients. They call the so-transformed statistics
W(b1>p) and W (b2 p).
When, as is usually the case, the null hypothesis is
composite (m . and 2 unknown), bx p and b 2 p are not
independent. Mardia and Foster (1983) show that for
purposes of testing MVN, the covariance between b x p and b 2 p
is non-negliaable even in moderately large samples.

(This
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also may be true of other multivariate skewness and
kurtosis measures, although other measures have not
received the attention which Mardia's statistics have.)
A variety of (b: p, b2p)-based "omnibus" tests are
possible. Mardia and Foster (1983) evaluate a number of
these. They conclude that the best are:
Sg = W 2 (bltP) + W 2(b2iP)
and
Cw = WT*S(W) *W
where WT=[W(b1>p) W(b2p)], and 2(W) is the approximate
covariance matrix of this vector. Note that s£ does not
account for the covariance between b1>p and bz>p, whereas
does. Both S„ and C« are to be compared to the x<2)
distribution.
It is worth noting that blp is a multivariate
generalization of the univariate skewness coefficient bx;
that is, for p=l, blp equals the square of the usual
moment-based univariate skewness coefficient. However, more
typically the signed square root, ± J b lt is reported for
univariate distributions. Mardia and Foster point out that
has no clear multivariate analog, since the sign of
7 bliP is ambiguous for p>l.

Bera and John (1983) propose measures of multivariate
skewness and kurtosis similar to Mardia's coefficients, but
which provide for asymptotically locally most powerful
tests against Pearson alternatives; that is, asymptotically
most power tests of the hypotheses:
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H„: X MVN
Ha: X non-MVN and multivariate Pearson.
Defining:
z.i.

= L'1/2(Xi-M) , where LLT=S
= Si.i^zjyn,

Tjj = S 1.1>nyJj/n,

Tji = Si.^y^/n,

j=l,

. . , p

j=l, . . , p

j,k=l, . . , p

Bera and John propose the test statistics:
Cx = n ‘Z ^ p T j /6
for skewness, which is asymptotically *2p) under MVN; and
C2 = n» {Sj.l p(Tjj-3)2/24 + 2j<k(TJk-l)2/ 4}
for kurtosis, which is asymptotically X[P(p+D/2] under MVN.
They also suggest the omnibus statistic:
C3 = n» {Sj.i pTj2/ 6 + 2 j«1>p(Tjj-3) z/ 2 4 }
which is asymptotically x<2P)- Further, they note that

=C
i+ c2,
which is asymptotically X[P(p+3)/2i might serve as still
another omnibus statistic. However, they state that Clf C2,
and C 3 provide for consistent tests against Pearson
alternatives, while

C
*does

not.

Isogai (1983) generalizes Mardia's approach, defining a
variety of skewness and kurtosis measures all of which are
functions of the eigenvalues of various moment-based
matrices. Let

i,c be the third central moment of variables

Xa, Xb, and Xc, where a, b, and c are not necessarily
different. Then one of the skewness-related matrices
defined by Isogai has the general element:
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~

{Sjk)

~

{ S a-1>p2b-l,pMabjMabk) •

Another skewness-related matrix defined by Isogai has as
its general element:
=

( s jk)

=

(^*B”l,p^*b“l,pMaabMbjk ) •

Letting AjfSi) denote the jth eigenvalue of Sx, etc., Isogai
suggests as possible skewness measures:
1)

trace (Sx) — Ej-i,p*j (£»i)

2)

trace (S2) = ^j-i.p^j (^2)

3)

•^max(Si)

4)

*max(S2)

5)

^min(Si)

6)

*min(S2)

7)

OM(S2) = max { |amax(S2) 1, |amin(S2) 1 }.

The first measure above, trace(Sx) , is equivalent to
Mardia's b l p.
Isogai also defines five kurtosis-related matrices
which are based on fourth central moments, /iabed. The
general elements of these are:
Ki

=

K2

=

{ S a«l p ;iaajk}

{^'a“l,p^*b«l,p^'c”l,p^’abcjMabck)

^3

~

{ ^*a"l,p^*b“ l 1p ^ c “ X ,pM aacjM bbck)

^4

~

{ ^ a “ l ,p ^ 'b “ l , p ^ c “ l.p M aa b b M c cJk }

-^5 ~

{^ a “l,p^'b“I,p^'c”l,pMabbeMacjk) •

Isogai derives several possible "kurtosis" measures from
these matrices, including the trace of K x which when
rescaled is Mardia's b2>p. Some of Isogai's "kurtosis"
measures depend on all moments up to the fourth order
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including third order moments. Such measure are more
inclusive than the traditional moment-based kurtosis
measures which are based on momemts up to the fourth
moments but excluding third order moments.
Along these lines, it should be mentioned that Mardia
(1970) originally motivated the development of >01>p as a
skewness measure by noting that j3lp is related to the trace
of a particular matrix. Specifically, for the mean centered
p-element random vector X, let another p2-element random
vector, Mabf consist of all the second central moments that
can be formed from the p elements of X. Let the covariance
matrices of these two vectors be An and a22 respectively
and denote their cross-covariance matrix as a12. Mardia
(1970, p. 520) claims that the trace of the matrix,
aii”1ai2a22~1a2i# is a logical measure of skewness. This trace
is, be definition, the sum of the squared canonical
correlations between the vectors, X and Mab* ^l.p is not
related in a simple way to the eigenvalues of this matrix;
however, under certain assumptions, especially that moments
of order four and higher are "negligable," /3lp is
asymptotically equal to 2 times the trace of the above
matrix.
Based on this general idea Foster (1981) suggests that
a test for MVN can be based on:
C = largest eigenvalue of the sample au ‘1a 12a 22"1a21
matrix,
which is also the largest sample canonical correlation.
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In the univariate case, this reduces to the correlation
between X and X2, which will be zero if )91=0. Foster notes
that the multivariate analog is more complicated, entailing
moments beyond third-order moments. However, by way of
analogy to the univariate case, he suggests that C will be
more sensitive to skewness than to other departures from
MVN such as kurtosis. His simulation results (see section
2.3.5 below) support his supposition.
For completeness, it should be noted that other
multivariate skewness and kurtosis measures have been
defined which are not moment-based. For instance, Isogai
(1982) defined a measure of multivariate skewness by
extending Pearson's univariate skewness coefficient,
(/z-mode)/a, and proposed a MVN test based on this approach.
This test, however, appears very difficult to implement and
is not affine invariant. Oja (1983) defines a general class
of "location" estimators and a general class of "scatter"
estimators. He uses these to define what he claims are two
multivariate extensions of Pearson's univariate skewness
coefficient as well as a class of kurtosis measures. He
does not address the use of such measures for assessing
MVN.
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2.2.2

MULTIVARIATE GENERALIZATIONS OF SHAPIRO-WILK'S W

Analogously to the three approaches to multivariate
extensions of skewness and kurtosis coefficients, ShapiroWilk's W statistic might be generalized in three ways:
1)

Define a multivariate W as a combination of
univariate W statistics; an approach used by
Royston (1983) and also by Srivastava and Hui
(1987).

2)

Define a multivariate W as the

minimum W

obtainable by any linear combination of the p
variables, cTX; an approach described by
Malkovich (1971).
3)

Seek a more truly multivariate version of the
Shapiro-Wilk analysis of variance concept. Ward
(1988) says this would entail estimating £ by two
distinct estimators, say A and B, with the test
then depending on the eigenvalues of B^A. This
approach apparently has not been pursued.

The first two types of generalizations are examined in
greater detail below.

2.2.2.1

COMBINATIONS OF UNIVARIATE ff STATISTICS

For a p-variate distribution, call the p univariate
(marginal) W statistics Wj, j = 1 , .

. ., p. The test

statistic suggested by Royston (1983) involves averaging
transformed values of the univariate Wj. Specifically,
define:
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Wj" = [ ( l - W j ) ^ ] / 7f

j=l,

. . , p

where the transformation parameters, x, 6, and 7 are
functions of n defined by Royston. Also define:
Rj = C*“1[.5*(-WJ") ] >2#
If X is normal, then Rj -

j=l,

. . , p.

approximately for all j. If

each of the p variables is univariate normal, and if they
are independent, then the test statistic Sj.lpRj~X(P)
approximately. Correlation of the Xj, and hence correlated
Rj results in ep'1»2 j.1 pRj~X(P) approximately, where e is
called the "equivalent degrees of freedom" and e<p.
Royston describes a method of moments approach to
estimating e, but claims that e«p unless the absolute
values of the Xj correlations are very high. Thus Royston
suggests that 2 j.l pRj can be compared to the x % )
distribution in many practical applications.
Royston’s test statistic is invariant to scale and
location changes in the individual variables but, more
generally, is not affine invariant.
Srivastava and Hui (1987) define a similar approach,
but use Wj calculated on the covariance matrix principal
components, rather than on the original variables. They
transform the individual principal component-based Wj to
approximate normality via Johnson's (1949) SB
transformation:
Wj

=

7 + 6 *log[ (Wj-f)/(l-Wj) ],

where 7 , 5, and £ are estimated as described by Johnson.
One test statistic they define is then:
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Mi = 2 Ej-i,p[log «(Wj)] - x?p) approximately.
Another defined test statistic is:
M 2 = min wj
with approximate distribution:
Pr(M 2<m) = l-[l-*(Zn)]p
where Z a is the Johnson SB transformation of m.
Srivastava and Hui's test is not affine invariant.

2.2.2.2

A UNION-INTERSECTION W TEST

Malkovich (1971) uses Roy's union-intersection approach
to define a multivariate version of W (see also Malkovich
and Afifi (1973).] Specifically, W* is the minimum value of
the univariate W obtainable by a linear combination of the
p variables, cTX. For any linear combination, cTX, the
sample univariate W(cTx) is calculated as:
W(cTx) = [Si.1>nai(cTxi) (i)-£Ix] 2/{Si-1,B[ (c1^ ) (i)-cTx]2}
where (cTxi){i) is the ith ordered value of cTXi. Then, the
union-intersection statistic is:
W* = minc (W(cTx)).
Finding the vector c* that minimizes W(cTx) requires a
numerical procedure. Malkovich concludes that this is too
complex to be practical, and instead suggests a least
squares approach to approximating (estimating) c*:
c* = a 1"1«[Z1_i>n(xi-fi) (Xi-ji)1]'1^ * - ^ ) , or

c

= a 1"1»A"1(x,-^).

Here ax is the same as the ax coefficient used in the usual
univariate calculation of W, and x* has been previously
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chosen, from among the

so as to minimize the

demonimator of W(cTx ) .
This test is affine invariant. However, its null
distribution seems intractable. If W* could be calculated
exactly (that is; without recourse to a least squares
estimation procedure), its null distribution might follow
that of the usual univariate Shapiro-Wilk W reasonably
well. Indeed, in one power study [see section 2.3.5 below],
Foster (1981) employs the usual tabulated Shapiro-Wilk and
Shapiro-Francia "univariate" critical values for W*.
In his power evaluations, however, Malkovich (1971)
simulates the null distribution of his least squares
estimated W* rather than rely on univariate tabulated
results.
Other researchers have experienced problems with either
the calculation of W* or its null distribution. Ward (1988)
uses Malkovich's W* algorithm to simulate its null
distribution, but obtained quite different critical values
(see section 2.3.12 below.)
Fattorini (1986a) shows Malkovich's least squares
algorithm for calculating W* performs very poorly in some
cases (see section 2.3.9 below) and suggests as an
alternative a least squares estimation procedure that
estimates the numerator and denominator of W*
simultaneously.
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TESTS BASED ON RADII AND ANGLES

A considerable literature has accumulated on testing
for MVN by examining the coordinates obtained from a polar
representation of a multivariate sample. A very general
family of p-variate distributions, of which the MVN is a
special case, includes those for which each sample
observation, xt, can be decomposed as:
Xi = TiLUi + M
where
r* is a observation of a real valued scalar random
variable, called the observation's "radius;"
L, p x p, is a factorization of the covariance matrix,
2, such that LLt=2. For instance, L=21/2; and
uA. p x 1 , is a sample point on the p-hypersphere,
with the hypersphere having radius=l and origin 0 .
The typical standardizing transformation of xA results
in:

Z.i = L'^Xi-ji) = r ^ .
The point on the hypersphere, u it can be expressed
alternatively in terms of p +1 angles, leading to:
2n = licosfl^sinflio
z12 = rjcosfl^sintfiisinfli,,
•

•

zlp = riCosflipSinfl^p-! . . . sinfli0
where
sin 0iO=cos 0lp=l
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O^^TT,

j=l,

. . , P-2

0 <tfi>p-1< 2 jr.

Since the above implies 9 i0 and 0lp are both constrained =
0 , Ui can actually be represented as a function of p -1

random angles.
If the rA are iid +7xcp) and independent of the u if and
if the u ± are uniformly distributed on the p-hypersphere,
then X~Np(ii,2). The condition that ut be uniform on the phypersphere is equivalent to requiring that the p -1 random
angles be distributed (independently, but not identically)
according to certain "power sine" densities [see Nachtsheim
and Johnson (1988), p. 985.]
The squared "radius", r\, for some observation, x lt is
equal to the (squared) Mahalanobis distance, T>\, between
and Ul .
As noted earlier, if X is p-normal, then:

.

7

_

-.2

2

~ X(p)*

This result has led various authors to suggest tests for
MVN, either subjective or formal, based on:
1)

the fit of a x*P) (or, as will be seen, a rescaled
beta distribution) to the sample squared radii,
rz.
r i'

2)

a test of sample Ui uniformity on the phypersphere; or

3)

some "omnibus" combination of the above two
approaches.

The sample radii and Ui are easily calculated. If X„M is
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an (n x p) data matrix already centered on sample means,
then the typical "standardized" matrix, Z(nxp), is:
Z = X-MfL1)*1
where L is a factorization of S such that LLT=E. The n
diagonal elements of the matrix ZZT are the n sample r*.
Having so obtained the t \ , if the n + J i \ values are
arranged (in original sample order) on a diagonal matrix,
G,nip)( then the rows of the matrix U (nxp):
U = G_1Z
are the n sample points on the p-hypersphere; that is, the

2.2.3.1

SUBJECTIVE RADII-BASED TESTS

Healy (1968) suggests using *fp, probability plotting to
subjectively assess fit of the *?p) distribution to the
sample squared radii. Such a radii-based test is coordinate
invariant. However, comparing the rf to a *(P) distribution,
either subjectively or formally, entails two conceptual
problems or limitations when n and E are unknown, as is
usually the case:
are only x % ) asymptotically; and

1)

the sample

2)

the sample t\ are not independent.

[In addition, it should be kept in mind that any test
based only on sample x\ probably will lack consistency
against some non-MVN distributions and have low power
against others. The X(P> theoretical distribution of the
squared radii is only one characteristic of a MVN
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distribution. Some non-MVN distributions also have squared
radii with x<P) or nearly x?P) squared radii distributions.]
Examining problems (1 ) and (2) above in greater detail,
it is true that for MVN distributions:
r? =

~ x?P>.

However, y, and E are typically unknown, and the

r? =
do not follow X(P) in MVN distributions.
Small (1978) noted that for MVN distributions, the rf
are distributed proportional to a beta variable;
specifically:

~ [ (n-l)2/n] *B[p/2, (n-p-l)/2].
or

[n/(n-l)2]fi ~ B[p/2,(n-p-l)/2].

Small, therefore, suggests subjectively evaluating the r\
using beta probability plots. Since the i \ are
asymptotically x<p># Small notes that x<P) plotting may be
adequate for large n, but he points out that the adequacy
of the X(P> approximation also depends on p. For large p, n
must be very large for x<P> plotting to be adequate.
To define beta plotting positions, Small (following
Blom, 1958) suggests that the expected value of the ith
order statistic from a beta(a,b) distribution be
approximated by:
E[X„(i)] « (i-a)/(n-a-/?+l)
where a=(a-l)/ 2 a and )3=(b-l)/2b.
The fact that the sample squared radii are not
independently distributed has received relatively little
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attention from authors. Both xfp) plotting and beta plotting
presume independent r2. The dependency among the sample
radii stems from the use of

and 2 to calculate them, and

this dependency grows weaker (is of less consequence) as n
increases. Most authors simply state or apparently assume
that with sufficiently large n, the dependency can be
ignored. However, there does not seem to be any evidence to
support this assumption.

2.2.3.2

FORMAL GOODNESS OF FIT TESTS FOR SQUARED RADII

Fattorini (1982) suggests formalizing the beta
probability plotting concept by conducting a goodness of
fit test of a [ (n-l)2/n] «B[p/2, (n-p-l)/2] distribution to
the sample squared radii. He defines two tests statistics:
(1 ) the "percentual mean difference,"
PME = n‘l»Ei.1(I1|rz(i) ^

|/Vi,

and (2) a Theil index:
T = {Si.1.n(f2 (i)-vi]2)1/2/{[ri-i.n£-2 (i)]1/2+(ri»1>nv 2)1/2},
where, for both statistics, f2 (i) is the ith ordered sample
squared radius, and vx is its "corresponding theoretical
value."
Fattorini's statistics are affine invariant. Null
distribution percentage points for both statistics must be
derived empirically.
Moore and Stubblebine (1981) propose another goodness
of fit test for radii. Specifically, they divide the x2P>
density function into "cells” , and then compare the
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expected cell frequencies with the observed cell counts
(observed number of t\ in each cell), using the typical
chi-square goodness of fit test to compare expected and
observed frequencies.

(The "cells" here have the form of

hyper-donuts about the center of gravity of a p-normal
distribution).
As they describe, since £ and S are usually unknown,
and since the number of cells is essentially arbitrary (a
problem of using a chi-square goodness of fit test with any
continuous distribution), their procedure is only justified
asymptotically.
Moore and Stubblebine briefly discuss the limitations
of radii-based tests, saying "the test is insensitive to
lack of symmetry, but peakedness, broad shoulders, and
heavy tails are easily discerned . . ." (p. 713).
For completeness, it should be pointed out that
Kowalski (1970) had earlier outlined several tests for
bivariate normality, including a "ring test" and a "line
test." His ring test is essentially the Moore and
Stubblebine procedure for p=2. Kowalski's line test is
equivalent to *(P) probability plotting and thus is the
bivariate version of Healy's (1968) approach; although, as
Kowalski points out, this approach actually dates back
considerably earlier.
Also for completeness, it should be noted that Mason
and Young (1985) suggest that Kowalski's ring test and line
test be conducted using the beta distribution, rather than
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the x<p) distribution, especially if n<50. They also point
out that even use of the beta distribution does not
overcome the problem of non-independent sample radii,
although this problem diminishes in consequence as n
increases.
Malkovich and Afifi (1973) mention that KolmogorovSmirnov and Cramer-von Mises type statistics might be used
to compare the empirical distribution of (squared) radii to
a theoretical null distribution (i.e.. *2p) or beta). At
least two papers, Koziol (1982) and Paulson, Roohan, and
Sullo (1987), describe such approaches.
Koziol (1982) describes use of a Cramer-von Mises type
statistic for testing the goodness of fit of a x % )
distribution to the r2. His test statistic is:
Jn = E 1.ltII[FJf(*f)-(i-.5)/n]2+(12n)-1,
where F*(») is the x % > distribution function.
Koziol uses a cumulant-based approximation to a Pearson
curve to approximate the asymptotic null distribution of
his test statistic. He compares this asymptotic null
distribution to empirically generated null distributions
for various (p,n) combinations, concluding that the
asymptotic distribution works well unless p is large
(especially large compared to n ) .
Paulson, Roohan, and Sullo (1987) discuss several
Cramdr-von Mises type statistics, particularly the
Anderson-Darling statistic, for comparing the ±\ to a x\V)
distribution. Thus, their test statistic is:
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Ap,n = -Sw.„[(2i-l)/n]{logGE[f2 (i)]+log[l-GE[f2 (n+l-i)]]}-n
where GE[r2 (i)] = n'^number of t\ < f2 (i)].
For small samples, they suggest the null distribution
of A ^ n

be simulated, due to dependency among the sample

radii. However, they also suggest a method of approximating
the asymptotic null distribution of A ^ n.
In applications to selected data sets, they find A^>n
perfoms similarly to Koziol's Jn.
Interestingly, no one has yet evaluated a test which
formally assesses the fit of a beta distribution to the
sample squared radii.
Hawkins (1981) defines a radii-based test which
obviates the problem of choosing between *2p) and beta
distributions. Let j2-i and

S.i denote the sample mean

vector and sample covariance matrix calculated after
removing observation xA from the sample. Then, if the data
are MVN, the modified squared radii:

follow Hotelling's T 2 distribution. And the transformed
values:
F* = r2*[ (n-1 ) (n-p-l) ]/[np(n- 2 ) ]
follow an F (p

distribution.

The Fi can actually be expressed in terms of either the
as above, or in terms of the unmodified sample squared
radii:
F I = (n-p-l) nr 2/{p[ (n-l)2-nr2]}.
Hawkins then proposes to assess fit of an F (Pin.p.1)
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distribution to the if using the Anderson-Darling test.
However, to make the test results more directly diagnostic,
he actually applies the Anderson-Darling test to the
further transformed values:

hi - Pr(F>if),
which are uniform( 0 ,l) under the null hypothesis.
Hawkins' approach eliminates the problem of choosing
between the x<P) and beta distributions for fitting the if.
However, the problem of non-independent if still remains;
in Hawkins' methodology this translates into a problem of
non-independent if and non-independent A*. However, if this
non-independence is deemed unimportant in larger samples,
then Hawkins' procedure provides an approximately exact
test without requiring empirical generation of null test
statistic distributions.
It also should be noted that Hawkins' major purpose is
to present a simultaneous test for (a) multivariate
normality and (b) equivalence of covariance matrices for
use in conjunction with techniques which involve more than
one multivariate sample (e.g.. discriminant analysis,
MANOVA.) However, a special case of his procedure occurs
which the number of samples (groups) is one. Equivalence of
covariance matrices is then irrelevant, and his procedure
deals only with assessing p-normality. The above discussion
covered only this special case.
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2.2.3.3

TESTS BASED ON "ANGLES"

As surveyed above, considerable attention has been
focused on radii-based tests for MVN. Much less attention
has been devoted to angles-based tests; that is, to tests
of the uniformity of the u 4 on the p-hypersphere.
Koziol (1983, p. 359) notes that " . . .

there is no

universally acclaimed method for assessing uniformity [on
the p-hypersphere]." He suggests, and describes the use of
Rayleigh's test with the justification that it is "perhaps
the simplest test" (page 359.) Mardia, Kent, and Bibby
(1979, pp. 424-440) describe Rayleigh's test in greater
detail, although without applying it specifically to
testing MVN.
Rayleigh's test is as follows for a sample with & and Z
assumed known. Let
Z(n j pj = X-^ l V 1, where LLT=E and X_„ denotes a sample
matrix centered on population means.
Then G = diag(ZZT) y and U=G‘1Z.
Considering U as a sample of n points on the
hypersphere, their sample "mean vector" (center of gravity
on the hypersphere) is:
u = n'^Zi.!^.
Their "mean direction" is:
Mo = M/R
where R = (uTu)1/2.
R near 1 implies clustering about the mean direction,
u0, while R near 0 is a necessary (but not sufficient)
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condition for uniformity on the hypersphere. See Mardia et
al.

(1979, pp. 424-428) for a more thorough discussion. If

the Ui are uniform on the hypersphere, then:
(Pn) 1/2u - Np(0 ,1),
leading to Rayleigh's test statistic:
uT(np)1/2I(np)1/2u = npR 2 - x<P)Koziol (1983) develops the asymptotic distribution of
npR 2 (that is, of Rayleigh's statistic) when £ and 2 are
used to calculate U. He finds that asymptotically:
& T(np) 1/2V _1(np) 1/2u - X(P>,
where V = vl and
v = {1 - (2/ p )[T((p+1 )/2 )/r(p/2 )]2}
Koziol*s version of Rayleigh's test is easy to
implement. However, its major limitation can be seen by
noting that it is essentially a test of R = 0, which, as
noted earlier, is a necessary, but not sufficient,
condition for uniformity on the hypersphere.
Mardia et al.

(1979, pp. 439-440) point out that

Rayleigh's test is the uniformly most powerful test against
a von Mises-Fisher alternative. Von Mises-Fisher
distributions are "unimodal" on the hypersphere; that is,
the Ui cluster about only one direction (if they "cluster"
at all, since uniformity is a special Von Mises-Fisher
case). R, however, may be near 0 in distributions which are
multimodal on the hypersphere.
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2.2.3.4

OMNIBUS TESTS USING BOTH RADII AND ANGLES

Andrews et al.

(1973) describe some "informal graphical

techniques" for jointly assessing radii and angles.
Essentially, their approaches involve what might be called
bi-variate probability plots, in which some function of the

rf is plotted, in turn, against a function of each angle,
tfij, resulting in p-1 plots. This procedure is, of course,
subjective, and would seem to be increasingly difficult to
meaningfully interpret as p grows large.
Koziol (1983, p. 359) suggests that an omnibus test for
MVN might be constructed by
1)

2)

somehow combining:

a consistent test for the fit of either

a x<p) or

beta distribution to the squared radii;

and

a consistent test for Ui uniformity on the phypersphere.

Fattorini (1986b) proposes a radii and angles "omnibus"
tests, although the "angles" (uniformity) component of the
test is not consistent against all non-MVN alternatives.
Fattorini's omnibus tests is a an application of
Rosenblatt's (1952) conditional probability integral
transformation (CPIT) technique. Fattorini claims that
under MVN, each sample observation's squared radius, rf,
and its p -1 sample angles,

(0U , . . , 0i>p-:), are

independently distributed as:

t\ - [ (n-l)2/n] »B[p/2, (n-p-l)/2],
6ii ~ Uniform[-jr,7r],
- proportional to (cos?ij)J'1,

j= 2 , . . , p- 1 .
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Based on this, Fattorini describes the Rosenblatt
transformation leading to n vectors, ju^, which, under the
MVN hypothesis, are uniform on the p-hypercube (although
not independent.) A necessary, but not sufficient,
condition for the n

vectors to be uniform on the p-

hypercube is that their np combined elements be
uniform(0,l). Fattorini suggests testing this latter
condition using Stephens'

(1970) modification of Watson's

U 2 statistic:
U&m = {[W2-np(u-.5) ]-(10np)'1-(10n2p 2)'1}{l+.8/(np)),
where W 2 is the Cramer-von Mises statistic calculated on
the np elements of U, and u is the mean of the np elements.
Because the Ui are not independent, Fattorini suggests
simulating the null distribution of u£qD, rather than use
Stephens' percentage points which assume independent
observations. Simulation is made relatively easy, because
the null distribution of

does not depend on n or p. He

also claims that for n >20 it makes little difference if the
Rosenblatt transformation is conducted assuming the squared
radii are

or rescaled beta.

This "omnibus" test is not consistent against all nonMVN distributions, because of the particular uniformity
test chosen. The u£jD test assesses the uniformity of the np
elements on the (0 ,1 ) interval which is a necessary, but
not sufficient condition for uniformity on the p-hypercube.
It is possible to construct a universally consistent test
for uniformity on the p-hypercube; for example, by using a
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"statistically equivalent block" technique. However,
Fattorini (1984) compares the power of such a consistent
test aqainst the power of U^oD and finds that universal
consistency is obtained only by sacrificing finite sample
size power. Fattorini's power study is discussed in greater
detail in section 2.3.14.

2.2.3.5

TESTS BASED ON CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY INTEGRAL
TRANSFORMATIONS

The preceding subsection described a "radius and
angles" omnibus test which used a "conditional probability
integral transformation" (CPIT). Several other CPIT-type
tests, not based on radius and angles transformations, have
been defined in the literature. These are discussed here.
Specifically, these are tests developed by Weiss (1976) ,
Hensler, Mehrotra, and Michalek (1977) , Rincon-Gallardo,
Quesenberry, and O'Reilly (1979), Fattorini (1986), and
Ward (1988). All of these tests are based on the well-known
fact that if X is a p-variate random vector with mean
vector jz and covariance matrix 2? and if L is a
factorization of 2 such that LLT=2, then the transformed
random vector, Z=L-1(X-ji), will be Np(0 ,I) iff X is Np(iz,2 ) .
It follows that if the elements of Z are further
(individually) transformed by the univariate standard
normal density function inverse, U=$_1(Z), then the p
elements of U will be iid uniform(0,l).
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In terms of some particular sample, the implication of
the above is the following: Assume that X (n xp) is a sample
from a p-variate distribution with n and 2 known. Let L be
a factorization of 2 such that LLT= 2 , and let X.,, be the
data matrix centered on the known population means. The
transformed data matrix, Z(n x p^X.^L1)'1, will be a sample
from a Np(0,I) distribution iff X is a sample from a
Np(i±/2) distribution.
If, after forming Z, the univariate normal distribution
function inverse is then used to transform the np
individual components of Z, U=t_1(Z), then the n U* vectors
(rows of U) will each be iid uniform on the p-hypercube iff
X is MVN. It follows that the MVN of X can be tested by (1)
first transforming X-»Z-*U, and then (2) assessing the
uniforming of U on the p-hypercube.
This is the common general procedure of the related
tests (here called CPIT-based tests) discussed in this
section. These tests, however, differ from each other in
two major ways:
1)

The general transformation procedure described
above presumes that y, and 2 are known, which is
seldom the case. If y. and 2 are unknown, one
approach, used by Weiss (1976) and Ward (1988),
is to simply substitute ji and 2 in the X-+Z
transformation. Ultimately, this implies that if
X is MVN, U will be uniform only asymptotically
on the p-hypercube. The other (true CPIT)
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approach is to use variants of Rosenblatt's
(1952) general transformation procedure to
conduct the X-*Z-»U transformation. This approach,
followed by Hensler et al.
Rincon-Gallardo et al.

(1977) and

(1979) is more complicated

to implement, but results in U exactly uniform on
the p-hypercube iff X is MVN. Fattorini (1986b)
uses an "intermediate" approach. He employs £ and 2
in the X->Z transformation, but then uses
Rosenblatt's transformation technique to obtain
Ui (rows of U) which are exactly uniform on the
p-hypercube, but not independent.
2)

Once U is obtained, by whatever method,
uniformity on the p-hypercube must be assessed.
The authors differ in how they have suggested
this step be implemented. Actually, it is more
accurate to say, that some of the above authors
have paid little attention to this step
(concentrating rather on the details of the X-»Z-»U
transformation), and have noted that assessing
uniformity on the p-hypercube might be conducted
in many ways, each entailing certain limitations.

It seems appropriate to order the following discussion
of these tests by conceptual similarity rather than
chronologically. The entire discussion which follows
presumes the composite hypothesis case (ix and S unknown.)
Ward (1988) transforms X-»Z->U as described above, but
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using the sample mean vector and sample covariance matrix
rather than the (unknown) population values. To test for
uniformity, Ward forms the following product for each fi*
(row or observation in U ) :
Yi =

Under the hypothesis of MVN, the

are (approximately)

iid uniform, making the y L observations of a random
variable, Y, which is the product of p iid uniform random
variables. The probability integral transformation of Y can
then be used to form:
Uy(i, =

(Yi)Sj.lfP(“l o g y j V f j ! )

which will be uniform(0,1) under the MVN hypothesis.
Weiss (1976) describes a general multivariate goodness
of fit test which can be applied to testing for MVN. Weiss
also uses the sample ji and 2 in the X-»Z-*U transformation,
resulting in U asymptotically uniform on the p-hypercube if
X is MVN.
Weiss then uses the principal of "asymptotically
sufficient grouping" to construct a test for uniformity on
the p-hypercube.

The test is a multivariate version of the

chi-square goodness of fit procedure. It may also be one of
the few tests which is theoretically consistent against all
non-MVN alternatives. However, it would be very difficult
to implement in practice. Also, it does not provide an
exact test (known size) in finite samples, unless the test
statistic's null distribution is simulated. Also, while
perhaps theoretically consistent, it quite likely would
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have low power in application against many important nonMVN distributions.

(Weiss' "asymptotically sufficient

grouping" technique is similar to "statistically equivalent
block" techniques to be discussed later, which seem to have
relatively low power.)
Fattorini (1986b) proposes a procedure in which the X->Z
transformation is conducted using & and 2 , calling the
elements of Z "scaled residuals." He then notes that the n
vectors ("observations" or rows), z lf in the Z matrix:
1)

are not independent of each other; but

2)

each li-t(n-l)/7 n ] •[a beta random vector], and
there are no unknown parameters in this
multivariate beta distribution.

Ignoring (temporarily) the lack of independence in the
vectors, Fattorini suggests the U can be obtained via
Rosenblatt's (1952) transformation applied with beta
distribution inverses. The procedure is quite complicated
(see Fattorini, p. 299.) If X is MVN, then the ut will be
uniform on the p-hypercube (but not independent.)
A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for Ui
uniform on the p-hypercube is that their np combined
elements be uniform(0,1). Fattorini suggests testing the
uniformity of these np elements using Stephens'

(1970)

modification of Watson's U 2 test; specifically:

U ^ D ^ u M lO n p r M lO n V r 'n i+ .S /fn p )]
where
U 2=W 2-np(u-.5), the usual Watson's U 2 statistic;
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W 2 is the Cramer-von Mises statistic computed on the np
elements; and
u is the mean of the np elements in U.
Since the & if and hence the & it are not independent,
Fattorini suggests simulating the null distribution of U ^ D.
In fact, he presents simulation results which show critical
values for such a simulated u £jD differ non-negligably from
the usual U ^ d critical values.
The difference between Fattorini's approach and that of
either Ward or Weiss is the use of a conditional beta
inverse function, rather than the normal inverse, in the
Z-*U transformation. Fattorini calls use of the normal
inverse the "large sample version" of his conditional beta
transformation. Further, he shows that the normal inverse
can be used with little adverse effect on U^d critical
values for n even as small as n= 2 0 .
Fattorini's paper is important for two reasons:
1)

He shows that the choice between using a beta
inverse transformation or a normal inverse
transformation is usually not important. Thus,
the normal would be preferred due to simplicity.

2)

He shows that the non-independence in the z it and
hence the ti*, introduced by use of & and Z is
important to consider. In his test, this non
independence requires simulation of the test
statistic's null distribution.

When using these CPIT-type tests, unknown ji and Z
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create two distinct problems:

(1 ) only approximately

uniform uif and (2 ) non-independent

and hence

that

is, non-independent rows in the Z and U data matrices.
Fattorini's results suggest that the first problem may be
of little consequence, while the second is an important
limitation. Fattorini's method compensates for this second
problem by simulating the test statistic's null
distribution. Other CPIT approaches overcome both problems
and provide for exact (known size) tests without null
distribution simulation.
It is possible to replace the X-»Z step with a
conceptually similar X-»T transformation, such that if X is
MVN, the elements of T are from known distributions even in
finite samples, in particular, from various Student T
distributions. Such an approach might be called a true CPIT
technique, as opposed to the (what might be called)
asymptotic CPIT techniques already discussed in this
section. There is a ''cost'1 incurred, however; specifically
some observations are "lost.” That is, the T matrix has
fewer elements that the original X data matrix.
One such approach is that of Rincon-Gallardo et al.
(1979), based on O'Reilly and Quesenberry (1973), which
procedes as follows. The n observations, xx, Xa, . . , Xn,
are arranged in some random order. The particular order
does not affect the theoretical performance of the test, so
long as the order is random.
Define fii and

as the sample mean vector and mean-
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centered cross-products matrix of the "first" (randomly
ordered) i observations. Let A x be a factorization of Si
such that AiTAi=Si. Form the n-p-l transformed observation
vectors:

ti=Ai(Xi-£i) {[ ( i - l J / i l - t e H i i j V ^ X i - f i i ) }'1/2,
i=p+ 2 , . . , n;
and form the p(n-p-l) values:
uij=G <i-^-2){tij[(i“P+j- 2 )/(l+t?1+ •• tt^-i)]172},
where Gjf is the distribution function inverse of a Student
T distribution with df degrees of freedom. This too is an
application of Rosenblatt's (1952) general multivariate
transformation technique.
Under MVN, the p(n-p-l) u^ are independent and
uniform( 0 ,1 ), and are, therefore, uniform on the phypercube. Any test of fit for the uniform distribution
might be used. The authors suggest testing the uniformity
of the p(n-p-l) u^ using Watson's U 2 test or the Neyman
smooth test. They report no power results.
Note that under MVN, the u^ are independent and
exactly uniform(0,1). No asymptotic justification is
required. However, np-p(n-p-l)=p2+p elements have been
sacrificed, a number equal to the total number of entries
in the estimated parameter matrices, & and S. In a sense,
this amounts to sacrificing p +1 rows (observations) from
the original X data matrix.
This test is exact in finite samples without the
necessity of empirically generated test statistic null
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distributions. However, it is not "symmetric"; that is, the
value of the test statistic depends on the order of the
observations in the X data matrix. The order must be random
for the nominal test size to hold; different "random"
orders will result in different test statistic values and
possibly different conclusions.
A very similar approach is defined by Hensler et al.
(1977). In this approach, however, only
[ (pz+p)/2]+p=(p 2)/2+3p/2 elements of the original data
matrix are sacrificed, a number equal to the number of
unique parameters estimated in & and S.
It is worth briefly attempting to answer two questions
about these CPIT-based techniques:

(1 ) Do they provide

affine-invariant tests? and (2) Do they provide consistent
tests against all non-MVN alternatives?
Each such test consists of two general steps:
1)
2)

an X-*U transformation; and
an assessment of the uniformity of the U elements
or of the Ui.

Regarding the affine invariance property of any of
these tests, if the X-*U transformation is affine invariant,
then the test statistic will be affine invariant; that is,
affine invariance of the test statistic is maintained or
lost in the X-»U step, not in the uniformity testing step.
This leads to the following two comments:
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1)

For these tests, the X-+U transformation generally
is not affine invariant.

(It may be possible,

however, to define X-+U transformations which are
affine invariant.) The lack of affine invariance
stems from the fact that the intermediate X-+Z (or
X-+T) transformation uses factored sample
covariance (or cross-products) matrices, e.g.. L
such that LLt=S. L is not unique. It is not
immediately obvious what effect this has on test
properties.
2)

Even if the X-+U transformation (and, hence, the
test statistic) is not affine invariant, the null
distribution of the test statistic and, hence,
the theoretical test size may be affine
invariant. Indeed, this seems to be the case for
the tests of Rincon-Gallardo et al.
Hensler et al.

(1979),

(1977), Weiss (1976), and

Fattorini (1968b). This may also be true of
Ward's (1988) test.
In a sense, therefore, these may be tests with affineinvariant theoretical properties, although their test
statistics are apparently not affine invariant manner.
With regard to consistency against all non-MVN
distributions, somewhat the opposite holds. All of the
CPIT-type X-»U transformations "characterize" the MVN
distribution. That is, the uA will be uniform on the p-
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hypercube (at least asymptotically) iff X is MVN.
Consistency is achieved or lost in the second (uniformity
testing) step rather than in the first (transformation)
step. Most tests for uniformity result in a loss of
consistency against some non-MVN distributions; although it
is generally not very clear just which non-MVN
distributions these are.
This may seem an undesirable property; that is, it may
seem that we might want to consider only those uniformity
tests which are universally consistent. Unfortunately, the
tests which can be demonstrated to be universally
consistent all appear to have two undesirable properties:
(1 ) they are very difficult to implement, and (2 ) while
consistent, they have relatively low power in finite
samples against many important non-MVN distributions. Or,
put another way, the price of universal consistency seems
to be low finite sample power. It is perhaps for this
reason that universal consistency is a property that has
received little attention from those who have studied
goodness of fit tests.

[See Quesenberry (1986), p 238 for a

discussion of this.]
Of the various uniformity testing procedures discussed
in this section, only that of Weiss (1968), based on
"asymptotically sufficient grouping" is perhaps universally
consistent. It is possible to couple a CPIT-type X-*U
transformation with a universally consistent uniformity
test. For instance, the "statistically equivalent blocks"
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procedure of Anderson (1966), discussed in the next
section, can be implemented so as to be universally
consistent. But again, this holds little interest due to
complexity and low finite sample power.

2.2.3 .6

TESTS BASED ON RANDOMIZATION PROCEDURES

The tests of Rincon-Gallardo et al.
et al.

(1979) and Hensler

(1977), discussed in the preceding subsection, are

noteworthy in that provide for exact finite sample tests
for a composite null hypothesis of MVN without simulating
null test statistic distributions. They do so by
"sacrificing" observations. They are also "randomization"
techniques in the sense that the tests presume the data are
in some random order. In practice, i.e.. with real data
sets, the observations would always be "randomized" prior
to conducting such tests.
Wagle (1968) uses a different "randomization" approach
to obtain an exact test which also does not require null
distribution simulation. This test is a multivariate
extension of Durbin's (1961) randomization technique.
Specifically, if

i=l, . . , n, are observations from a

p-normal random vector, and

are defined as before,

Zi=L'1(xi-M)» i=lf • • / n, then the transformed vectors:
xj = [(n-l)/n]A*1/2i 1T + x*
are Np(0,I), where x* and A* are distributed as the sample
mean vector and dispersion matrix from a Np(0,I) sample of
size n. These can be further transformed,
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Uij = # _1( X y ) #

and under the hypothesis of MVN, the np u^ are distributed
independently uniform( 0 ,1 ). Wagle suggests the "ordinary
univariate tests" can be used to assess fit of these np
observations to the uniform(0,l) distribution. However, he
reports no power results. This test is affine invariant;
the randomization step, however, implies that different
results generally will be obtained by different
practitioners for the same data set unless they use the
same "randomization" process.
Another randomization-based procedure is due to
Anderson (1966). He applies the concept of "statistically
equivalent blocks" to several multivariate problems,
including testing for MVN, obtaining a "distribution free"
(which implies consistent) test for MVN.

[The

"statistically equivalent blocks" technique has a long
history. See Barnett,

(1976, pp. 326-327) for a summary.]

Looking first at the special univariate case of
Anderson's test, it is based on the fact that the
"coverages" of intervals formed by sample order statistics
are distribution free. That is, the "coverage,"
F[x(i+1)]-F[x(i)], does not depend on F(»)- Thus, to test
the hypothesis that a sample of size n is from a completely
specified distribution, say, F0 (»)=N ( n , o 2) , the sample can
be "cut" to form n +1 intervals:
-«o<x(l), x(l)<x( 2 ), . . , x(n-l)<x(n), x(n)<«
The probability content of each of these intervals can be
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evaluated under F0(•) as:
VX =

F 0[x(l) ]

- F0[-«]

V2 =

F 0[X(2) ]

- F0[X(1) ]

vn =

F„[x(n) ]

- F0[x(n-1) ]

vn+i = F0[oo] - F0[x(n) ]
If the null hypothesis holds, then the random variables:
Ui =

i=l/ 2 , . . , n

are uniform(0,l). The u d can be compared to a uniform(0,l)
distribution via any goodness of fit test.
Like all randomization tests, this test is not unique
for any given sample. Under the null hypothesis, the uA
will be uniform( 0 ,l) regardless of the indexing of the vt.
That is,

the indices of the vtcan

prior to

forming

be arbitrarily

shuffled

the uA as shown above.Thus,for any one

sample, many sets of u* are possible, all conceptually
equivalent for testing purposes, but possibly leading to
different conclusions.
The multivariate version described by Anderson procedes
analogously to the univariate version. Order statistics of
functions of the Xt are used to "cut" the multivariate
sample into "blocks" (analogous to the univariate
intervals). Under a completely specified F0(*), say,
X~Np(ii,2), the probability content of each block, Bt, is:
vt = J*Bt" *J*Bt Np(ii,Z)dx, and
Ui = 2 t>iVt
are uniform( 0 ,1 ).
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As with the univariate version, the test is not unique
for two reasons:

(1 ) when the u A are formed, the indexing

of the vt is arbitrary; and (2 ) there is no single way to
define the cutting functions; that is, no single way to
create the blocks. As noted, the procedure presumes a
simple null hypothesis (44 and 2 known). When & and 2 are
used, this test is not exact unless the test statistic null
distribution is simulated, which could be quite costly.
Anderson, however, appears to assume that jm and 2 can be
used without creating severe problems.
This procedure's properties and power will be very
sensitive to how the cutting functions are defined. Indeed,
some cutting functions will lead to unversally consistent
tests for MVN, while other cutting functions lead to
"marginal" tests. See Anderson (1966, pp. 16-17).
Foutz (1980) describes a similar testing approach based
on what he calls an "empirical probability distribution."
Conceptually, his test statistic is:
Fn = sup |P0(B)-Pn(B) |,
where B is an event in the Borel set Bp, P0(*) is the
height of the null density function (derived using
estimated parameters), and Pn(») is the height of an
"empirical probability distribution." The test presumes a
continuous distribution.
Foutz operationalizes the concept of the height of a
continuous empirical probability distribution by "spreading
the mass [of the sample] over statistically equivalent
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blocks"

(p. 990). The resultant test statistic, Fn, is

difficult to concisely express, but it is a function of the
empirical probability content of statistically equivalent
blocks.
Foutz shows F„ is independent of both the form of F 0 (•)
and of p. He also derives the asymptotic distribution of
F„. Like Anderson's technique, Fn might or might not
provide a universally consistent test for MVN, depending on
how the statistically equivalent blocks are formed. Also
like Anderson's test, when m and 2 are unknown, the test is
not exact unless the null distribution of F„ is generated
empirically.
Although section 2.3 is devoted to power studies, it is
appropriate to briefly note here that two studies have
compared the powers of statistically equivalent block
procedures to other tests. Booker, Johnson, and Beckman
(1984) included a version of Foutz' Fn in their power study
(see section 2.3.8 below), and Fattorini (1984) included
Anderson's technique in a power study (see section 2.3.13.)
In both studies, the statistically equivalent block
techniques exhibit very poor power compared to at least
some other tests.

2.2.3.7

LIKELIHOOD RATIO TESTS

In an effort to accomodate a composite null hypothesis,
Loh (1986) defines a likelihood ratio-type test. His test
statistic is:
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T„ = Si.j^logtgfxJ/f (XJ4/S)}
where f(x1 |ja,S) is the MVN density function with ^=ji and
2 = 2 , and gfxj

is a "nonparartietric" estimate of the unknown

density function.
If, in fact, n=Q. and 2=2, then for a test of size a, a
cutoff point cn(ii,2 ) could be chosen such that:
Pr{Tn>cn(it,2) |f (x,ik,2) }=a.
To compensate for unknown y. and 2, Loh describes a gridsearch method of calculating the cutoff point which
guarantees the size of the test will be a asymptotically.
However, its actual (finite sample) performance depends
on the definition of g(xj , the nonparametric density
function, the fineness of the grid search, and other
arbitrary choices. Also, it seems that this test would be
difficult and costly to implement, especially for p> 2 .
The effect of arbitrary user choices on test
performance is illustrated by Loh's small simulation study
using p=2. As

increases, his test (as he

implements it) becomes very conservative (its size falls
well below nominal a) and also loses power.

2.2.3 .8

TESTS BASED ON TRANSFORMATIONS TO NORMALITY

The Box-Cox approach to testing univariate normality
has been extended to the multivariate setting as well. Cox
and Small (1978) state that this extension was first
suggested by T. Burnaby in an unpublished work and
subsequently developed independently by Andrews,
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Gnanadesikan, and Warner (1971).
The approach calls for maximum likelihood estimation of
the p parameters, Alf . . , Ap/ for the transformation
model:
"(X/J-D/Aj,

A^O

Xj(Aj) log Xj,
j=l,

Aj= 0

. . , p;

and testing the null hypothesis:
H0: A^ = Ag = • • = Ap = 1.
In practice, u, and 2 are typically unknown, so the Aj
are estimated jointly with ji and 2. Andrews et al. note
that this might be carried out in two ways:

(1 ) maximum

likelihood estimation of Aj, jiiil and a 2) conducted
separately for each variable, Xd; or (2) joint maximum
likelihood estimation of A., Il , and 2.
The first approach is simpler to implement, but is
limited to detecting univariate non-normality in one or
more of the X d ; hence, the first approach does not seem as
truly "multivariate" as the second approach.
As in the univariate Box-Cox transformation, all sample
xi;j must be non-negative. If not, either (1) the variables
can be arbitrarily recentered, or (2 ) the more general
shifted-power transformation can be used.
Andrews et al.

(1971) also describe the use of a Box-

Cox transformation to achieve "directional normality".
Letting 2t = L'1(xi-^), they define a "direction" in the zspace as:
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d = Si-l.nUi-lliiir),
where flajl is the Euclidean norm of 2i# and a is a
specified constant, -l<a<l. "Direction" can be varied by
alternate choices of a. Andrews et al. note: "If a=-l, d is
a function only of the orientation of the j^'s and gives
the direction of any clustering. If a=l, d becomes
sensitive primarily to the observations far from the mean.
If the li's skew in one direction, d will tend to point in
that direction" (1971, page 829).
Andrews et al. suggest that a univariate Box-Cox
transformation might be applied in stages, " . . .

using a

different value of a at each stage so as to transform along
a different direction" (1971, page 830). It appears that
both the consistency and power of this approach would
depend critically on the collection of a values used.
Compared to other tests, any transformation-based test
offers the advantage of implicitly defining a (hopefully)
normalizing transformation should the null hypothesis be
rejected. Disadvantages include complexity of
implementation and the fact that the data still may be
highly non-MVN after the transformation. Royston (1983),
for instance, presents an example of a real data set whose
marginal variables remain non-univariate normal even after
the Box-Cox transformation.
Many other transformation choices exist beside Box-Cox.
Machado (1976) defines a transformation which Koziol
(1986b, p. 2779) calls " . . .

a richer yet natural family
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of transformations than Box-Cox . . . "

2.2.3.9

TESTS FOR NON-LINEAR DEPENDENCIES AMONG VARIABLES

Cox and Small (1978) claim that the most important form
of non-MVN to detect is a non-linear dependency structure
among the variables. They describe two approaches
specifically focused on the detection of non-linear
dependency, rather than the detection of non-MVN in
general.
The first of their approaches to be discussed here is
coordinate dependent, and is most conveniently described
for the special case of p=2. In this approach, with p=2,
and assuming sample mean centered variables, two regression
models are estimated:
Xi = 0iX2+jB2g(X 2)+exl, and
X2 = aiXi+aagtXJ+exj,,
where g(Xj) is some pre-specified non-linear function. Cox
and Small suggest g(Xj)=X^, as a reasonable choice in many
cases.
The usual t-statistics for the estimators, T(a2) and
t (^2)/ are then used to assess the joint significance of a 2
and j§2, by using as a test statistic either
Cx = max { |T (/?2) |, |T (a2) |)
or the quadratic form:
t (h)

T
• E(T)

T(a2^

T(£2)
•
T(a2)
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where
r 12(2-3r?2)
S(T) =
r 12(2-3rf2)
Using Cx requires percentage points from a bivariate T
(or normal) distributuion. In large samples, the null
distribution of C2 is approximately *<2).
This approach appears not to be consistent against all
non-MVN alternatives, since the dependency structure of
some non-MVN distributions is also linear.
Also, it should be noted that conceptually the null
hypothesis is that the 2(X) matrix fully captures the
inter-variable dependency structure; that is, that all
inter-variable dependencies are linear. In actuality, the
test is really one of the significance of the g(X)
coefficients, and hence depends on the specific non-linear
function chosen for g(X) . If g(X)=X2, then the test
essentially focuses on third order moments and becomes
similar to tests of multivariate skewness.
Another problem in practice is that the approach could
be extended (generalized) in more than one way for p> 2 .
Although not discussed here, Cox and Small briefly describe
five possible extensions for p> 2 .
Cox and Small's second approach for testing linear
dependency is coordinate invariant. For the p-variate
random vector, X, having Ur=0, define two linear
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combinations of the Xj:
V=aTX , and W=bTX,
such that E(V)=E(W)=0 and ct3=ct£=1. If X is MVN, no non
linear relationship exists among the Xjf nor between V and
W, for any a,b.
To test for non-linear dependency, Cox and Small
suggest the sample test statistic, 77^ ,

defined as the

maximum proportion of variance accounted for by a quadratic
regression term, W2, in the regression:

V = 7 XW + 72W2 + ev.
In other words, the test statistic requires finding a,b so
as to maximize the variance accounted for by the quadratic
term.
While this approach is coordinate invariant, it also
would seem not to be consistent against non-MVN
distributions which have linear dependency structures.
Further, W 2 is only one possible non-linear term that might
be used. Also, 77^

must be found numerically, and this may

not be practical for large p. Finally, the null
distribution of 77^

is problematic; however, Cox and Small

claim that when (n>50, p < 6 ) holds, log 77^

is approximately

normal.

2.3

POWER COMPARISONS OF MVN TESTS
Only a few studies have compared the powers of various

tests for MVN. Furthermore, it is probably true that the
principal intent of most of these studies was not to
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provide guidelines for practitioners, but rather to
determine if a proposed new test for MVN exhibited power
comparable to other selected tests against at least some
non-MVN alternatives.
This section briefly reviews past power studies. First,
however, some general comments are made concerning the
difficulties involved in interpreting and generalizing
power studies.

2.3.1

DIFFICULTIES IN INTERPRETING AND GENERALIZING POWER
STUDIES

The principal difficulty in generalizing results of any
power study lies in the inherently limited array of non-MVN
alternatives included in the study. No accepted scheme
exists for defining a "comprehensive," "definitive," or
even "accepted" set of non-MVN alternative families. Thus,
the set of non-MVN families included in any power study is
ultimately arbitrary. Further, having selected a set of
non-MVN families, the results of the study are contingent
upon additional arbitrary decisions, including the settings
for p, n, and alpha, and the nature of the dependency
structure among the variables.
Most power studies conducted to date have been Monte
Carlo simulations in which samples from the alternate (nonMVN) distributions were generated empirically, with power
determined as the fraction of so-generated samples rejected
by a test. Another difficulty in interpreting and
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especially in comparing such Monte Carlo studies stems from
the studies having obtained critical values via different
methods. It is helpful to distinguish among three different
general methods that might be used to obtain critical
values for Monte Carlo power studys:
1)

Finite sample, exact size test critical values
obtained analytically.

Only a few of the MVN tests defined fe.q.. those of
Rincon-Gallardo et al.

(1979), Hensler et al.

(1977), and

Wagle (1968)] provide for exact tests in finite samples
without the need to simulate the test statistic's null
distribution. Thus, this method, while definitely the
simplest method for obtaining critical values, is not an
option (not available) for most of the proposed MVN tests.
Most of the proposed tests do not have known finite
sample exact null distributions. For these tests, critical
values can be obtained either:
2)

analytically, using asymptotic or approximate
null distributions (leading to only approximate
critical values); or

3)

empirically, by Monte Carlo simulation of the
null distribution of the test statistic.

If an asymptotic or approximate null distribution is
used, the true size of a test may deviate widely from the
nominal size, making observed power results for that test
difficult to interpret and difficult to compare to results
for other tests.
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Still another difficulty arises because many tests have
more than one form. For instance, Mardia's (1970)
coefficients, blp and b2 p, might be used directly, or they
might be transformed prior to use, e.g., to W(b:p) and
w (b 2lP)* Further, they might be used either individually or
combined via any of several proposed methods into a single
"omnibus” statistic. Conclusions about the power
performances of Mardia's coefficients may depend upon the
form in which they are used.
Along these lines, many of the MVN tests (such as the
CPIT tests and the radii-based tests) are conducted in two
general steps:

(l) transform the data such that under the

MVN null assumption they will follow (exactly or
approximately) some known distribution; then (2) conduct a
goodness-of-fit test of this known distribution to the
transformed data. It is the first general step (data
transformation) which truly defines each proposed test and
distinguishes it from other tests for MVN. However, the
power of any test depends on both general steps.
For instance, the power of a test of goodness-of-fit
test of a X(P) or rescaled beta distribution to squared
radii depends on whether goodness-of-fit is assessed via a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cramer-von Mises, or Anderson-Darling
test, or by some other method.
Likewise, the tests of Rincon-Gallardo et al.
Hensler et al.

(1979),

(1977), Wagle (1968), and Ward (1988) all

transform the original data to observations which under the
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null hypothesis are (exactly or approximately) uniformly
distributed on the p-hypercube. Following any of these
transformations, goodness of fit of the uniform
distribution may be assessed via many different goodnessof-fit techniques. A number of transformations defined by
these authors are very similar conceptually, and it may
well be that the practitioner's choice among these
transformations is less critical to power performance than
the secondary choice of which goodness of fit test to the
uniform distribution is used.
The following sections summarize the various power
studies which have appeared to date. A summarization of the
studies appears in Table 1.

2.3.2

MALKOVICH (1971)

In a simulation power study, Malkovich (1971), whose
results are partially reported in Malkovich and Afifi
(1973), compared 10 test statistics, including the three
union-intersection tests developed by Malkovich:
1)
2)

b 2; and

3)

W* (called Wp in Malkovich, 1971).

The other seven tests compared are all based on squared
radii. Four of these assess the fit of a

distribution

to the squared radii:
4)

KS*, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit

test;

5)

CM*, a Cramer-von Mises goodness-of-fit test;
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TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF STUDIES COMPARING POWERS OF MVN TESTS
Malkovich (1971), Monte Carlo power comparison
Tests: bj, b*2 , W %

KS*, CM*, SEB*, CHI*, bf, b|, Wr

Null distributions: all empirical (MCSS=499)
Distributions:
iid uniform(0,1)
iid lognormal(0,1)
iid Student TA
iid Student T10
various mixtures of 2 MVN distributions
Design parameters:
a = .05(.05).25
p — 2, 3, 5
n = 10, 25, 50
MCSS = 500
Dahiya and Gurland (1972), analytical power comparison
Tests: Q
Null distribution: asymptotic
Distributions:
bivariate logistic
bivariate gamma (with correlated components)
bivariate T (with correlated components)
Design parameters:
nominal a = .01, .05
p = 2
n = 50, 75, 100
Hawkins (1981), Monte Carlo power comparison
Tests: WT, b 1>p, b2>p
Null distributions: Wx asymptotic; others unstated
Distributions:
iid Z+.1Z3, where Z~N(0,1)
iid uniform(0,1)
heteroscedastic versions of the above
Design parameters:
nominal a = .10
p = 5, 10
n = 20, 60, 100, 200
MCSS = 100
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TABLE l (continued)
Foster (1981), Monte Carlo power comparison
Tests: W*, V, D=directional normality test, Qlf q2,
^2,p» ^(bl p) , W(b2,p) , C, Cfff SW, Cyj,
K2

t»2 tt2
L) ^Hi
f *S

Null distributions: all asymptotic or approximate,
except C and CM* (MCSS=10,000)
Distributions:
Non-skewed:
iid Johnson SB
iid Tukey A (A=.7)
iid beta(2,2)
iid T2
Skewed:
iid Johnson SB
iid Weibull
iid beta(3,2)
iid Xu,
iid lognormal
various mixtures of 2 MVN distributions
Design parameters:
nominal a = .05
p = 2, 3, 4
n = 25(25)100
MCSS = 500 for p=2, 3; and 200 for p=4
Fattorini (1982), Monte Carlo power comparison
Tests: PME, T ("Theil index")
Null distributions: empirical (MCSS=10,000)
Distributions:
iid exponential
iid uniform
iid Laplace
Design parameters:
a = .05, .10
p = 2(1)6
n = 25, 50, 100
MCSS = 10,000
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TABLE 1 (continued)
Bera and John (1983), Monte Carlo power comparison
Tests: Cx, C2/ C3, C*, blp, b2p, M 3 (an omnibus
combination of transformed b 1>p and b2 p)
Null distributions: empirical (MCSS=500)
Distributions:
iid beta (parameters not given)
iid T5
iid Tx
iid gamma (parameters not given)
iid lognormal
iid F (parameters not given)
iid Tukey's A (A=5.2)
iid Tukey's A (A=8.0)
also some dependent cases of above distributions
Design parameters:
a = .10
p = 2
n= 20, 35, 50, 100, 200
MCSS = 500
Isogai (1983), Monte Carlo power comparison
Tests: blp and b2 p, as well as other tests based on
eigenvalues of certain skewness and kurtosis
matrices.
Null distributions: empirical (MCSS=1,000)
Distributions:
iid lognormal(0,1)
iid uniform(0,1)
iid T t,
independent Johnson SB and SB components
various mixtures of 2 MVN distributions
Design parameters:
a = .01, .025, .05, .10, .15, .20, .25
p = 2
n = 10, 20, 30, 50
MCSS = 1,000
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TABLE 1 (continued)
Booker. Johnson, and Beckman (1984), Monte Carlo power
comparison
Tests: F„, KS*, W T
Null distributions: both asymptotic and empirical
(MCSS=10,000)
Distributions:
bivariate Pearson type I
bivariate Pearson type VII
Khintchine distributions
Plackett (both uniform and normal marginals)
Morgenstern (both uniform and normal marginals)
Burr-Pareto-Logistic distributions
Johnson SB (correlated and uncorrelated)
Johnson S„ (correlated and uncorrelated)
Design parameters:
nominal a = .01, .05, .10
P = 2
n = 50
MCSS = 1000
Fattorini (1986a), Monte Carlo power comparison
Tests: W*, W**
Null distributions: empirical (MCSS=5,000)
Distributions:
iid lognormal
iid uniform
iid T«
Design parameters:
a = .10
p = 2
n = 10(10)50
MCSS = 5,000
Fattorini (1986b), Monte Carlo power comparison
Tests: scaled residuals CPIT, radii & angles CPIT;
both using U^jD uniformity test
Null distributions: empirical (MCSS=5,000)
Distributions:
iid exponential
iid Laplace
iid uniform
Design parameters:
a = .05
p = 2, 3, 4, 5
n = 20(20)100
MCSS = 5,000
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TABLE l (continued)
Loh (1986), Monte Carlo power comparison
Tests: Tn, bi,p/ ^ 2,p» Qi2r Q 21
Null distributions: empirical for Tn (MCSS=5,000)
asymptotic for other tests
Distributions:
correlated conditional x<io>
correlated conditional Laplace
correlated marginal normal-lognormal
quadratic regression, normal
quadratic regression, Laplace
Design parameters:
nominal a = . 0 5
p = 2
n = 30
MCSS = 2,500
Ward (1988), Monte Carlo power comparison
Tests: b lp, b2>p, S(}, Wx, W*, Ward's D, Ward's A2
Null distributions: empirical (MCSS=10,000)
Distributions:
a multivariate T distribution
iid lognormal
iid xuo)
identical, but dependent xao) marginals
various mixtures of 2 MVN distributions
Design parameters:
a = .01, .05
p = 2(1)10
n = 25, 50
MCSS = 10,000
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6)

SEB*, a goodness-of-fit test based on Anderson's
(1966) statistically equivalent blocks procedure;
and

7)

CHI*, a Pearson chi-square goodness-of-fit test.

The other three radii-based tests procede more
indirectly by first transforming the squared radii to near
normality (under the null hypothesis) and then assessing
the univariate normality of the so-transformed squared
radii using;
8)

bj[, the typical univariate skewness coefficient;

9)

b£, the typical univariate kurtosis coefficient;
and

10)

Wr [called W* in Malkovich (1971)], the typical
Shapiro-Wilk W test.

Critical values for all tests were derived empirically.
Malkovich constructed alternate distributions using two
general approaches. One approach was to generate
multivariate distributions having iid marginal variables;
specifically the distributions he used were (listed with
general multivariate skewness and kurtosis
characteristics);
1)

uniform marginals (non-skewed, negative
kurtosis);

2)

lognormal marginals (skewed, positive kurtosis);

3)

T4 marginals (non-skewed, positive kurtosis);

4)

T 10 marginals (non-skewed, positive kurtosis).

His second approach involved distributions constructed
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as mixtures of two MVN distributions in which one
population was always Np(0,I) and the second population
was:
5)

Np(3,I)

6)

Np(0,3I);

7)

Np(0,S2),

where S2has l's

on the main diagonal

and all off-diagonal entries are .9;
8)

N p (0,S2),

where the ijthentry

of Z2 is

and
9)

Np(2,S2) , where S2 has l's on the main diagonal
and the off-diagonal entries are .9.

For the MVN mixtures, three sets of mixing proportions
were used:

(.25,.75);

(.5,.5); and (.75,.25). The

multivariate skewness and kurtosis of these distributions,
at least as measured by Mardia's p l p and p 2iP, depend on the
mixing proportions. Table 1 summarizes Malkovich's
simulation design, also showing the levels of p, n, and
alpha employed.
Due to computational complexity, the b* and b2 tests
were conducted only for p=2. Figures 1 through 6 display
selected results from Malkovich's simulation. Important
conclusions include:
1)

CM* and KS* consistently outperform (have greater
power) than the other radii-based tests (SEB*,
CHI*, bj, b 2, W r) , with CM* somewhat more powerful
as a rule than KS*. This strongly suggests that
of this set of radii-based tests, only CM* need
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be considered further.
2)

The relatively poor performance of SEB* perhaps
suggests that tests based on "statistically
equivalent blocks" will generally underperform at
least some other tests.

3)

The iid uniform distribution (Figure 1) is
detected well only by b 2* , CM*, and KS*. W* has very
poor power against this distribution, perhaps
indicating a deficiency of W* against negatively
kurtotic multivariate distributions. However,
this poor performance of W* may stem from
problems in the least squares estimation of W*
[as pointed out by Fattorini (1986a).]

4)

W* performs well against lognormal alternatives
(Figure 2).

5)

The

iid T10 distributions (no graph shown) are the

most MVN-like and are not well detected by any
test at these sample sizes. However, W* performs
better than the other tests.
6)

Against the iid T* distributions (Figure 3), CM*,
KS*,

W*, bi, and b *z all do well. The fact that bj

does well against T* distributions even though
they are not skewed implies b* may be
diagnostically misleading for purposes of
detecting skewness.
7)

For

the mixture,

(Mi=0, m 2=1, S]=Z2=I ) , Figure 4,

powers depend critically on mixing proportions.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3

MALKOVICH: iid T (4 )
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Figure 4
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When the mixing proportions are (.75,-25), this
mixture is skewed with near-MVN kurtosis,
according to Mardia's 0 l p and 02p, and is
detected well by only bj. For (.5,.5) this
mixture is not skewed, but has negative kurtosis,
and is detected best by b2 and fairly well by KS*
and CM*. However, powers fall as p increases.
8)

For the mixture,

(J41=M2=0., S2=3S1=3I), see Figure

5, no test performs well at these sample sizes,
although W* may be the best. Regardless of mixing
proportions, this mixture is not skewed. Still,
bi performs as well as b2, again suggesting
misleading diagnostics. This mixture always has
/32p > MVN kurtosis regardless of mixing
proportions.
9)

For the mixtures with common mean vectors (but
different dispersion matrices), see Figure 6, as
the mixing proportion of the population with
larger diagonal elements in the covariance matrix
decreases, test powers tend to increase.

10)

In general, b* exhibits good power for many non
skewed distributions. However, this in only the
case if the non-skewed distribution has positive
(greater than MVN) kurtosis. For non-skewed,
negative kurtotic distributions, the power of bj
falls to near or below test size.

11)

In general, there is reason to suspect that the
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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powers of b*2 and the radii tests (all of which
assess kurtosis) depend more on the relative
kurtosis of the distribution than on its absolute
kurtosis; that is, more on the ratio of the
distribution's kurtosis to MVN kurtosis than on
the difference between the distribution's
kurtosis and MVN kurtosis.

2.3.3

DAHIYA AND GURLAND (1972)

Dahiya and Gurland (1972) conducted an analytical

(non-

Monte Carlo) power assessment of their generalized minimum
chi-square test against three classes of non-MVN bivariate
alternatives:
1)

bivariate logistic;

2)

bivariate gamma; and

3)

bivariate T.

See Table 1 for p, n, and alpha settings. Alternatives with
correlated variables and well as alternatives with
uncorrelated variables were included.
The authors used the asymptotic null distribution of
their statistic, Q, together with the asymptotic
distributions of Q under the above three alternative
families to derive expressions for the "asymptotic power"
of Q.
One general conclusion of their study is that the
"asymptotic power" of Q shows little, if any, sensitivity
to the degree of correlation between the variables. In
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general, they found the asymptotic power of Q to be strong
(e.g.. above .8) against the logistic alternatives and
against the less-MVN-like forms of the gamma and T
alternatives.
Q was not compared to other tests. Further, it is not
known how closely such analytically-derived "asymptotic
power" results reflect how Q would perform with finite
samples.

2.3.4

HAWKINS (1981)

In a small-scale power study, Hawkins compared his
radii-based test, Wt, to Mardia's skewness and kurtosis
coefficients.

(Hawkins' test was developed primarily to

jointly test the hypotheses of MVN and homoscedasticity in
multiple samples. The comments here pertain only to the
MVN-related power results.)
Alternative distributions included distributions
defined by:
1)

iid variables with each distributed as Z+.1Z3,
where Z is N(0,1)

(non-skewed, positive

kurtosis);
2)

iid uniform variables

(non-skewed, negative

kurtosis).
Critical values for both Hawkins' W T and Mardia's
coefficients were determined empirically. Table 1 presents
other design parameters.
Although power results were based on only 100
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replications, Hawkins' test appears to perform better than
Mardia's coefficients against these alternatives,
displaying particularly large advantages against the iid
uniform alternatives. A possible reason for this is that
Hawkins' test assesses the radii distribution in general,
rather than only kurtosis, which is just one characteristic
imparted by the radii distribution.

2.3.5

FOSTER (1981)

A power study by Foster (1981), partially reported in
Mardia and Foster (1983), compared a large number of tests,
particularly emphasizing Mardia's blp and b2>p,
transformations of bx p and b2>p, and various omnibus
combinations of b l p and b2 p. For some tests empirical
critical values were generated, while for others asymptotic
or approximate critical values were used. Specifically, the
tests evaluated, together with the source of critical
values, were:
1)

Malkovich's (1971) W*, using critical values
tabulated by Shapiro and Wilk (for n<50) and by
Shapiro and Francia (for n>50)

[Note: use of such

critical values apparently presumes the null
distribution of W* is the same as the null
distribution of the univariate W ] ;
2)

V, a Cramer-von Mises test of fit of the x<p)
distribution to squared radii, using empirical
critical values based on 10,000 replications;
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3)

The "directional" normality test due to Andrews
et al.

(1971), calculated with the directional

parameter a=l. The Shapiro-Wilk W was used to
assess normality of the so-defined direction,
with critical values as in point (1) above;
4)

Qlf Small's (1980) combination of marginal
skewness coefficients, using *2p) critical values;

5)

Q2, Small's combination of marginal kurtosis
coefficients, using *fp) critical values;

6)

Q3=Qi+Q2» using x?2p, critical values;

7)

Mardia's b lp, using Mardia's (1974) null
approximation;

8)

Mardia's b2>p, using the 1974 null approximation;

9)

C, Foster's maximum canonical correlation test,
using empirical critical values based on 10,000
replications;

10)

C p , the maximum canonical correlation test, with
critical values obtained via a beta
approximation;

11)

W(b1>p), the Wilson-Hilferty normalizing
transformation of blp, using normal distribution
critical values;

12)

W(b2p), the Wilson-Hilferty normalizing
transformation of b2p, using normal distribution
critical values;

13)

s£=W2(bliP)+W2(b2>p), with *(2> critical values.
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W(bltP)
14)

=* [W2(bliP) W2(b2,p)]*S(W).
W(b2,p)
where E(W) is an approximation to the covariance
matrix of W(bl p) and W(b2p). *f2) critical values
were used.

In addition to

and c£, several other omnibus tests

based on Mardia's coefficients were evaluated. These used
other transformations of b l p and b2 p, rather than the
Wilson-Hilferty. Foster refers to them as:
15)

K2=xf(b1>p)+U2(b2,p) ;

16)

KN=U2(b1>p)+U2(b2,p)

17)

$

u (bi.P)

'

= [U2(b1>p) U ^ b ^ ) ] ^ ^ ) .

. U(b2,p)
'

18)

U(ybljP)

Ks - [U2(yb1>p) U2(b2jP) ] *Z(U2)
. U(b2 p)

For the above four tests, critical values were obtained
from the *22p) distribution.
The alternate distributions considered by Foster
included families generated as distributions having iid
non-normal components as well as families of normal
mixtures. Specifically, the distributions with iid non
normal components were (listed together with the marginal
components' univariate skewness and kurtosis coefficients):
_L Z £l

@.2____

1)

an iid Johnson's SB

0

1.63

2)

iid Tukey (A=.7)

0

1.92

3)

iid b e t a (2,2)

0

2.14
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4)

an iid Johnson's S(,

0

3.53

5)

iid T2

0

oo

6)

an iid Johnson's SB

.65

2.13

7)

an iid Weibull

.63

3.25

8)

iid beta(3,2)

.29

2.36

9)

iid X(i>

2.83

15.00

10)

iid lognormal

6.18

113.94

The MVN mixtures all used mixing proportions of
(.95,.05), with population 1 being Np(0,I) and selections
of population 2 as listed below (together with qualitative
comments about Mardia's /3lp and j02>p for the resultant
mixtures.)

H)

Hz =0, E2=49I

12)

ju2=5,

13)

^2=5, S2=49I

14)

M s =0f

S2=I

-- &2,p--

non-skewed

>MVN

skewed

>MVN

skewed

>MVN

having l's on principal diagonal and all

off-diagonal elements .5;
15)

^l.P

non-skewed

>MVN

M2=5, S2 having 16's on principal diagonal and all
off-diagonal elements .8;

skewed

>MVN

Table 1 gives values of n, p, and alpha. Power results
were based on 500 replications for p=2, 3 and on 200
replications for p=4.
When critical values are obtained using asymptotic or
approximate null distributions, as Foster did for most of
the tests considered, it is important to assess empirical
size as well as power for the various combinations of n, p,
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and alpha.
Figure 7 shows empirical sizes obtained by Foster for
n=50/100; p=3; and alpha=.05 (based on 500 replications.)
Those tests for which Foster used empirical critical values
(i.e.. V and C) show, as expected, empirical sizes not far
from .05. However, for those tests using approximate null
distributions, empirical sizes often varied greatly from
nominal size. The empirical size of W* grows so large that
use of W* is questionable, a liability which becomes more
severe as n increases. Other results of Foster (not
graphed) suggest the empirical size of W* also inflates as
p increases. This may be due to problems with the least
squares estimation technique used to calculate W*. However,
it should be kept in mind that Foster used univariate W
critical values for his W* test, which might account for
the size inflation.
Size inflation is also exhibited by b2p, but use of
W(b2iP) seems to largely overcome this problem. Q x shows
serious size inflation at small n (e.g., n=50), and this is
probably why Q3 displays similar behavior.
Certain of the skewness and kurtosis "omnibus"
measures, specifically k £, Kg, and C„, display erratic
empirical sizes. These three omnibus measures happen to be
those which utilize the covariance between (transformed
values of) blp and b2iP. Foster (p. 158) suggests this
erratic size behavior stems from using insufficient terms
in the approximating expansions for the covariances.
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Clearly serious problems exist with many of the
suggested null distribution approximations.
Figures 8 through 15 display selected results from
Foster's study. Conclusions based on powers against iid
component (non-mixture) non-skewed distributions include
(see Figures 8 through 11):
1)

All tests display poor power against the Su
distributions, which are perhaps the most MVNlike (Figure 8). Those tests which exhibit
greatest power against S„

alternatives are also

the tests which have inflated empirical sizes, so
the value of their power advantage is
questionnable.
2)

All

tests except C^ perform well against T2, which

is the most non-MVN of the non-skewed
alternatives (Figure 9). Although this
distribution is non-skewed, the skewness tests
such as b1>p and W(blp) detect it very well.
3)

The

kurtosis-based tests [b2 p, W(b2>p), and Q2]

perform well against the non-skewed alternatives,
except for the Su distributions, as noted above.
4)

W(b2p) loses some power compared to b2>p, but has
better empirical size properties.

5)

The omnibus tests [Q3, k £, Kjj, k £, K3, s £, Cjj]
perform fairly well against non-skewed
distributions, although not as well as their
kurtosis components.
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FOSTER'S SIMULATION: DIST 5, T (2 )
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Figure 10

FOSTER'S SIMULATION: DIST 1, JOHNSON Sb
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Figure 11

FOSTER'S SIMULATION: DIST 2, TUKEY .7
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6)

In general, the skewness-based tests [blpf
W(b1>p), and Qx] perform poorly against the nonskewed alternatives. Interestingly, except for
the iid T5 distribution, all the iid component,
non-skewed distributions used by Foster have
either negative kurtosis or only slightly
positive kurtosis.

Conclusions drawn from powers against iid component
skewed alternatives include (see Figures 12 and 13):
7)

C and C p are clearly the best.

8)

The x \d

and lognormal-based families (not

graphed) are the most non-MVN, and all tests have
strong power against them.
9)

All skewness-based tests except

C and C 0 display

some power deficiencies against either the SB,
Weibull, or b e t a (3,2) alternatives, all of which
are quite MVN-like. Qx and b 1>p show poor power
against beta(3,2). W(blp) exhibits very poor
power against both SB and b e t a (3,2)
distributions. Indeed, it appears that the use of
Wfbi.p) > as opposed to b 1>p, may result in some
serious power sacrifices, at least when the
suggested null approximations are used.
10)

The skewness tests perform most poorly against
skewed alternatives which have negative kurtosis,
such as the beta(3,2) and SB distributions.

11)

The omnibus tests [Q3, k £, Kb, k £, k |, S„, c £] often
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Figure 13

FOSTER'S SIMULATION: DIST 8, BETA(3,2)
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perform as well or even better than either their
skewness or kurtosis components, perhaps because
these distributions are both skewed and have nonMVN kurtosis.
12)

In general, these results suggest that
(skewness,kurtosis) omnibus tests may perform
acceptably if the alternative is both skewed and
has non-MVN kurtosis. However, if only one form
of nonnormality is present (skewness or
kurtosis), the omnibus tests may underperform
individual tests of skewness and kurtosis.

Foster's mixed-MVN distributions might be considered
"contaminated" MVN distributions, since the mixing
proportions (.95,.05) are so divergent. Conclusions drawn
from powers against these mixtures include:
13)

The (ju2=0, Z2 having l's on principal diagonal and
all off-diagonal elements .5) mixture is only
mildly non-MVN. Most tests have very poor power
against this mixture (Figure 14). Those tests
exhibiting moderate power are the tests with
inflated empirical sizes.

14)

The other mixtures are highly non-MVN, and all
tests perform fairly well against them. However,
K| and Ch again exhibit sporadic, quirky behavior.

15)

Interestingly, the skewness-based tests [bjp,
w (b i,p)# and Q x] perform well against the (m 2=0,
22=49I) mixture, although this mixture is not
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Figure 14
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Figure 15

FOSTER'S SIMULATION: DIST 11, MVN MIX
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skewed (Figure 15). However, this mixture does
have positive multivariate kurtosis (using
Mardia's /S2 p) . Thus, consistent with Malkovich's
results, a skewness coefficient exhibits good
power against a non-skewed alternative if it has
positive kurtosis.

2.3.6

FATTORINI (1982)

Fattorini (1982) compared the powers of his proposed
tests, both of which assess fit of a rescaled beta
distribution to the sample squared radii:
1)

PME, the percentual mean difference test; and

2)

T, the Theil index.

Empirical critical values were established using 10,000
replications. See Table 1 for details of the simulation
design. Fattorini considered three families of alternate
distributions:
1)

distributions with iid exponential

marginals

(skewed, positive kurtosis);
2)

iid uniform marginals (non-skewed,

negative

kurtosis); and
3)

iid Laplace marginals (non-skewed,

positive

kurtosis).
Fattorini's conclusions include:
1)

Both statistics appear "consistent

almost"

(p.

254) against these alternatives, having powers
approaching one as n grows large.
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2)

T outperforms PME for the exponential
alternatives.

3)

PEM outperforms T for the uniform and Laplace
alternatives.

Thus, it appears that PME is more sensitive than T to
kurtosis (either positive or negative), while T is more
sensitive than PME to skewness.

2.3.7

BERA AMD JOHN (1983)

Bera and John (1983) compared the powers of their
skewness and kurtosis measures:
1)
2)

Cx; and
C2?

and the omnibus statistics based on them:
3)
4)

C3;
C^C^y

to transformations of Mardia's coefficients:
5)

M x=n(b1>p)/6;

6)

M 2=n» {b2 p-p(p+2) }2/{ 8 p(p+ 2 ) } ;

and an omnibus test:
7)

M 3=M1+M2.

Empirical critical values based on 500 replications
were used.
Alternate distributions included those having marginal
variables identically distributed as:
1)

beta (parameters not given);

2)

T5;
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3)

Ti?

4)

gamma (parameters not given);

5)

lognormal ;

6)

F (parameters not given);

7)

Tukey's lambda (A=5.2); and

8)

Tukey's lambda (A=8.0).

For most of the above alternatives, both independentcomponent and dependent-component cases were considered.
The study was limited to p=2; see Table 1 for other
details.
In general, Bera and John found the powers of their
measures to be similar or slightly superior to Mardia's.
However, all tests in this study performed weakly against
Tukey's lambda distribution with A=5.2, which is a nonskewed, non-MVN distribution, with normal kurtosis.

£ to

An open question is how Bera and John's omnibus
measure, C3, would compare against the omnibus measures, C
and Sw, described by Foster (1981).
It also is not clear to what degree Bera and John's
power results for Mardia's measures stem from using M : and
M2, as defined above, rather than simply b x p and b2p, or
other transformations of b lp and b2p.

2.3.8

BOOKER, JOHNSON, AND BECKMAN (1984)

Booker et al.

(1984) compared several tests for the

goodness of fit of a rescaled beta distribution (or, when
not practical, a x<P) distribution) to the sample squared
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radii. The tests included:
1)

Fn/ Foutz' statistically equivalent blocks
procedure applied to squared radii;

2)

KS*, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of fit to the
squared radii; and

3)

WT, Hawkins' test of squared radii.

For all three tests, both asymptotic and empirical
critical values were used. A wide variety of alternatives
was considered. See Table 1 for details. Conclusions
include:
1)

Foutz' Fn follows its asymptotic distribution
well, resulting in little need for empirical
critical values, at least for radii-based tests.

2)

KS* using asymptotic critical values is very
conservative, and the test's power improves
substantially when empirical critical values are
used.

3)

Although Fn follows its asymptotic distribution
well, its power is consistently inferior to the
other tests, often strongly inferior.

4)

WT and KS* perform similarly when using asymptotic
critical values, both having generally good power
over the tested alternatives.

5)

KS* with empirical critical values is
consistently the most powerful of the tests
evaluated.
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2.3.9

FATTORINI (1986a)

Fattorini (1986a) conducted a small-scale simulation
study to compare Malkovich's W* to Fattorini's revised
version, here called W**, designed to mitigate the least
squares estimation problems in W*.
Empirically generated critical values based on 5,000
samples were used for both W* and W**; only the p=2 case was
considered. See Table 1 for details. Alternate
distributions included those with:
1)

iid lognormal marginals (skewed, positive
kurtosis);

2)

iid uniform marginals (non-skewed, negative
kurtosis);

3)

iid T4 (non-skewed, positive kurtosis).

Conclusions include:
1)

W* and W** display strong similar powers against
lognormal alternatives.

2)

Both W* and W** had similar moderate powers
against T4 alternatives, with W* perhaps slightly
superior.

3)

W* was powerless against the uniform
alternatives, showing, in fact, no improvement as
n increased. Meanwhile, W** performed well against
the uniform alternatives, with power increasing
with n.

More extensive comparisions of W* and W** are needed.
But these results suggest that Malkovich's least squares
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algorithm for W* is subject to serious suboptimization.

2.3.10

FATTORINI (1986b)

Fattorini (1986b) conducted a small-scale power study
comparing:
1)

his CPIT test using transformed "scaled
residuals" to

2)

his CPIT test using transformed radii and angles
data.

Both tests were conducted using Stephens'

(1970) U ^ D

test for uniformity and empirical null distributions based
on 5,000 replications. See Table 1 for details.
Alternative distributions included those whose
components were:
1)

iid exponential (skewed, positive kurtosis);

2)

iid Laplace (non-skewed, positive kurtosis); and

3)

iid uniform (non-skewed, negative kurtosis).

Conclusions include:
1)

Both tests appear empirically consistent against
these alternatives.

2)

The test based on transformed "scaled residuals"
outperforms the test based on transformed radii
and angles for all alternatives, with the
difference quite large for the uniform and
Laplace alternatives at low n.
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2.3.11

LOH (1986)

Loh (1986) compared his likelihood ratio-type test:
1)

Tn

to transformations of Mardia's coefficients:
2)

M^nCb^pJ/e; and

3)

M 2= n {b2p-p (p+2) }2/ (8p(p+2)};

and t o :
4)

Cox and Small's

(1978) linearity test.

Empricial critical values were used for Tn, apparently
based on 5,000 replications. It is unclear if empirical or
asymptotic critical values were used for the other
statistics; but most likely asymptotic critical values were
used, given the transformations of Mardia's coefficients.
Only the p=2, n=30, nominal alpha=.05 case was considered,
with powers based on 2,500 samples.
Loh calls the alternate distributions included:
1)

correlated conditional

2)

correlated conditional Laplace;

3)

correlated marginal normal-lognormal;

4)

quadratic regression, normal; and

5)

quadratic regression, Laplace.

Further, two different dependency structures were used for
each of the above alternatives.
None of the tests uniformly outperformed the others,
and at n=30, each test performed poorly against at least
some alternatives. Cox and Small's test, however, generally
performed best for the quadratic regression alternatives.
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2.3.12

WARD (1988)

Ward's (1988) power analysis included the tests:
1)

Mardia's b1>p;

2)

Mardia's b2fP;

3)

Foster's omnibus s£;

4)

Hawkins' W T;

5)

Malkovich's W*;

and two versions of Ward's proposed CPIT-type test:
6)

D, Ward's transformation with a KolmogorovSmirnov test of fit;

7)

A 2, Ward's transformation with an AndersonDarling test of fit.

Ward's alternate distributions included:
1)

a multivariate T distribution (non-skewed,
kurtosis uncertain);

2)

iid lognormal marginals (skewed, positive
kurtosis);

3)

iid X(io> marginals (skewed and positive kurtosis)

4)

identical, but dependent x210) marginals, with
several dependency structures considered;

5)

MVN mixtures generated by .2Np(0,I)+.8Np(0,21)
(non-skewed, positive kurtosis);

6)

MVN mixtures generated by ,5Np(0,I) + .5Np(ix2,I) ,
for several different constant vectors, £t2. (nonskewed, negative kurtosis).

Figures 16 through 22 display selected results. Major
conclusions include:
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1)

A 2 consistently outperforms D, indicating that
Ward's test is better implemented by using an
Anderson-Darling test instead of a KolmogorovSmirnov test.

2)

For the multivariate T distributions (not
graphed), all tests had power approximately equal
to alpha (size), regardless of n or p.

3)

For lognormal

distributions (Figure 16), b lp

performs best with very good power. However, b2>p,
does nearly as well, due perhaps to the lognormal
kurtosis. In addition, against the lognormal
distribution, powers are not affected by p,
except for W*, whose power falls dramatically as
p increases. This does not clearly disagree with
Malkovich, although Malkovich's results for W*
show no truly clear relationship between power
and p for lognormal alternatives.
4)

Regardless of which of b 1<p or b2p displays
greater power, the power of S„ tends to lie
between them, although not very inferior to the
more powerful of b x p or b2 p. This is somewhat
different from the findings of Foster. In
Foster's simulation, omnibus measures often
exhibited power greater than either of their
component measures. However, Foster used
asymptotic null distributions. In any event,
Ward's results suggest that

(and perhaps
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by extension other omnibus measures based on b lp
and b2(P) may not be very useful, since it offers
no power advantage over the individual b lp and
b2>p components (although test size is also a
consideration).
5)

For the iid xao) alternatives (Figure 17), only
b lp, S^, and A3 perform well, and these only for
larger n. Power of W* agains tends to fall as p
increases. Against distributions with dependent
X(io) components (Figure 18), powers generally
improve somewhat, compared to the iid x210) cases.
This is especially true for blp and A2.

6)

For the .2Np(0,I) + .8Np(0,2I) mixtures (Figures 19
and 20), Hawkins' WT performs best. W* perforins
worst. This is also the weakest performance
(relative to other tests) for Ward's A2. Against
this mixture, b2>p is clearly superior to bx p, as
might be expected, since this mixture is not
skewed. Powers of all tests except W* improve
dramatically as p increases. In general, the non
normal kurtosis of this mixture is detected most
readily by Hawkins' WT test and b2 p.

7)

For .5Np(0,I) + .SNptik,I) mixtures (Figure 21),
Ward's tests clearly outperform the other tests,
with Hawkins' WT the next best. W* is very weak.
As p increases, powers fall dramatically for all
tests except Ward's D and A2. Mardia's b1>p shows
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Figure 17
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Figure 18
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Figure 21
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the poorest power. However, this mixture is nonskewed with negative kurtosis, the conditions
under which skewness measures have consistently
been found to exhibit poor power.
8)

Overall, Ward's CPIT-type test exhibits good,
competitive power. This suggests that it might be
fruitful to investigate the powers of other
similar tests re.a.. those of Rincan-Gallardo et
al.

(1979) and Hensler et al.

(1977).]

As described above, Ward's power results for W*
disagree with those of Malkovich in important respects.
Along these lines, it is worth noting that Ward and
Malkovich report very different W* critical values. For
instance, Figure 22 compares Ward's and Malkovich's W*
critical values for n=50, p=2,5. The reason for this
discrepancy is not clear. It is, however, unrelated to the
W* least squares estimation problems described by Fattorini
(1986), since Ward used the same W* calculation algorithm
as Malkovich.

2.3.13

FATTORINI (1984)

A number of proposed tests for MVN, especially the
CPIT-based tests, involve the two-step process:
1)

Transform the original data such that under the
MVN hypothesis the transformed observations, Ui,
are uniform (or asymptotically uniform) on the phypercube.
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2)

Test for uniformity on the p-hypercube.

Tests of this form include those of Ward (1988),
Rincon-Gallardo et al.

(1979), Hensler et al.

(1977), and

both the "scaled residuals11-based and "radius and angles"based CPIT tests of Fattorini (1986b).
The powers of such tests depend not only on the
transformation choice, step (1) above, but also, and
perhaps more critically, on the choice of uniformity test.
Fattorini (1984) used a Monte Carlo simulation to compare
several tests for uniformity on the p-hypercube, including
1)

a randomized chi-square test;

2)

u mod/

a modified version of Watson's U2 test, due

to Stephens (1970);
3)

a test based on the distance function;
d(xr/Xs) = max {|xrj-xsj|);

4)

Anderson's statistically equivalent block test
applied to testing uniformity on the p-hypercube;

5)

a "number of neighbors" test due

to Weiss (1958);

6)

a "nearest neighbor" test due to Andrews et a l .
(1971).

Fattorini did not compare powers across non-MVN
alternatives, but rather compared powers when the
transformation to uniformity is misspecified; i.e.. when
the transformation is conducted using an incorrect mean
vector, covariance matrix, or both. Conclusions from this
study include;
1)

The "nearest neighbor" test of Andrews et al.
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(1972)

and the "number of neighbors" test due to

Weiss (1958) perform consistently poorly, with
powers little affected by n or p, at least across
the levels of n and p considered.
2)

Both Anderson's SEB procedure and the chi-square
test appear to be empirically consistent.
However, powers of both tests always fell below
those of U^qd and PME.

3)

u mod

performed best in most of the situations

considered, with PME next best. In a few
instances, PME outperformed U^,D.
Based on these results, Fattorini recommends U ^ D from
among this set of uniformity tests. However, U ^ D does not
directly test uniformity on the p-hypercube. Rather, U ^ d
tests uniformity of the np elements of u=[u1|u2|. . IUJ on
the (0,1) interval. This is a necessary, but not sufficient
condition for p-hypercube uniformity. Since U ^ d is not
based on a sufficient uniformity condition, Fattorini notes
that in some instances PME may be preferable. He notes
that, in general, U2^

will be powerless if a multivariate

distribution has balanced skewness. An example of such a
distribution is one with iid skewed components, except that
half the components have positive

values and half have

negative 7/3X values.
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2.3.14

QUESENBERRY AMD MILLER (1977)
MILLER AMD QUESENBERRY (1979)

As mentioned in the preceding section, as well as
earlier in this review, many authors suggest as a surrogate
for testing the uniformity of n points, uif on the phypercube, testing the uniformity on the (0,1) interval of
the np combined elements. For this reason, it is worth
briefly discussing studies comparing the powers of tests
for univariate uniformity, particular the large studies of
Quesenberry and Miller (1977) and Miller and Quesenberry
(1979) .
Quesenberry and Miller (1977) compared tests for
uniformity using:
1)

the discrete Pearson chi-square test, with 10 and
20 cells;

2)

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test;

3)

the Cramer-von Mises test;

4)

Watson's U2;

5)

the Anderson-Darling test;

and some other less well-known tests.
They found Watson's U2 to have power superior to or
nearly as good as other tests for most non-uniform
alternatives and concluded, " . . .

the Watson U2 statistic

is recommended as a general test for uniformity" (p. 169.)
Miller and Quesenberry (1979) extended the study to
additional tests and concluded: "The Neyman smooth tests
with 2nd and 4th degree polynomials are found to have good
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power and are recommended as general tests for uniformity"
(p. 272.)
Although in neither study do the authors recommend the
Anderson-Darling test, their results show it has generally
good power as well.

2.3.15

I806AI (1983)

Isogai (1983) examined the empirical powers of five of
his skewness measures:
1)

tr(Sj) = Mardia's b1>p;

2)

tr(S2);

3)

^MAx(Sl) •

4)

^MIn(Sx) i

5)

OM(S2) ;

as well as nine of his kurtosis measures. He used empirical
critical values based on 1000 replications. Only the p=2
case was considered. See Table 1 for additional details.
His alternate distributions included the following
bivariate distributions, listed with general statements
about their univariate skewness and kurtosis:
1)

iid lognormal(0,1)

(skewed, positive kurtosis);

2)

iid uniform(0,l)

3)

iid T4 (non-skewed, positive kurtosis);

4)

Xx~Johnson SB, X2~Johnson S0.

(skewed, negative kurtosis);

He also included a number of MVN mixtures. In these
mixtures, one distribution was always N2(0,I), while the
other was:
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5)

N2(3,I);

6)

N2(0,3I);

7)

N2(0,S2) , Z2 =

8)

N2(3,S2), S2 =

fl
.9

.9
1

3
2.7

2.7
3

He considered mixing proportions of (.25, .75),

(.5, .5),

and (.75, .25).
Isogai's conclusions include:
1)

Of

the skewness measures, tr (Sj.)=b1>p, Am^ S ^ , and

OM(S2) " . . .

seem to have good and stable powers

to detect multivariate skewness" (p. 260.)
2)

He

also finds that these skewness measures often

detect non-skewed distributions: "Strangely
enough,

. . . they are also sensitive to

multivariate kurtosis of some kind"

(p. 260.)

However, the skewness measures do not detect the
iid uniform distributions which have negative
kurtosis.
3)

He does not find any kurtosis measures that
perform uniformly well across the distributions,
although several perform quite well across a
number of the distributions considered.

2.3.16

SHAPIRO, WILK, AMD CHEN (1968)

A result observed consistently across the above
described power studies is that skewness measures display
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relatively strong power against some non-skewed
alternatives. Specifically:
Against non-skewed, positively kurtotic
alternatives, skewness tests have power of about
the same level (often high) as kurtosis tests.
But against non-skewed, negatively kurtotic
alternatives, skewness tests have low powers, at
or below test size.
It is worth briefly noting that a similar phenomenon
was observed in the large univariate power study conducted
by Shapiro et al.

(1968). Among the univariate normality

tests they compared were

and b2, and they concluded:

"The ybi statistic is a good measure of non-normality
against highly skewed and also long-tailed distributions"
(pp. 1366-1367.) They explained the power of y ^ against
non-skewed positively kurtotic distributions as follows:
This sensitivity is associated with the very longtailedness of these distributions which tends, in small
samples, to give rise to asymmetric data configurations
(p. 1365).
This explanation, however, appears to be contradicted
by their own power results which show that powers of y b x
against non-skewed, positively kurtotic distributions tend
to increase with n (see their results on p. 1354.)

2.3.17

POWER STUDIES: OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

Joint consideration of the above-described power
studies leads to the following overall conclusions and
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comments:
1)

No single test has been shown to dominate all
other tests over a wide assortment of non-MVN
alternatives.

2)

Powers of CPIT-based tests have not been widely
assessed, although the strong showing of Ward's
tests suggests that this might be a fruitful area
of further research. It should be kept in mind
that such tests consist of (a) a data
transformation, followed by (b) a test of
uniformity. Powers of such tests may depend as
much (or more) on the selection of a test for
uniformity as on the selection of a data
transformation.

3)

Results across studies show that skewness
measures display good, often strong powers
against non-skewed alternatives, provided the
alternatives have positive kurtosis. This was
observed for Malkovich's b lp, Mardia's b lp, and
Small's Qj. Such results suggest that the
distributions of these skewness measures are
related to the kurtosis of the underlying data
distribution. Or, put another way, neither b lp,
b lp, nor Qi provides a distribution-free skewness
test. Mardia's blp is known to be a strongly
biased estimator of /3lp in small samples.
Kurtosis (or, more generally, some distribution
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characteristic which determines kurtosis) may
affect both the bias and the variance, as well as
other aspects, of the b1>p sampling distribution.
4)

Kurtosis tests also may not be distribution free.
However, power studies to date have not included
the type of non-MVN distributions required to
assess this possibility empirically.

5)

Results are ambiguous, and perhaps even
contradictory, regarding (skewness,kurtosis)
"omnibus" measures. Ward found that the omnibus
measure he considered, S^, is always dominated by
one of the components (either b lp or b2,p) •
Foster, however, often found an omnibus measure
to have higher power than either of its
components.

6)

Malkovich's W* exhibits erratic power, to the
point that its use can not be recommended. In
some cases, in fact, its power has been observed
to deteriorate as n increases. These problems,
however, are quite likely due to conceptual
difficulties in the least squares approximation
procedure proposed by Malkovich. Fattorini's
alternative lease squares procedure, resulting in
W**, may remedy the most serious drawbacks.
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CHAPTER 3:

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND RESEARCH DESIGN

3.1

REASONS FOR NON-USE OF MVN TESTS
Twenty years ago virtually no tests for MVN were

available. Today, while numerous MVN tests appear in the
literature, they remain largely academic curiosities,
seldom used by practicing statisticians. The reasons for
non-use in practice include the following.
1)

Many applied statisticians probably feel the MVN
assumption underlying the usual parametric
procedures is unimportant for sufficiently large
sample size (n) due to the central limit theorem.

This view, of course, leaves open the question of how
large is "sufficiently large." Further, any particular
parametric procedure is typically robust to some types of
MVN departures but not to others. For instance, Mardia
(1970, 1974, 1975) concludes that Hotelling's T2 tests are
more robust to non-MVN kurtosis than to skewness, while " .
. . the size of normal theory tests of covariance matrices
is extremely sensitive to kurtosis" (Mardia, 1974, p. 2.)
Along these lines, Hampel et al.

(1986, p. 32) write:

It seems the word is slowly spreading that the chisquare test and F-test for variances, as well as tests
for random-effects models in the analysis of variance,
are highly susceptible to slight nonnormality, in the
sense that their level becomes very inaccurate; but
many statisticians seem still to be unaware of these
facts . . .
These authors go on to state that in some cases in
which parametric procedures have been found to be "robust,"
162
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the tests are robust only in test size, not in test power.
In addition,

in the p>l case, robustness may vary

inversely with p, requiring, for sizable p, a very large
sample size for the central limit theorem assurances to
hold.
Another conceptual difficulty in relying on the central
limit theorem is that it is not applicable to many
practical concerns. The usual normal theory parametric
procedures have "breakdown” levels equal to n'1 [see
Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987), pp. 9-10.] This means that only
one "outlier," if sufficiently different from the rest of
the sample, can distort estimators and significance tests
by arbitrarily large amounts regardless of sample size (and
regardless of the central limit theorem.) Or, put another
way, central limit theorem results generally presume a lack
of outliers.
Along these lines, in many practical contexts involving
a parametric test, the statistician is interested not only
in the test itself, but also in determining if the data all
come from the same population. Detection of contamination
from "other" populations may be, in some research contexts,
more meaningful and important that the originally
contemplated parametric test.
The point here is not that MVN tests are, or should be,
tests for outliers or for multiple populations, but rather,
that data will hopefully fail a test for MVN if severe
outliers or multiple populations are present.
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2)

A second reason for non-use of MVN tests is that
such tests are not available in standard
statistical packages. Of course, this
unavailability is likely due to the following:

3)

The properties of existing tests for MVN are not
well understood, rendering it difficult both to
select an appropriate MVN test and to interpret
its results.

3.1.1

NEED FOR THEORETICAL INSIGHT INTO MVN TEST
PROPERTIES

It is tempting to conclude that the general field of
MVN testing awaits a definitive power study. However, as
detailed in Chapter 2, previous power studies of MVN tests
have led to few even tentative conclusions; some tentative
conclusions have had to be revised or abandoned; and some
power studies have yielded apparently conflicting results.
MVN tests have proliferated, perhaps inherently so, without
much regard for their relevancy to practitioners' needs.
Regarding practitioners' needs, Andrews et al. noted (197 3,
p. 95):
With multiresponse data it is clear that the
possibilities for departure from joint normality are
indeed many and varied. One implication of this is the
need for a variety of techniques with differing
sensitivities to the different types of departures;
seeking a single best method [a single best MVN test]
would seem to be neither pragmatically sensible nor
necessary. Developing several techniques and enabling
an accumulation of experience with, and insight into,
their properties is a crucial first step.
MVN testing techniques have proliferated, but without
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the necessary accompanying ” . . .

accumulation of

experience with, and insight into, their properties . . . "
Andrews et a l .. probably reflecting the sentiments of
virtually all researchers in the field, advocate the
routine use of more than one MVN test. However, there are
two distinct reasons for desiring more than one MVN test,
both of which Andrews et al. allude to but do not
explicitly state.
One reason is that few tests are theoretically capable
of detecting (i.e.. are consistent against) all types of
non-MVN (and no test, it appears, has good power against
all possible types of non-MVN.) The practitioner needs
multiple MVN tests to cover a scope of reasonably possible
departures from non-MVN.
A second reason for requiring more than one MVN test is
that the researcher may be explicitly interested in
detecting the type of departure from MVN, should the data
be non-MVN. For instance, the researcher may be explicitly
interested in determining if the data come from a
distribution which is skewed, has non-MVN kurtosis, or
possesses some other non-MVN characteristic(s). In this
case, the researcher needs several tests, each designed to
detect a particular type of non-MVN.
Clearly, this latter situation demands what Andrews et
al. term "insight into [MVN test] properties." For
instance, if a practitioner believes his contemplated
parametric procedure is sensitive to "skewness," he desires
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a test with high power against skewed alternatives, but low
power against non-skewed distributions.
However, the first situation mentioned above (i.e..
testing just the general hypothesis, H0: X-MVN) also
requires considerable insight into MVN test properties. In
that situation, the practitioner is not interested in
detecting any particular type of departure from non-MVN,
but rather will use a collection of MVN tests so as to
achieve the ability to detect a fairly broad spectrum of
non-MVN distributions. Still, in order to determine which
collection of tests to use on the data, he must know (or
reasonably presume) something about the tests' properties.
If the practitioner uses, say, three MVN tests which all
possess essentially the same properties, he might as well
have used only one of the tests. Or, if he uses three tests
which detect similar types of non-MVN distributions but
which tend to have independent error (Type I and Type II)
structures, the practitioner has greatly inflated his
probability of falsely identifying an essentially MVN
distribution as non-MVN.
At the moment, it appears that "insight" into MVN test
properties remains quite deficient, so deficient that such
tests hold little practical interest. Monte Carlo power
studies to date have rendered little assistance in the
generation of "insight" into test properties. A major
deficiency with most previous Monte Carlo studies is that
they were not specifically designed to enhance or
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contribute to the existing theoretical insight regarding
MVN tests.
Few, if any, of the Monte Carlo studies in this area
were constructed according to any experimental design; that
is, they were not constructed to actually test hypotheses
about specific aspects of MVN tests' powers. Instead, the
majority of studies have consisted of comparing several MVN
tests across a more or less haphazardly selected (or
traditional) set of non-MVN distributions, leading, not
surprisingly, to few interpretable results. Simulation
studies, after all, are simulated experiments, and
generally yield results only as meaningful

as the

underlying design allows. As Hampel et al.

(1986, p. 6)

remark in a related context:
And while Monte Carlo studies and numerical examples
can be very useful and are even necessary to a limited
extent, it is regrettable to see how many wasteful and
superfluous studies have been and are still being
undertaken, only because of lack of theoretical insight
and understanding.

3.1.2

ROLE OF MONTE CARLO STUDIES

How should Monte Carlo studies be used

inconjunction

with existing (quite limited and fuzzy) "theoretical"
insight into MVN test properties so as to enhance that
insight? The general answer proposed here is that a Monte
Carlo study should be designed to assess specific
conjectures about "theoretical" properties of MVN tests,
leading to results that tend to either confirm or refute
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the presumed test properties. This, of course, assumes that
some initially presumed properties for the various MVN
tests can be, however hazily, defined. Many statisticians
working in the MVN testing area may feel little can be said
about test properties. But, after all, if no properties can
be presumed (initially conjectured) for some test, the test
is, in practice, worthless. Use of any MVN test (or any
other type of statistical test for that matter)

inherently

presumes some knowledge (or at least conjectures) about the
test's properties. A test without any at least conjectured
(ideally "known") properties is a test lacking any possible
legitimate use.
In summary, at the moment it appears that insight into
MVN test properties is so deficient that such tests are of
little interest to practitioners. Any new Monte Carlo study
should be carefully designed so as to assess specific
conjectures regarding test properties, thereby helping to
clarify the practical situations in which various tests
might be of use.
Ultimately, it is hoped any research into MVN test
properties will provide sufficient guidance to
practitioners so that such tests will be used. That is, the
practitioner must be able to "match" Monte Carlo results
with his particular needs. Thus, in order to determine how
to formulate testable hypotheses regarding MVN tests, it is
first helpful to examine the general characteristics of
practitioner needs with regard to MVN testing. Later
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sections of this chapter advance several conjectures about
the performance of MVN tests. First, however, sections 3.2
and 3.3 overview overview the practitioner's needs and the
MVN test selection process, and section 3.4 comments on the
relationship of MVN testing to testing for outliers and
multiple populations.

3.2

DESCRIBING THE PRACTITIONER'S SITUATION (NEEDS)
This subsection develops the presumption that a

practitioner's situation (needs) regarding MVN testing can
be expressed in the form of one or more hypothesis tests.
For the moment, we are not concerned with whether these
hypothesis tests are conducted formally or informally, but
only with proposing that the situation can be conceptually
expressed using hypothesis testing logic.

(The notion that

MVN testing can be viewed as hypothesis testing perhaps
implicitly presumes that the practitioner adopts a
"classical" perspective on testing for normality, rather
than a "decision theoretic" perspective.)
In what might be called the least specific situation, a
practitioner is interested simply in testing for MVN,
without regard for the nature of the MVN departure. For the
(admittedly rare) simple hypothesis case, the implied
hypotheses are then:
1-A:

H0: X~Np(i±,Z); M/S known
Ha: X not Np(ii,Z)

Or, for the more typical composite hypothesis case:
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1-B:

H0: X-MVN; ^z,s unknown
Ha: X not MVN
In what might be called more specific situations, a

practitioner is interested in determining not only if the
data appear to be MVN, but also, if not, what the nature of
the departure from MVN may be. In this situation, the
general structure of the implied hypotheses is:
2-A:

H0: X-MVN
HA1:

X not MVN

due

to

non-MVN

characterization A x

H^:

X not MVN

due

to

non-MVN

characterization A2

X not MVN

due

to

non-MVN

characterization Ak.

•

•

H^:

To comprise a logical structure, the hypotheses must be
mutually exclusive and exhaustive.
As an example, suppose the practitioner wishes to
determine if the data appear MVN, and if not, if they are
skewed as defined by Mardia's /3lp. The hypotheses of
interest are:
2-B1:

H0: X-MVN
Ha1: X not MVN, Pi'ffO
X not MVN, jS1>p=0

In implementation, the practitioner would make a
judgment as to whether He, HA1, or

will be assumed to

hold by testing two sets of hypotheses:
2-B2:

Hl0: X-MVN
H1a: X not MVN
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followed by, if H1A is accepted:
H2„: Pi'p~0
H2a: 0 ^ 0
Thus, the practitioner actually chooses among the three
hypotheses of 2-B1 by the two-step testing of 2-B2.
A similar but conceptually distinct situation would
occur if the practitioner did not care if the data were MVN
or not, but only if they were skewed, again, say, as
defined by Mardia's f3l p . In terms of the 2-B1 hypotheses
above, this would imply the practitioner is not concerned
with distinguishing between H0 and H^, but only with
determining if HA1 is true or not. The implied hypotheses
are now:
3-A:

H0: 0 U p = O

Ha: 0 i,^O
which implies that, in implementation, the first step in 2B2 is now skipped.
An important point, as will be argued later, is that
the appropriate hypotheses for this latter situation are
those above (hypothesis set 3-A), n o t :
3-B:

H0: X-MVN
Ha: 0 x . J O

Hypothesis set 3-B alone does not form the basis for a
logical test, since it is possible that neither hypothesis
in this set is true. That is, a distribution might be nonMVN but with 0i'p— O.

(If, based on some a priori

information, the practitioner knew that non-MVN, 0 \ iV= O
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distributions could be ruled out, then 3-B forms a
logically testable set. But such a priori knowledge is
rarely available.)
The essential concept suggested here is that when jj, and
2 are unknown, as is usually the case, the practitioner's
situation can be expressed as either the non-specific 1-B
hypothesis set or some version of hypothesis set 2-A. If
some version of 2-A is appropriate, then the testing is, in
fact, implemented via a collection (sequence) of tests,
such as 2-B2 or 3-A. Unless a priori information about the
underlying distribution is available, the implementation of
2-A takes the general form:
4-A:

H0: X-MVN
Ha: X not MVN
HA1>0: characteristic A x

=

MVN value

HA1>A: characteristic A x

f

MVN value

HAk,o: characteristic Ak

=

MVN value

characteristic Ak f MVN
As another illustration, if
interested in

value.

the practitioner is

detecting non-MVN and, if so,whether it is

due to skewness, kurtosis (as defined by, say, /31>p and p 2rp)
or both, the hypotheses would be:
5-A:

H„: X-MVN
Ha1:

X not MVN, 0 ^ 0 , 0 ZiP? p ( p + 2 )

H^:

X not MVN, /31>p^0, j82iP=p(p+2)
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HA3: X not MVN, /9liP=0, /32iP?*p(p+2)
Hm : X not MVN, )0i,p=O, )82.p=p(p+2)
As still another illustration, if the researcher is
interested in detecting non-MVN, and if so, in determining
if the marginal (original coordinate univariate)
distributions are non-normal, the hypotheses might be:
6-A:

H0: X-MVN
HA1: X not MVN, and at least one marginal
distribution is not univariate normal
X not MVN, but all marginals are univariate
normal
The purpose here is not to advocate that the

practitioner necessarily test such hypotheses formally.
Indeed, the assumption-checking process might often proceed
informally and in a seemingly exploratory, unstructured
manner. The only point of the above discussion is that a
practitioner's situation with regard to MVN testing can be
expressed as a set of hypotheses, and, as will be argued,
this is an important consideration when it comes to
actually selecting a MVN test(s) for use.
For instance, the practitioner whose situation can be
expressed by hypothesis set 3-A above is only interested in
tests which can distinguish between distributuions with
jSl p=0 and those with

As straightforward as this

limited situation may seem, no currently defined test has
been shown to be appropriate even for it. Further,
questionable statements have been made regarding the
properties and interpretation of so-called tests for
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skewness and kurtosis. Mardia (1970, p. 523), for instance,
claims that,

. . t o test [the hypothesis that] 0iiP=O for

large samples, we calculate A [a test statistic based on
bi,P] and reject the hypothesis for large value of A."
Unfortunately, as described in Chapter 2, power studies
have repeatedly shown that b lp-based tests have very strong
power against many 0iiP=O distributions.
A similar problem may also exist with regard to b2pbased tests which are generally assumed to be appropriate
for testing the hypotheses:
H„: JS2,P = P(P+2)
Ha: 02,p t P(P+2)
Monte Carlo studies have not highlighted problems with the
use of b2p in this regard, but this may be because the
alternative (and rather unrealistic) distributions
typically used in power studies have not included those
that illuminate the flaws in b2 p-based tests.

3.3

THE TEST SELECTION PROCESS
Having defined a practitioner's needs (testing

situation) in the form of hypothesis tests, it is helpful
to diagram the MVN test selection process (see below).
Essentially, the practitioner's needs (situation) tell
him something, however specific or vague, about the type of
non-MVN distributions he must to be able to detect. For
instance, the practitioner with general needs defined by
hypothesis set 1-B above requires a test(s) with high power
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across a variety of non-MVN distributions. On the other
hand, a practitioner with needs defined by hypothesis set
2-B1 requires a test(s) with high power against skewed
distributions and the ability to distinguish between skewed
and non-skewed distributions.
PRACTITIONER
NEEDS

FEASIBLE SET
OF MVN TESTS

NON-MVN
DISTRIBUTIONS
PRACTITIONER
WISHES TO
DETECT

THEORETICAL
PROPERTIES

SUBSET OF MVN
TESTS WHICH
APPEAR TO
FIT NEEDS
POWER
COMPARISONS
T EST(S )
SELECTED FOR
USE
At any time, the practitioner is assumed to have "in
mind" a set of feasible MVN tests; that is, tests of which
he is aware and is capable of using. Essentially, the
practitioner must then select a test(s) from his feasible
set which fits his needs (situation.) It is helpful to
distinguish between two inputs which the practitioner might
use to assist him in selecting a test appropriate for his
needs:
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1)

"theoretical" insight regarding test properties;
and

2)

non-theory based power comparisons.

For instance, if the practitioner is interested in
detecting skewed distributions, he might use certain
"theory"-based properties of MVN tests to reduce the full
set of feasible tests to a subset of tests which are
presumed (on the basis of "theory") to be appropriate for
testing for skewness. Beyond such theoretical insight,
Monte Carlo power comparisons are then useful if they can
help the practitioner further reduce this subset of tests
by suggesting which of the tests in this subset tend to
have superior power against a broad range of skewed
distributions. Note that Monte Carlo results may play a
role in both of these "inputs." Monte Carlo results may
have helped clarify and revise "theoretical insight," and
the non-theory-based power comparisons are obtained
directly from Monte Carlo studies.
The major difficulty in the above scheme is defining
just what the nature of the "theoretical insight" is.
Typical properties of statistical hypothesis tests (e.g.,
consistency, bias, uniformly most powerful) have proven to
be difficult to establish in the normality testing setting
(either univariate or multivariate.) Quesenberry (1986)
discusses this problem and notes that the difficulty in
establishing theoretical properties for goodness of fit
tests lies in the fact that most tests "characterize"
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(which essentially means “will be consistent against") only
a limited array of alternative distributions. Further, it
is often difficult to determine just what this array of
alternative distributions includes.
For this reason, the "theoretical" properties of MVN
tests remain hazy. However, Quesenberry1s observations
provide some guidance. For many MVN tests, there is some
presumption about which non-MVN distributions the tests
"characterize;" that is, against which non-MVN
distributions they will be consistent. Such initial
presumptions (hypotheses) can provide the basis for design
of further Monte Carlo studies.
For instance, consider two MVN-related tests: A and B.
Suppose existing insight into their theoretical properties
suggests that four types of non-MVN distributions can be
defined:
Set AB:

Distributions against which both A and B are
presumed to be consistent.

Set AS:

Distributions against which neither A nor B is
presumed to be consistent.

Set AS:

Distributions against which A is presumed
consistent, but not B.

Set AB:

Distributions against which B is presumed
consistent, but not A.

A Monte Carlo study which compares A and B ideally
should include representatives from all four sets of
distributions. If it does, it will help confirm (or refute)
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the existing theory-like insight which leads to the above
statements about test consistency. Also, for those
alternatives against which both A and B are consistent, the
study will help clarify which, if either, test tends to
have generally superior power.
Such a Monte Carlo study, of course, may not lead to
very satisfying results. It may show, for instance, that
currently held suppositions regarding consistency appear to
be invalid. Likewise, it may show that for those
distributions against which both A and B are consistent,
neither test dominates the other in terms of power. Still,
a carefully constructed Monte Carlo design at least
provides for the possibility that the simulation results
will lead to greater clarification and insight into the
tests, rather than simply generate largely uninterpretable,
meaningless "results."
Sections 3.5 and 3.6 describe a Monte Carlo study
designed to contribute to the understanding of
"theoretical” properties of certain MVN tests. First,
however, it seems appropriate to make some comments
regarding MVN testing versus testing for outliers or
testing for multiple populations.

3.4

OUTLIER AND MULTIPLE POPULATION DETECTION
As noted earlier, many practitioners are interested in

detecting the presence of outliers or multiple populations.
In the extended sense in which we are using the term "MVN
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tests," tests for outliers or multiple populations might be
considered "MVN tests," since the presence of outliers or
multiple populations will generally imply non-MVN data.
However, for reasons developed below, we draw a distinction
between MVN tests and testing for outliers and multiple
populations.
The basis for this distinction can be seen if we
attempt to extend the technique of defining a MVN testing
situation as a set of hypotheses to the outlier/multiple
population setting. For instance, suppose a practitioner is
interested in assessing the multivariate normality of his
data, and, if they appear non-MVN, in determining if the
non-MVN is due to outliers. This suggests a hypothesis set:
7 -A:

H„: X-MVN
HA1: X not MVN due to outliers
Ha2: X not MVN but no outliers
These hypotheses, however, are not truly testable.

Without imposing some prior restriction, HA1 and HA2 are not
logically distinguishable. The problem is essentially one
of mathematical identification. For a p-variate sample of
size n, only np data values are available. If the data
appear non-MVN, they can always be construed as containing
outliers; that is, the np data values provide insufficient
information to distinguish between outlier-induced non-MVN
and some other type of non-MVN.
If the practitioner is willing to impose the a priori
assumption that no more than s outliers could be present, a
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testable hypothesis structure emerges:
7-B:

H0: X-MVN
Ha1: X not MVN, due to k<s outliers; that is,
some (n-k) x p submatrix of X appears MVN
H^: X not MVN, but not due to k<s outliers;
that is, no (n-k) x p submatrix of X
appears MVN.

This structure is logically, although not easily, testable.
Concern about the possible presence of a mixture
(multiple populations) poses the same identification
difficulty. Suppose a practitioner is interested in
assessing MVN of his data and, if they appear non-MVN,
determining if the non-MVN is due to multiple populations.
This suggests the hypothesis set:
8-A:

H0: X-MVN
HA1: X not MVN, but is a mixture of distributions
ha2: £ not MVN and not a mixture
Again, an identification problem exists; the data

provide insufficient information to distinguish between HA1
and

unless

some a priori assumption is imposed. In most

cases, the assumption would be a two-fold one about (a) the
number of possible distributions present and (b) the form
of the distributions. For instance:
8-B:

H0: X-MVN
HA1: X not MVN, but is a mixture of k<s MVN
distributions with equal covariance
matrices
Ha2: X not MVN, and HA1 does not hold.
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The above structure is logically, although not easily,
testable.
Intuitively, the identification problem (i.e.. need for
a priori assumptions) arises for hypotheses about outliers
and multiple populations because these are hypotheses about
how the data were actually generated. This contrasts with
hypotheses discussed earlier (e.g.. about skewness,
kurtosis, or marginal distributions) which pertain to
descriptive features of the distribution.
Hypotheses about data generating (''causal") processes
inherently require a priori assumptions for purposes of
"identification" (logical distinction among the
hypotheses.) Because of this complication, we will assume
that a practitioner's MVN testing situation is expressable
solely in terms of descriptive hypotheses, rather than
hypotheses about data generation. The implication of this
is that "MVN testing" is here defined so as to exclude
explicit testing for outliers and multiple populations.
This limitation on the scope of "MVN testing" follows
traditional lines which have largely viewed (1) outlier
detection as an aspect of "robust statistics," (2) multiple
population detection as "cluster analysis," but (3) testing
for univariate or multivariate normality as focused on
descriptive features of the data. This implies that we view
the practitioner who is interested in both MVN testing and
outlier/multiple population detection as conducting these
efforts in two separate stages. For instance, such a
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practitioner might first test for MVN. If the data appear
non-MVN, he might then use robust statistical techniques to
identify possible outliers. Or, working in the opposite
order, the practitioner might first use robust statistical
techniques to identify outliers, and then either test for
MVN after removing the outliers or use robust estimates of

H, S, and other parameters in the MVN test(s).
The essential point is that we are viewing attempts to
identify generative processes as distinct from MVN testing
and as requiring a set of techniques and tests distinct
from those we are here calling "MVN tests."

3.5

RESEARCH DESIGN AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES:
COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS TESTS
This section describes a Monte Carlo research design

for comparing several tests for multivariate skewness and
kurtosis as well as certain omnibus tests based on combined
skewness and kurtosis coefficients. Specifically, the tests
to be compared include:
1)

Small's (1980) skewness measure, Qlf using x % )
critical values;

2)

Small's kurtosis measure, Q2, using x<p> critical
values;

3)

Small's omnibus measure, Q3=Qi+Q2, using x u P)
critical values;

4)

Srivastava's (1984) principal components-based
skewness measure, blp, using a x2(pJ approximation;
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5)

Srivastava's principal components-based kurtosis
measure, b2p, using a normal approximation;

6)

Mardia's (1970) b1>p, using an empirically
generated null distribution;

7)

Mardia's b2p, using an empirically generated null
distribution; and

8)

Foster's s£=W2(b1>p)+W2(b2iP) , using an empirically
generated null distribution.

The study limits itself to skewnes and kurtosis
measures both for managability and also because these
measures might be commonly used to test not only the
overall MVN hypotheses,
1-B:

H0: X-MVN;

unknown

Ha: X not MVN,
but also hypotheses about specific departures from MVN,
such as:
5-A:

H0: X~MVN
Ha1: X not MVN, 0 ^ 0 ,

/32iP^p(p+2)

H^: X not MVN, jS1>p^0, 02,p=P(P+2)
Ha3: X not MVN, j01>p=O, )32iP^p(p+2)
Hm : X not MVN, 0 1(P=O, /02.p=p(p+2).
Our interest lies primarily in comparisons among the
three skewness tests and among the three kurtosis tests.
The omnibus tests of Small and Foster are included since
they are easily conducted, given the prior calculation of
the skewness and kurtosis measures. Srivastava does not
define an omnibus tests.
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3.5.1

CLARIFICATION OF POPULATION SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS
MEASURES

It is helpful in describing the research design to
relate the three skewness (kurtosis) statistics to
population skewness (kurtosis) definitions. This is not a
problem for Mardia's and Srivastava's statistics, since
their statistics are analogs of population definitions. For
example, Mardia defines the population skewness and
kurtosis measures,
j8i.p

= E U X - M r s ^ Y - M ) ] 3, and

02.P = E [(X-lijV^X-ii)]2,
and suggests using b1>p and b2iP to test j3i,p-0 and
02iP=p(p+2), their MVN values. Although not particularly
obvious from the above expectations, Mardia's /31<p is a
combination of all third-order central moments in the
multivariate distribution, including those involving more
than one variable. /32p is a combination of all fourth-order
central moments, excluding those which are constructed from
third-order moments. Their sample analogs, b 1>p and b2 p are
combinations of sample third-order and fourth-order central
moments.
Srivastava defines population skewness and kurtosis
measures,

(3lv = ^ • ■ Z jmliP[ E ( Y r 8 i) 3/ x ] ,2f l and

02p = p-'-Z^pEfYj-^yAj2,
which are simply the averages of the p principal
components's univariate skewness and kurtosis coefficients.
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Srivastava suggests using the averages of the sample
principal components' skewness and kurtosis coefficients,
b lp and b2p, to test for (3lp= 0 and /32p=3, their MVN values.
Small's test statistics, however, are not based on
explicit population skewness and kurtosis measures; that
is, Small does not define the "nature" of the skewness and
kurtosis his statistics purport to detect. For purpose of
describing and justifying our Monte Carlo design it is
helpful to define population measures of "multivariate"
skewness and kurtosis to which Small's tests are linked.
Small's statistics are

Qx = w^UfVi i and
Qz = M z^ z^ M z,

where WiT=[wn . . . w lp] is a vector of transformed
univariate sample skewness coefficients, and S£2T=[w 2i • • •
w 2p] is a vector of transformed univariate sample kurtosis
coefficients. Given that the null distributions (under MVN)
of both Qi and Q2 are asymptotically x %), we might define as
population measures the asymptotic values of Q: and Q2. For
notational purposes, call these:
j0lpQ = l i m ^ C Q J ; and
02P.Q =

1 1 ^ ( 0 2 ) •

We can then view Small's tests as testing that these
parameters are equal to their values under MVN, which are
0 ip,q= P and /92piQ=p.

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to determine the
values of /3lpP and /32p Q for various non-MVN distributions,
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since Small's transformations of the univariate skewness
and kurtosis statistics, ybj-*^ and b^Wz, are themselves
based on the assumption of univariate normality. Because of
this difficulty, we will adopt as inituitive definitions of
Small's population concepts:
—

A random vector is "skewed" if any of its
(original coordinate) univariate distributions has

JP&O.
A random vector has non-normal kurtosis if any of
its (original coordinate) univariate distributions
has £ 27*3 .
Summarizing, we then have three definitions of
"multivariate" skewness:
skewed by Mardia's definition if 0i,pt*O;
skewed by Srivastava's definition if 01^0; and
skewed by Small's definition if any (original
coordinate) marginal distribution has 0 *7*0 .
We also have three definitions of "multivariate" kurtosis:
non-MVN kurtosis by Mardia's definition if

02(I/P(P+2) ;
non-MVN kurtosis by Srivastava's definition if
02p7*3; and
non-MVN kurtosis by Small's definition if any
(original coordinate) marginal distribution has
027*3.
With regard to testing for multivariate kurtosis, all
three tests share an interesting and rather non-intuitive
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property. For purposes of clarification, section 3.5.1.1 is
a digression devoted to this property.

3.5.1.1

DETECTING MARGINAL KURTOSIS

In the following discussion, the term, "kurtotic,11 is
used to refer to a univariate distribution with non-normal
kurtosis or a multivariate distribution with non-MVN
kurtosis.
All three population multivariate kurtosis measures
share the common property of assigning a MVN kurtosis value
to certain distributions which have kurtotic marginal
distributions. Thus, it seems quite likely that each of the
three multivariate kurtosis tests (those based on b2p, b2p,
and Q2) will not be able to detect certain distributions
with kurtotic marginals.
Consider first Srivastava's p 2p and the population
definition we have imposed on Small, /32p Q. It is an easy
matter to generate a bivariate distribution with iid
components, one of which has less than normal kurtosis,
while the other has greater than normal kurtosis. Depending
on the particular univariate kurtosis values, these may
"cancel" each other in the calculation of the population
measures, p 2pQ and p 2p, and in the calculation of Q2 and b2p.
Srivastava and Small present their procedures as tests
of the joint univariate normality of a distribution's
principal components (Srivastava) and original marginal
variables (Small). However, with regard to kurtosis
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assessment, this is not truly the case.

[This also implies

that our intuitive definition of Small's population
kurtosis concept is not entirely satisfactory; namely, that
a distribution is kurtotic if any of the marginal
distributions has

.]

To see that Mardia's p 2 p shares the same property,
again consider a bivariate distribution with independent
components, Xx and X2. Assume both have fi= 0 and a2=l. Let
Mahcd denote a fourth-order central moment formed from
variables Xn, Xb, Xc, and Xd. Then Mardia's /32>p is defined
as [see Mardia (1970), p. 525];
02,p = M llll + M2222 + 2 Mll22»

or, in this case:
02,p = 02 (Xi) + JS2(X2) + 2.

If both variables have normal univariate kurtosis, then
02,p=P(P+2)=8 , the MVN value. But if, for instance, /?2(X1)=4
and 02(X2)= 2 , f32 ,p will also equal 8. Thus, /32>p has the
(intuitively) undesirable property that it may equal
P(P+2)f its MVN value, even if some or all of the marginal
variables have non-normal (univariate) kurtosis.
It is obvious that this situation also can exist for
p>2 for any of the three measures.
Ultimately, the problem arises because the univariate
normal kurtosis value is 3, not 0. There might be a remedy
via some sort of recentering procedure; for instance, in
the simple bivariate case above, redefining Mardia's
kurtosis measure as:
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$2,p —

[

]/2+ [ (M2222“ 3 )2] 1/2+ 2 M h 22*

In summary, 0 zp ,q , /32p, and j£J2,p all share the
characteristic of not necessarily indicating non-MVN
kurtosis when the marginal variables (or principal
components) have non-univariate normal kurtosis.
Apparently, to obtain a population measure that always will
have a non-MVN value when any marginal variable has non
normal kurtosis requires constructing the measure from
moments higher than fourth order or resorting to some
recentering remedy such as the one briefly described above.
The skewness population measures, by the way, do not
have this conceptual quirk. If any marginal variable or any
linear combination of variables has a univariate /01>O, then
/3liP>0 [see Mardia (1970), p. 523.] Likewise, j3lp^0 if any
principal component is skewed; and /3lpQ/p if any marginal
variable is skewed.

3.5.2

RESEARCH QUESTIONS ADDRESSED BY THIS STUDY

The skewness and kurtosis measures of Small,
Srivastava, and Mardia might be considered as (1) alternate
(competing) ways of defining multivariate skewness and
kurtosis and (2) alternate (competing) MVN tests.
As described in section 1.1, this study is designed to
address two areas of practical importance. One of these
concerns the previously observed high "power" of skewness
measures against many non-skewed distributions. As
described in chapter 2, this phenomenon has occurred in
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several studies, has been noted in passing by several
researchers, but remains unexplained.

[Note: Whether this

property is called high "power11 or "inflated test size"
depends on which null hypothesis is under consideration. If
the null hypothesis is H0:X~MVN, the property is "high
power." If the null hypothesis is H0:X not skewed (by some
definition), the property is "inflated size." To avoid
confusion, we might simply describe this property as a high
"ability to detect" many non-skewed distributions.]
An implication of this is that skewness tests do not
necessarily discriminate between skewed and non-skewed
distributions. Therefore, contrary to what may be common
belief, skewness measures may not be of much help in
detecting skewed distributions. Section 3.6 offers an
explanation for this phenomenon and also a research design
to test this explanation. Section 3.6 also hypothesizes
that kurtosis measures suffer from a similar shortcoming;
i.e.. high "ability to detect" many non-kurtotic
distributions.
The second area of practical interest is the evaluation
of the relative powers of Mardia's, Srivastava's, and
Small's tests. As discussed in section 1.4, Mardia's
multivariate skewness and kurtosis population concepts are
"broader" in scope than are Srivastava's and Small's. This
leads to hypotheses that Mardia's tests will detect a
broader range of non-MVN distributions, but will have
relatively low power against distributions whose skewness
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and/or kurtosis is "confined" to marginal variables or to
principal components.
In addition, Mardia's population measures and test
statistics are affine invariant, while those of Srivastava
and Small are coordinate dependent. The distinction between
affine-invariant and coordinate-dependent tests is an
important one, not only in comparing these tests, but also
in the overall field of MVN testing. Our Monte Carlo
design, therefore, is also relevant to the more general
question of how the performance of affine-invariant tests
compares to that of coordinate-dependent tests. Section
3.5.3 below discusses the relative advantages of affineinvariant and coordinate-dependent tests. Section 3.5.4
describes, in detail, the Monte Carlo design for comparing
the tests of Mardia, Small, and Srivastava.

3.5.3

AFFINE-INVARIANT TESTS VERSUS COORDINATE-DEPENDENT
TESTS

Most authors who have reviewed MVN tests have
distinguished between tests which are "affine invariant"
(although not all authors use that particular term) and
those which are "coordinate dependent." An affine-invariant
test is unaffected by any full-rank linear transformation
of the data.

[See Koziol (1986b) p. 2766 and Mardia et al.

(1979) pp. 21, 35.] An affine transformation of a random
vector, X, leads to:
Y = TX + b,
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where T is p x p and full rank. Such an affine
transformation applied to an observed data matrix X (n x p)
leads to:
Y = XT t + B,
where B is a matrix, based on b, that recenters the columns
of the data matrix. A MVN test is affine invariant if its
test statistic, w(X) is such that w(X)=w(Y), for all (T,b)
with T full rank.
Many authors seem to feel affine-invariant tests are
preferable to coordinate-dependent tests, although they
often give little or no reason for this preference. Both
Mardia (1970) and Isogai (1983) cite affine invariance as
desirable properties for skewness and kurtosis measures,
but without much justification. Koziol (1986b) offers the
following: "We remark that affine-invariant procedures are
appealing from their relation to a fundamental
characterization of the multivariate normal distribution"
(p. 2767). The fundamental characterization to which Koziol
refers apparently is that under an affine transformation,
any MVN distribution remains MVN, while any non-MVN
distribution remains non-MVN.
Section 3.5.3.1 summarizes some possible reasons for
preferring affine-invariant tests. Section 3.5.3.2
summarizes some possible reasons for preferring coordinatedependent tests.
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3.5.3.1

REASONS FOR PREFERRING AFFINE-INVARIANT TESTS

Since many authors seem to favor affine-invariant tests
for MVN, it is worth attempting to define more explicitly
what advantages affine-invariant tests might offer. If,
after all, affine-invariant tests offered such advantages
that practitioners could rule out non-affine-invariant
(coordinate-dependent) tests, the MVN test choice would be
simpler.
To help clarify the possible advantages of affineinvariant tests, it is useful to introduce a term, "affineinvariant hypotheses." For some hypothesis test, H0 versus
Ha, call the hypotheses "affine invariant" if the
hypothesis that is true for the random vector X remains
true for any affine transformation of X. The basic
hypotheses about MVN,
H„: X MVN
Ha: X not MVN,
are "affine-invariant hypotheses." However, hypotheses
about multivariate skewness or kurtosis,
H0: X not skewed (not kurtotic)
Ha: X skewed (kurtotic),
may or may not be affine-invariant hypotheses, depending on
one's definitions of multivariate skewness and kurtosis.
For instance, if one adopts Mardia's definitions, leading
to the hypotheses,

H0: 0i,P = 0
Ha: 0i.p

f

0
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and
H0: 02.p = P(p+2)
H a ** /32,p T4 P(P+2),
then the skewness and kurtosis hypotheses are affine
invariant. However, if one adopted Small's or Srivastava's
definitions of multivariate skewness and kurtosis,
hypotheses about skewness and kurtosis would not
necessarily be affine invariant. Similar to Koziol's
general sentiment quoted earlier, some authors may
intuitively feel that affine-invariant tests should be used
if the hypotheses of interest are affine invariant.
Another intuitive rationale pertains to the ultimate
parametric procedures that might be performed on a data
set. Many common parametric procedures are affine invariant
(i.e., not affected by a linear transformation of the
data.) For instance, the one-sample Student T and
Hotelling's T2 tests are affine invariant. For multiple
sample tests, the Wilks' A tests are affine invariant.

(The

usual multiple sample T2 and F tests are special cases, in
a sense, of Wilks' A.) Again, many statisticians seem to
feel that if the ultimate parametric procedure is affine
invariant, the MVN test should be affine invariant.
However, probably the most common rationale given by
authors for preferring affine-invariant tests is that
coordinate-dependent tests assess only "marginal"
normality; that is, only the joint univariate normality of
the marginal variables in a multivariate distribution (or
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the joint univariate normality of the principal components
for principal components-based tests.) As is well known,
univariate normality of the marginal variables (or of the
principal components) is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for MVN. Thus, it is generally presumed that
coordinate-dependent tests cannot be "sufficient” tests for
MVN (i.e.. cannot form consistent tests against all non-MVN
alternatives). For this reason, these tests will almost
certainly have very low finite sample power against certain
non-MVN alternatives; in particular, non-MVN distributions
with normal or near-normal marginals (or principal
components.)
By itself, however, this line of reasoning constitutes
little argument against using coordinate-dependent tests,
because most affine-invariant tests are not sufficient
tests for MVN either. That is, most affine-invariant tests
also are not universally consistent (consistent against all
non-MVN alternatives.)

[Indeed, the tests which are known

to be universally consistent hold little interest since
they are generally known (or thought) to have low finite
sample power.]
A perhaps more substantive reason, although one not
commonly cited, for preferring affine-invariant tests is
that they offer the possibility of known test size when
hypotheses are composite, even in finite samples. This
possibility stems from the following theorem.
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THEOREM l:
Let X be some p-variate random vector with mean vector
and covariance matrix, ji and E, and let X (n x p, denote a
random sample from X. Let Y=TX+b, where T is (p x p)
and full rank. Let w(X) be an affine-invariant
statistic calculated on X. Then Fn[w(X) ]=Fn[w(Y) ].
The proof is straightforward. Any observed sample from
X (nXp), can be transformed uniquely into an observed
sample from Y, via Y=XT t+B, where B is a recentering matrix
based on b. However, since w(X) is affine-invariant, w(X)
maps to w(Y) uniquely and identically; that is, w(Y)=w(X),
and Fn[w(X) ]=F„[w (XTt+B) ]=Fn[w(Y) ].
In the context of MVN testing, the implication of this
is that the finite sample null distribution of an affineinvariant statistic can be derived even in the composite
hypothesis case (m and E unknown.) Any p-variate MVN
distribution can be transformed into any other p-variate
MVN distribution via an affine transformation. But this
will not affect the distribution of an affine-invariant
statistic, w ( X ) . Thus Fn[w(X)] applies to all distributions
which are affine transformations of X; in particular, all
MVN distributions.
For instance, suppose the hypotheses;
H0: X-MVN; £i,£ unknown
Ha: X not MVN
are tested using an affine-invariant statistic, w(X). Since
w(X) is affine invariant, so is its null distribution. That
is, F„[w(X) |X-MVN] does not depend on (the unknown) u. and
E. Thus, Fn[w(X)|X-MVN] can, at least in principle, be
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obtained (although it may have to be generated
empirically.)
On the other hand, suppose u(X) is some coordinatedependent statistic used to test the above hypotheses.
Since m and 2 are unknown, no single Fn[u(X) |X-MVN]
generally exists, and no exact finite n null distribution
for u(X) can be obtained, even by simulation. For this
reason, coordinate-dependent test statistics must use
approximate or asymptotic null distributions. As discussed
in section 2.3.5, this has been shown to lead to very poor
results in several cases.
It should be noted that simply using an affineinvariant test statistic does not necessary make an exactsize test possible. The possibility of an exact test also
depends on the particular hypotheses being tested. For
instance, suppose Mardia's b1>p is used to test the
hypotheses:
H0: X-MVN; M/S unknown
Ha: X not MVN.
In principle, an exact test can be obtained by simulating
the null distribution of Fn(blp|X-MVN). However, now
suppose b lp is used to test the hypotheses:
H 0: f i i . v = 0

Ha* @ i,p 7* 0.
Since many non-MVN distributions also have 0i,p=O, there is
no single Fn(bx p|

p=0). Thus, although b l p is affine

invariant and the hypotheses are affine invariant, in this
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case blp does not provide a finite sample distribution-free
test (and, hence, no finite sample exact size test.) The
same problem, of course, exists when using b2p to test
hypotheses about kurtosis. This is a problem of perhaps
considerable importance for practitioners, and is the
subject of section 3.6.

3.5.3.2

SEASONS FOR PREFERRING COORDINATE-DEPENDENT TESTS

One reason for "preferring" coordinate-dependent tests
is convenience. Perhaps the most commonly used technique
for assessing MVN, to the degree it is done at all, is
simply to examine the univariate normality of each
variable. This is, in essence, a coordinate-dependent MVN
test. Indeed, given the unavailability of other MVN tests
in statistical packages, this is often the only practical
procedure.
Another reason cited for preferring coordinatedependent tests is "commitment" to the original coordinate
system. Andrews et al.

(1973) refer to this when they say:

"One way of seeing the need for a variety of techniques in
the multivariate case is in terms of the degree of
commitment one wishes to make to the coordinate system for
multiresponse observations" (p. 95-96). Cox and Small
(1978) also comment on the desirability of coordinatedependent procedures (p. 263):
Despite the great theoretical power and importance of
invariance considerations in multivariate analysis,
there are many practical situations where the
particular choice of components is important, i.e..
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where effects are in some sense most usefully to be
detected or interpreted in particular directions in the
v-directional space of the variables.
It is not clear just what these situations are. It would
seem, however, that they would not be truly "multivariate"
analysis situations.
Perhaps the best reason for preferring coordinatedependent tests lies in certain a priori knowledge the
researcher may have regarding the type of non-MVN
distributions that might be encountered. As described in
section 1.4, the coordinate-dependent tests of Srivastava
and Small are more "focused" than the "broader" tests based
on Mardia's b lp and b2>p. If the researcher believes that
the variables or components in the distribution are
essentially independent, then any "skewness" and "kurtosis"
will be confined to the individual variables or principal
components; in such cases, the more focused tests of Small
or Srivastava may have relatively greater power.
Along these lines, Koziol (1986b) analytically examines
the asymptotic power of Mardia's kurtosis test against
"contiguous" alternative distributions and concludes that,
for distributions with independent variables, b2p may be
(pp. 1511-1512)
. . . relatively insensitive to departures from
multivariate normality evident among only a small
subset of variates. Such a particular alternative of
interest might be better delineated by examination of
marginal skewness and kurtosis.
However, while there is reason to believe a (more
focused) coordinate-dependent test will have greater power
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than a broader affine-invariant test if all or most of the
skewness or kurtosis is confined to marginal variables,
this does not imply that coordinate-dependent tests will be
superior against any distribution with non-normal
marginals.
This is an important distinction because many
statisticians may believe that non-MVN distributions with
normal marginals, while easily generated on a computer, are
a curiosity not encountered with real data sets, and,
therefore, MVN testing based on marginal variables
(coordinate-dependent tests) will suffice in practice.
Regarding this point, it may be true that non-MVN
distributions with essentially normal marginals rarely
occur in practice. But even so, coordinate-dependent tests
appear to have a serious theoretical deficiency. To
illustrate, consider a random vector X and some full-rank
linear transformation of it, Y=TX. Assume that the actual
observations are from one or the other of these, say Y;
that is, the observed data matrix is Y, not X. Further
assume that X is non-MVN, implying that Y also is non-MVN.
Also assume, as is most commonly the case with non-MVN
distributions, that both X and Y have at least one nonunivariate normal marginal.
An affine-invariant MVN test would yield the same
result regardless of whether X or Y is observed. A
coordinate-dependent test, however, might yield very
different conclusions depending on T. Use of a coordinate-
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dependent test for hypotheses 1-A or 1-B,
H0: X-MVN
Ha: X not MVN,
would seem to presume that the observed coordinate system
(or the principal components) provides the best, or at
least a good, "perspective” on the MVN or non-MVN of the
distribution. Yet there seems to be no reason to believe
this assumption will hold. Likewise, use of a coordinatedependent test to assess skewness when skewness is defined
by an affine-invariant population measure, e.g..
H„: 0 1(P=O

carries the analogous presumption that the original
coordinates (or principal components) provide a powerful
perspective on the skewness of the distribution.
Thus, even if non-MVN distributions with essentially
normal marginals are a curiosity not encountered in
practice [although see Matthews (1984) for a real data set
that seems to be just such a case], the coordinates in use
may not provide the best I i.e.. most powerful)
"perspective" from which to view the non-MVN. Indeed, an
actual (not contrived) non-MVN distribution whose original
coordinates (or principal components) provide an optimal
(most powerful) view of the distribution's non-MVN may also
be a curiosity.
Along these lines, previous power studies have
predominantly used distributions in which the "original"
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coordinates provide a good perspective on the non-MVN. For
instance, if a "multivariate" exponential distribution is
generated as p iid exponential random variables, then the
original p variates probably provide a better (more
powerful) marginal "view" of the data's non-MVN than
coordinates resulting from any affine transformation. Or,
put another way, it should be kept in mind that the iidcomponent non-MVN distributions commonly used in power
studies are also unrealistic curiosities. Their widespread
use, which entails some hidden biases, reflects not so much
sound research as it does tradition and simulation
convenience.
All this leads to some important conclusions which, as
described in the next section, are used in constructing our
Monte Carlo design. These conclusions are as follows.
Suppose p variables are independent. Let sum[^1(Vj) ] be the
sum of the p marginal variables' univariate skewness
coefficients, and sum[/J2(Vj) ] be the sum of the p marginal
kurtosis coefficients. Likewise, let sumt/^PG,) ] and
sum[)02(PCj) ] denote the sums of the p principal-components
based skewness and kurtosis coefficients. Then, in general:
1)

s \ m [ p 1 (Vi) ], sum[/32(Vj) ], sumt^fPCj) ], and
sum[/32(PCj) ] are not constant under linear
transformation of the original coordinate system;
in fact

2)

sumfjSifVj)] and sum[j£?2(Vj) ] are not constant even
under simple rigid rotations (orthogonal
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transformations) of the original coordinate
system.
The upshot of this is that even if the original
variables are mutually independent and all of the skewness
and kurtosis is "confined" to the marginal variables (or to
principal components), simple linear transformation of the
variables generally will reduce the amount of skewness and
kurtosis "observable" in the marginal variables (or in the
principal components).
If one uses Srivastava's or Small's definitions of
multivariate skewness and kurtosis, this implies that
linear transformations of the variables change the
multivariate skewness and kurtosis of the distribution.
However, according to Mardia's definitions, which are
affine invariant, such transformations simply shift some of
the skewness or kurtosis out of the marginal distributions
and into third-order and fourth-order moments involving
more than one variable.

3.5.4

COMPARING AFFINE-INVARIANT AND COORDINATE-DEPENDENT
TESTS FOR SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS

Section 3.3 argued that two competing tests, call them
A and B, should be compared over four "types" of non-MVN
distributions:
Set AB:

Distributions against which both A and B are
presumed to be consistent.
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Set AS:

Distributions against which neither A nor B is
presumed to be consistent.

Set AS:

Distributions against which A is presumed
consistent, but not B.

Set AB:

Distributions against which B is presumed
consistent, but not A.

In sections 3.5.4.1 and 3.5.4.2 a similar approach is used
to define types of non-MVN distributions against which to
assess the powers of three skewness tests [Mardia's blp,
Small's Qj, and Srivastava's blp] and three kurtosis tests
[Mardia's b2 p, Small's Q2, and Srivastava's b2p.]

3.5.4.1

COMPARING SKENNESS TESTS

Since the consistency properties of the three skewness
tests are unknown, we will initially asssume (for purposes
of defining the non-MVN distributions to be included in the
power comparison) that each test is:
consistent against distributions which are skewed
according to its population skewness definition;
and
—

not consistent against distributions which are not
skewed according to its population skewness
definition.

This means that we initially presume b1>p to be consistent
against distributions with 0 2l/O, but not consistent
against distributions with /31>p=0. Likewise, Small's Q: is
presumed to be consistent against distributions which have
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/3^0 for some (original coordinate) marginal variable, but
not consistent against distributions having p x= 0 for all
marginals. Srivastava's blp is presumed consistent against
all distributions with /3lp^0, but not consistent against
distributions with P lp= 0 . This suggests that the study
should include the following eight general types of non-MVN
distributions:

type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type

1=S1
2=S2
3=S3
4
5
6
7
8

Mardia's
definition
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no

skewed bv;
Srivastava's
definition
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes

Small's
definition
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no

As described earlier, however, P l p is an inclusive
third-moment measure, implying that if any marginal
variable or linear combination of variables is skewed, then
jSi.p^O. [See, for instance, Koziol (1986b) pp. 2775-2776.]
Thus, distribution types 6, 7, and 8 above do not exist.
Also, while types 4 and 5 exist, we will exclude them as
well, since our main purpose is to compare the affineinvariant tests of Mardia to the coordinate-dependent tests
of Small and Srivastava (rather than construct a detailed
comparison between Small's and Srivastava's tests).
This leaves types 1, 2, and 3, which, for later
reference will be called types SI, S2, and S3. Our
objective is to include several distributions of each type,
for example, k SI type distributions: Sllf Sl2, . . , Slk,
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and likewise for types S2 and S3. The distributions are
completely specified, together with their generation
methodologies, in section 3.7.
The S2 distributions are skewed by all three
definitions. As described in section 1.4, it is desirable
for our power comparisons that some S2 distributions have
skewness entirely confined to marginal variables and
principal components, while other S2 distributions have
"skewness" not entirely confined to marginal variables and
principal components.
Suppose k S2 distributions, S2lf . . , S2k, are
generated with independent components. Such distributions
will have skewness entirely confined to marginal variables
These marginal coordinates can also be considered
"principal components," implying the skewness is also
confined to the principal components. As described in
section 3.5.3.2, however, under linear transformations, the
"amount" of skewness in the marginal variables and
principal components will vary.
Therefore, we define as the full set of S2
distributions, the following array,
S21

S22 ................ S2V

T|S2 ^

TtS27

. . . .

T^S2y

•

•

•

•

•

•

TmS.2.1

. . . .

TmS2y,

in which the k "top row" distributions have independent
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components, and the matrices Tx, . . , T m denote m fullrank (p x p) linear transformations. The specific
transformation matrices to be used, the Tj, are defined in
section 3.7.
Altogether, the complete scheme of "S" distributions
consists of the above S2 array plus the SI and S3
distributions,
Sl1

Sl?

Slj;, and

S3,

S 3 , ................ S3-.

[Note: the number, k, of specific distributions is not
necessarily the same for each type.]
With regard to using the various skewness measures,
b lp, b lp, and Qlf to test the hypotheses,
H0: X-MVN
Ha: X not MVN,
it is conjectured that:
1)

The powers of the coordinate-dependent skewness
tests (Small's Qi and Srivastava's blp) will be
somewhat greater than that of Mardia's b lp across
the top row of the S2 array, since these
distributions have all skewness "confined" to
marginal variables (which also can be considered
principal components).

2)

For the S2 array, the powers of the coordinatedependent tests will fluctuate widely down the
columns of the array; that is, the powers will
vary widely under linear transformation of the
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original variables.
3)

For the S3 array, the power of blp will be higher
than the powers of Qa and blp.

If b lp displays high, competitive power across the S2
and S3 arrays, and if the powers of Qx and blp do indeed
fluctuate or are low, a strong case could be made for
preferring b lp in practice. On the other hand, if Mardia's
b lp has strongly inferior power against some S2
distributions, particularly the top row of the S2 array,
then b lp may be too "broad" a test for some practical
applications.
With regard to using the three measures to test the
hypotheses,
H0: X not skewed
Ha: X skewed,
it is conjectured that:
4)

The powers

of Qa and blp will be higher than

bl p

across the top row of the S2 array.
5)

The powers

of Q2 and blp will vary widely down

the

columns of the S2 array.
6)

Mardia's bl p will have much greater ability to
detect S3 distributions than will Q a and b lp.

7)

Although the SI distributions are not skewed, all
three tests may display inflated test size for
some SI distributions, particularly those with
positive kurtosis. The tests may also display
deflated test size for SI distributions with
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negative kurtosis.

(This is due to the problem

discussed in section 3.6.)
It should be noted that the null distributions of
Small's and Srivastava's tests will be asymptotic
distributions. Thus, the comparison of these tests to
Mardia's rests not only on their relative powers, but also
on their ability to maintain near-nominal test size.

3.5.4.2

COMPARING KURTOSIS MEASURES

To compare the three kurtosis tests, b2p, Q2, and b2p,
we can, analogously to the skewness discussion in the
preceding section, initially define the following general
types of non-MVN distributions:

type
type
type
type
type
type
type
type

1=K1
2=K2
3=K3
4
5
6
7
8

non-MVN kurtosis bv:
Mardia's
Srivastava's
Small's
definition
definition
definition
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no

It is not clear just what relationship holds among jS2 p ,
/32p, and Small's population kurtosis concept. Specifically,
while /J2p is in some sense a "broader" kurtosis concept, it
is not truly "inclusive" of the other two concepts.
However, since our interest lies primarily in comparing the
test size and power of Mardia's affine-invariant test to
those of Small's and Srivastava's coordinate-dependent
tests, we again eliminate all types except types 1, 2, and
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3, which we call Kl, K2, and K3 for later reference.
As with the skewness arrays, we will include several
examples of the Kl type, Klx, Kl2, . . , Klk, and so on for
K2 and K3. Section 3.7 describes the specific distributions
to be used.

Analogous to the skewness case, the K2

distributions should include those with all kurtosis
confined to the marginal variables (and principal
components), as well as distributions with some but not all
kurtosis observable in the marginal variables. Again, we
accomplish this by using an array of K2 distributions,
K2.x

K22 ................ K2y

TxKlx

T xK22 . . . .

•

T ,K2,.

•

TuS&i

TJC22 . . . .

•

Tye*,

in which the "top row" distributions have independent
variables, and other distributions are obtained as full
rank linear transformations of the top row.
The complete scheme of "K" distributions is then the
above K2 array plus

Eli

I Q z ................ ]□*, and

K3.x

K 3 - , ................ K3V.

With regard to using the three kurtosis tests, b2 p, b2p,
and Q2, to test the hypotheses,
H0: X-MVN
Ha: X not MVN,
it is conjectured that:
1)

The coordinate-dependent tests, Q2 and b2p will
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have higher power than Mardia's b2>p across the top
row of the K2 array.
2)

However, the powers of Q2 and b2p will fluctuate
widely down the columns of the K2 array; that is,
the powers will vary widely under linear
transformation of the original variables.

3)

For the K3 array, the power of b2p will be higher
than the powers of Q2 and b2p.

If b2>p displays high, competitive power across the K2
and K3 arrays, and if the powers of Q2 and b2p do indeed
fluctuate or are low, a strong case could be made for
preferring b2p in practice. But again, if b2>p has greatly
inferior power against certain K2 distributions,
particularly the top row of the K2 array, then b2>p may be
too broad for some purposes.
With regard to using the three tests to test the
kurtosis hypotheses,
H0: X not kurtotic
Ha: X kurtotic,
it is conjectured that:
4)

Q2 and b2p will have higher power than b2 p across
the top row of the K2 array.

5)

The powers of Q2 and b2p will vary widely down the
columns of the K2 array.

6)

Mardia's b2p will be much more powerful than Q2
and b2p against the K3 distributions.

7)

Although the Kl distributions are not kurtotic,
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all three tests may display inflated test size for
some Kl distributions, and deflated test size for
others.

(This is due to the problem discussed in

section 3.6.)

3.5.4.2

COMPARISONS ACROSS MIXTURES OF MVN DISTRIBUTIONS

Affine-invariant and coordinate-dependent tests may
also differ in their ability to detect "contaminated"
distributions; that is, distributions which consist of
multiple populations or which contain outliers. Monte Carlo
studies typically examine ability to detect such
contamination by including MVN mixtures among the simulated
distributions. The types and degrees of contamination that
might be included are limitless. Here we include only two
simple types of contaminated distributions (together called
the "M" array for later reference), both generated from
mixtures of two MVN distributions; specifically:
1)

covariance matrix contamination; that is, a
mixture of two MVN distributions which have the
same mean vector, but different covariance
matrices; and

2)

mean vector contamination; that is, a mixture

of

two MVN distributions which have identical
covariance matrices, but different mean vectors.
The particular mixtures to be used are described in section
3.6.
The type (1) mixture above, covariance contamination,
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will result in a non-MVN distribution with univariate
normal marginals (in the original coordinates.) Thus, it
has MVN kurtosis by Small's definition. Its kurtosis by
Srivastava's definition depends on the particular
covariance matrices of the mixture distributions. However,
such a mixture always has "non-negative" kurtosis by
Mardia's /?2,P» that is 02,p-P(P+2) • [See Mardia (1974), pp.
118-119.] Such mixtures are not skewed by any of the three
measures. With regard to using the various skewness,
kurtosis, and omnibus measures to test the hypotheses,
H0: X-MVN
Ha: X not MVN,
for these type (1) mixtures, it is conjectured that:
1)

Small's tests, Q lf Q 2, and Q3 will have only weak
power, near test size, against such mixtures. The
principal components-based tests may also have
very weak power, depending on the particular
covariance matrices used in the two input MVN
distributions.

2)

Mardia's b2p will be the most powerful of the
tests considered. However, bxp may also be fairly
powerful, since, while not skewed, these mixtures
have non-negative kurtosis according to )32jP, and
b lp exhibits good power against many such
distributions.

With regard to the type (2) mixture, this mixture is
skewed by all three definitions.

(For instance, all
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mixtures of this type are skewed, according to /3lp, if the
mixing proportion is not .5, .5.) In addition, such
mixtures have MVN values of 02>p only if the mixing
proportion is (roughly) 79/21. If the larger mixing
fraction is greater than 79%, such a mixture will have
greater than normal jB2(PJ if the larger mixing fraction is
less than 79%, /32(P will be less than MVN.

As section 3.6

describes, our mixing proportion for this typs of mixture
is 90/10, leading to greater than MVN kurtosis as measured
by Mardia's p z,p (and also as measured by Small's and
Srivastava's population concepts). Since this type (2)
mixture is skewed by all three population definitions,
little can be conjectured a priori about the tests'
relative powers.

3.6

PROBLEMS WITH TESTS FOR SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS
As discussed in earlier sections, particularly 3.2,

practical interest often lies not only in testing for MVN,
but also in determining the nature of the departure from
MVN. That is, interest often lies in testing some version
of the hypothesis structure:
2-A:

H0: X-MVN
HA1: X not MVN due to non-MVN characterization A x
Hy^: X not MVN due to non-MVN characterization A2
•

H^: X not MVN due to non-MVN characterization Ak
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However, such testing for particular non-MVN
characteristics poses very difficult problems, problems
which have been cursorily acknowledged, but largely
ignored, by theoreticians. Essentially, the difficulty is
that the proposed tests for specific non-MVN
characteristics, say skewness or kurtosis, may not be (and
generally are not) distribution free. For instance, using a
b lp-based statistic to test the hypotheses,
Ho! £l,p= 0
Ha: 01.^0,
conceptually requires the null distribution, Fn (b1>p|>01>P= O ) .
However, as described in section 3.5.1.1, many non-MVN
distribution families have 0 lp=O; thus, there is no single
F„(biiPl/3liP=0) ♦

statistic, b 1>p, is affine invariant. But

the distributions which have jf?iiP=0 are not all affine
transformations of each other. For instance, if X~NP and U
is a vector of p iid uniform(0,l) random variables, then

fix p=0 for both distributions. However, U^TX+b, and,
therefore, Fn[blp|X] does not necessarily equal Fn[blp|U].
Or, put another way, such a test is not distribution free.
The same applies to testing hypotheses about /?2 p using b2pbased tests. This renders the results of such tests very
difficult to interpret by those practitioners who, as
Gnanadesikan (1977, p. 161) advised, seek tests " . . .
with differing sensitivities to the different types of
departures."
In previous studies, and presumably in every practical
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application, MVN-based null distributions have been used;
e.g. . Fn(blp|X-MVN) and Fn(b2>p|X-MVN). However, these null
distributions are clearly not appropriate for testing the
hypotheses H0: j8liP=0 and H„: /S2.p=P(P+2) • Thus it is unclear
just what null hypotheses are being tested by so-called
skewness and kurtosis tests.
The distributional dependency of such tests is
presumably well-known.

[See, for instance, Bera and John

(1983), p. 104.] But for whatever reasons, due perhaps to a
belief that the effects of this dependency are trivial in
most contexts, those developing MVN tests have largely
ignored this logical difficulty. Mardia (1975, p. 164), in
fact, defends the use of skewness and kurtosis tests, as
opposed to using "omnibus" MVN tests by saying; "However,
skewness and kurtosis provide direct measures of departure
from normality, so that tests based on them have an obvious
edge over the [omnibus] competitors." As noted previously,
Mardia (1970, p. 523) claims that b 1>p-based tests can be
used to test the hypothesis that )3liP=0. Unfortunately,
Monte Carlo studies have repeatedly suggested that the
distributional dependency of b lp cannot be safely ignored
by practitioners.
Since the usual motivation for conducting any MVN
testing is the belief that subsequent parametric procedures
are distributionally dependent, it is rather ironic that
theoreticians have largely ignored the distributional
dependency of their MVN tests.
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The objective of the following sections is to at least
partially clarify the distributional dependency of b1>pbased and b2p-based tests.
Section 3.6.1 formulates a conjecture to explain the
distributional dependency between skewness tests and
kurtosis. Based on this, Section 3.6.2 develops some
conjectures regarding how the null distribution of b lp may
be affected by certain distributional characteristics,
including kurtosis. Section 3.6.3 describes a Monte Carlo
design to test these conjectures.
Section 3.6.4 argues that a similar problem exists for
b2<p-based tests of kurtosis and formulates some general
conjectures regarding how the null distribution of b2 p will
be affected by certain distributional characteristics.

3.6.1

A CONJECTURE REGARDING DISTRIBUTIONAL DEPENDENCY

Let X be some p-variate random vector. Assume that n
independent observations of X lead to the data matrix X (nXp)/
n>p, and rank(X)=p. Let sx and s2 be two statistics that
might be calculated from the elements of X. Assume Sj and
s2 are affine invariant, so that, without affecting their
distributions, we can assume X is already centered on its
sample mean vector. Also assume s2 is a minimally
sufficient statistic for some parameter of X, e z . Consider
some partitioning of X into two matrices, X=q(A,B); for
instance, X=AB, or X=A+B. Let si=si(A) indicate that Si is a
function of the matrix A only.
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CONJECTURE 1
Let sx and s2 be two affine-invariant statistics
calculated on the sample mean centered data matrix,
X=q(M,N), and s1=s1(M). Let s2 be minimally sufficient
for B z . If no partitioning, X=q(M,N), exists such that
s ^ s ^ M ) and s2=s2(N), then Fn(sx) is a function of 6 Z
(even) asymptotically.
Proof:
Assume s1=s1(M) and s2=s2(N).
For sx and s2 to be stochastically independent, we must
be able to write their joint density function as,
f (s1,s2)=g(s1) »h(s2), where g(sx) and h(s2) are two non
negative functions, g(sx) does not depend on s2, and h(s2)
does not depend on sx. [See Hogg and Craig (1978), p. 81.]
Thus, for sx and s2 to be asymptotically independent,
we must have:
fn^,(s1,s2)=g[s1(M) ] »h[s2(N) ]=g*(M) »h‘(N) .
Since stochastic independence requires that g(sx) must not
depend on s2, independence requires that some N exists,
s2=s2(N), which is not necessary for the calculation of sx.
Likewise, independence requires that some M exists,
s1=s1(M) , which is not necessary for the calculation of s2.
Thus, if no partition of X, X=q(M,N), exists such that
s1=s1(M) and s2=s2(N), sx and s2 are stochastically
dependent, even asymptotically; that is

Fn-«(si) depends on s2.
Further, if s2 is minimally sufficient for 6 Z, then N
is the "finest" partition of X that can be used to
calculate a sufficient statistic for 6 Z . That is, all the
information in (all the elements of) N is necessary (must
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be used) to calculate a sufficient statistic for gz . [See
Bickel and Doksum (1977), p. 83.] Since a maximum
likelihood estimator must be a function of a sufficient
statistic [see Bickel and Doksum (1977), p. 79], N is
necessary to calculate any maximum likelihood estimator of
g 2•

Virtually all maximum likelihood estimators are
consistent [Hogg and Craig (1978), p. 204.] Thus, some
function of N, say for convenience s2 itself (although this
does not affect the argument) converges stochastically to
g2•

Thus, if we cannot partition X, X=q(M,N), such that
sx(M) and s2(N) , then asymptotically:

Fn-®(si) depends on s z= $ 2 .
If it is not s2 which converges to g2 , but rather some
other function of N, say r2; then r2 must also be a
function of s2, and we have:
Fn-KofSi) depends on s2=c(r2)=d(02) .
#

In summary, the conjecture simply states that if the
information contained in s2, the minimally sufficient
statistic for g Zl must also be used to calculate s lt then
Fn(sx) will be a function of 9Z . In a conceptual sense, s x
and s2 are then "overlapping" statistics; that is, at least
to some degree, they use (or report) the same information
about ]C. If sx is a minimally sufficient statistic for 6 X,
this implies that 9 X and g z are not distinct conceptually.
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3.6.2

DISTRIBUTIONAL DEPENDENCY OF b1>p-BASED TESTS

The motivation for presenting the above conjecture is
to explain the high ability of skewness tests to detect
non-skewed distributions, and further why that ability does
not decrease with increasing n. In fact, this ability
appears to increase in n.
For some sample matrix, X (nXp), assumed already
centered on sample means, define:
Z = XL'1, where LLT=i:, and E is to order n"1;
that is, the "denominator" in the variance calculations is
n. This is a typical "standardization" of X. Z also can be
factored into a G (n x n) diagonal matrix of sample non
negative "radii" and a U (n x p) matrix of points on a unit phypersphere:
Z = GU
This factoring, by definition, is done such that the matrix
UUT is constrained to have all l's on its main diagonal
(otherwise, U would not define points on the hypersphere.)
For any actual sample, G and U can be obtained as:
G2 = diag(ZZT) ; and
U = G_1Z .
Mardia's b 1>p can be viewed as:
b1>p = n‘z{sum[ (GUUTGT)*3]},
or

bi p = (n )2ji»1>nEj«i>n(g[ili) (gjj) (Et»l pu itUjt) ,

where the *3 notation implies cubing the individual
elements of a matrix (not cubing the matrix.) Mardia's b2p
can be calculated as:
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b2(P = n_1tr (G*4),
or

b2p =
Both b x p and b2 p require the elements of the matrix G

for calculation. If we assume that b2p is a minimally
sufficient statistic for /J2iP, then the previous section's
conjecture implies that F„[b1(P] will be a function of /?2<p
even asymptotically.

(Note: Establishing that b2p is

minimally sufficient for /82p might be quite difficult,
especially without presuming an underlying distribution on
X. However, according to the conjecture, all that is really
required for F„[bl p] to be a function of /?2p is that the
minimally sufficient statistic for j32p, whatever it is,
depends for its calculation on G.)
This confounding of Fn[b1>p] with /?2>p, conjectured to
remain asymptotically, should be distinguished from another
form of dependency between skewness and kurtosis measures
which is only a finite sample property. Specifically, both
b lp and b2 p are calculated from Z=GU; but Z itself is
calculated using £ and S. Thus b lp and b2 p are not
independent in finite samples due to the typical need to
estimate £ and Z.
However, this finite sample dependency due to the
estimation of £ and Z does no t , of itself, imply that the
null distribution of bj p depends on /32 p. It only implies
that the null distributions of b l p and b2 p are not
independent in finite samples. Thus, if the researcher is
only interested in hypotheses about skewness; for example,
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Hc: Pi.p ~ 0

Ha: P i . p T4 0 ,
and not in hypotheses about kurtosis, then the latter type
of (finite sample) confounding is irrelevant. If the
researcher is interested in hypotheses about both skewness
and kurtosis; for example, those above about skewness and

Ho: 0 2 , p = P(P+2)
Ha: fiz,p f P(P+2),
then the finite sample dependence between b x p and b2#p
implies that the type I and type II errors for the two
hypothesis tests will be dependent.

3.6.3
3.6.3.1

ASSESSING THE DISTRIBUTIONAL DEPENDENCY OF b xp-BASED
TESTS ON 02p
bx p-BASED TESTS FOR ELLIPTICALLY CONTOURED
DISTRIBUTIONS

The conjecture of section 3.6.1 attempts to explain why
the null distribution of bl p seems to be related to /32>p.
However, perhaps more can be said about what in particular
affects the null distribution of b lp. For instance,
consider a general class of random vectors which can be
simulated as:
2£(p xi) = aRLU +
where
R is a non-negative random variable (the "radius"),
"a" is a positive constant,
U (p x u has a distribution on the unit p-hypersphere,
with E(U)=0,
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£ = E(X) , and
a2LLT=E, the covariance matrix of X.
This general class of distributions might be called
"balanced spherical distributions," because the E(U)=0
specification requires that the center of gravity of the U
distribution on the p-hypersphere be 0. Figure 23 shows U
for two such possible "balanced" distributions for p=2 (for
which the "p-hypersphere" is the unit circle). Another
"balanced" distribution would be U uniformly distributed on
the hypersphere (or on the unit circle in the p=2 case).
If we specify that U is not only "balanced" on the phypersphere, but also uniform on the sphere, then the above
specifications define the well-known general class of
"elliptically contoured" distributions.

[See, for instance,

Johnson (1987), p. 110.] Any MVN distribution is an
elliptically contoured distribution. If we also specify
that a2S=bI, then the class becomes even more specific, now
being not only "elliptically contoured," but further
restricted to "spherically contoured."
As a special case, any MVN distribution with Z=bl is
"spherically contoured," although there are many non-MVN
spherically contoured distributions as well. Any MVN
distribution with S non-diagonal is "elliptically
contoured." Any elliptically contoured distribution differs
from some spherically contoured distribution only by an
affine transformation. For instance, any MVN distribution
is an affine transformation of Z~Np(0,I).
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Figure 23
BALANCED SPHERICAL DISTRIBUTION
DIST A: ANT1PODALLY SYMMETRIC

BALANCED SPHERICAL DISTRIBUTION
DIST B: ANTIPODAULY ASYMMETRIC
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Of special interest here is that jSiiP=0 for any
elliptically contoured (and, hence, any spherically
contoured) distribution.

(The converse, however, is not

true; that is, /J1(P=0 does not imply that the distribution
is elliptically contoured.)
Our objective in this section is to examine how the
distribution of b :>p might vary across elliptically
contoured distributions. Since 0 1>p and b lp are affine
invariant, and since any elliptically contoured
distribution is a affine transformation of some spherically
contoured distribution, we can restrict ourselves, for
convenience, to examining how the distribution of blp might
vary across various spherical distributions with u.=Q.Spherically contoured distributions with jm=0 can be
generated as:
X = aRU = RJJ,
where R and "a" are as before; Ra just refers to the random
variable formed by the product of R and the constant "a";
and U is now restricted uniform on the unit p-hypersphere.
A data matrix of n so-generated independent observations
can be depicted by the factorization:
^(n x p) ~ G(n x n)^(n x p )»

where
the n realizations of U are the rows of U, and
G is a diagonal matrix, with the gu being independent
realizations of the random variable Ra.
Usually G and U cannot be directly observed, because, while
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we here know n = 0 and 2=1, typically y. and 2 are unknown.
Thus, sample analogs of G and U are calculated as:
Z = X_M (LT)_1,
G2 = diag(ZZT) ,
U = G_1Z ,
where LLT= 2 , and X.M denotes a sample matrix already
centered on sample means. The calculation formula for blp
is then
b 1>p = (n‘2) [sum(GUUTGT)*3]
or

bl,p = (n )

nfgfii) (g2j) (2t-1 pdltUjt)3.

The formula for b x p suggests that the variance of (and
thereby distortions in) Fn(blp) might be closely related to
the sixth raw moment of the gu (the Ra) distribution. This
can be seen by viewing the gu as constants, in which case
the variance of bx p would be related to (giJ^gu/ and Etg^]
is approximately the sixth raw moment of the gu

(or Ra)

distribution. As will be seen later, it is generally more
convenient to speak of the distribution of Ra, rather than
of Ra. Thus, the above discussion suggests that the
variance of blp appears related to the third raw moment of
the R2 (or g2i) distribution.
It also should be noted that b x p is a biased estimator
of /3lp, even asymptotically. That is,
E{bliP} = E{ (n'2) [sum(GUUTGT)*3]} f j31>p,
even asymptotically. It may well be that the distribution
of the radii (of the gu ) affects the bias of bap as well;
that is, affects the central tendency of Fn[bl p]. This may
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be another reason, or even the principal reason, that
Fn[ki,p] is sensitive to the radii distribution and hence
sensitive to kurtosis.

3.6.3.2

MONTE CARLO DESIGN

To test the effect of the Ra (i.e.. gu ) distribution on

Fn(bilP) » an array of spherically contoured distributions
will be generated, called the "G" array for later
reference. All these distributions have U uniform on the phypersphere, /3ltP=0, and differ only in the distribution
placed on Ra (i.e.. on the gu ) . The specific spherically
contoured distributions to be used are defined in section
3.7.7.
For such distributions, consider testing the
hypotheses,
• ^l,p= 0

Ha: tfi./O,
using b lp as a test statistic and F„(blp|x~MVN) as its
"null" distribution. It is conjectured that:
1)

The size of this test will vary widely across the
spherically contoured distributions.

2)

Based on previous studies, the size of the test
will increase (decrease) with increasing
(decreasing) kurtosis, as measured by /32,P*

3)

The size of the test will increase (decrease) with
increasing (decreasing) values of the third moment
of the Ra distribution.
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[Note: In general, as discussed in section 3.5.4.1, we also
conjecture that the above three properties will hold for
the SI distribution array.]
Evaluation of the size of a skewness test against
elliptically contoured distributions holds particular
importance because (1) these distributions all have
and (2) some parametric procedures are known to be
extremely, even perfectly, robust to departures from MVN,
so long as the actual distribution is elliptically
contoured. A review article by Chmielewski (1981)
summarizes various findings along this line. In general,
Student's T, Hotelling's T2, and F tests have been shown in
many applications to be unaffected, at least in size, by
non-MVN so long as the distribution is elliptically
contoured. This property may extend to all Wilks' A type
tests of centroid equality, of which T, T2, and F are
special cases. Even more generally, it may extend to any
tests of centroid equality based on the eigenvalues of
E’XH, where E and H are the "error" and "hypothesis" sums
of squares matrices.
These same parametric procedures, i.e.. centroid
equality tests, are generally considered to be non-robust
to skewness. Therefore, from the practitioner's
perspective, it seems appropriate to test for skewness
prior to conducting such parametric procedures. However, if
skewness tests, such as b x p-based tests, indeed suffer from
the limitations that we suggest they have, then they may
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identify as "skewed" many distributions which not only are
non-skewed, but which, in the elliptically contoured case,
present no problems with regard to applying the usual MVNbased parametric tests.

3.6.3.3

OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING Fn(b1>p)

A comment should also be made about the limitations of
the conclusions that can be drawn from examining b 1>p-based
tests across the G (spherically contoured) array. Our
design is structured to evaluate effects of the "radii"
distribution (the Ra distribution) on F„(blp). However,

from

the calculation formula for blp,
ki.p = (n 2)Si_1>nSj.1>n(gii) (9jj) (St-i>pdituJt)3,
it seems apparent that Fn(b1>p) will be affected not only by
the gu (or Ra) distribution, but also by the distribution
of U.
As noted earlier, 0 liP=O for many distributions even
when U is not uniform on the p-hypersphere. For instance,
it seems that /31>p=0 would hold for many "balanced spherical
distributions." [More specifically, it seems /3iiP=0 may hold
for those "balanced spherical distributions" which are
"antipodally symmetric," such as distribution "A" in Figure
23, but not for distributions which are "antipodally
asymmetric," such as distribution "B".] Although not
pursued here, the distribution of the U may affect Fn(blp)
as much, or more, than the Ra distribution.
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3.6.3.4

COMMENTS ON ALTERNATIVE "SKEWNESS" TESTS

If Fnfb! p) is sensitive to the R a distribution, the
question arises as to how to construct a "skewness" test
that does not have this sensitivity. For the general class
of distributions that can be constructed as
X = aRLU + n ,
a sufficient, but not necessary, condition for j9lp=0 is
that U be uniform on the p-hypersphere. This suggests that
the hypothesis, /3l p=0, might be tested by testing the
uniformity of U on the p-hypersphere.
Given a sample data matrix, X, a sample analog of U can
be obtained by:
Z = X ^ L 1)'1,
G = diag(ZZT),
U = G_1Z ,
where X.M denotes a sample matrix centered on sample means.
Mardia (1975, p. 165), in fact, comments on the similarity
of such a testing approach to blp-based tests: "Hence if
the sample points [the rows of U] are uniformly distributed
on the p-dimensional hypersphere, we have b lp»0."
In short, there is a relationship, although one which
has not be extensively or adequately examined, between
skewness as defined by Mardia's p l p and the distribution of
the sample fi* on the p-hypersphere.
This suggests that a test for uniformity of the Uj on
the p-hypersphere, such as Rayleigh's test (described in
section 2.2.3.3) might be a useful test for skewness. We
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also note that Mardia's b 1>p might be modified to mitigate
the influence of the radii on its null distribution. For
instance, instead of
bilP = (n*2) [sum(GUUTGT)*3],
we might define

K p = ( n 2)[sum(UUT)*3],
which could be easily calculated.
For comparison purposes, bip is included among the test
statistics in our Monte Carlo design. We conjecture that it
will be less subject to size inflation than is b 1>p.

3.6.4

DISTRIBUTIONAL DEPENDENCY OF b2p-BASED TESTS
We turn now to tests of multivariate kurtosis as

measured by Mardia's /?2 p; that is, tests of the hypotheses:
H0: 02,P = P(P+2)
h a

:

02,p t P(P+2)

and consider the implications of using b2 p, or some
function of it, as a test statistic. Conceptually, b2 pbased tests appear subject to the same limitation as b 1>pbased tests. That is, 02,p=p(p+2) holds not only for MVN
distributions, but also for many non-MVN distributions; and
there seems to be no reason to think Fn(b2 p) is the same,
or even nearly the same, across these distributions.
The calculation formula for b2 p is
^2,p

=

n

^ l - i . n (9ii) •

For larger n, the approximate variance of b2p is:
var(b2 p) « var[n’1Ei.1>n(gJ1) ] * n'^var(g^).
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Thus, the variance of the b2p distribution depends on the
variance of the gJA. It seems entirely possible that many
non-MVN distributions having j32lP=P(p+2), the MVN value,
will have var(g*i) not equal to var [gjj X-MVN], leading to
possibly quite different b2 p distributions.
To test this, it would be desirable to construct an
array of non-MVN spherically contoured distributions which
have P z iP= p ( p + 2 )

and evaluate the size of b2p-based tests

across this array for the hypotheses

H0: /32,p=P(P+2)

Ha: Pz,^P(P+2),
using Fn[b2p|X-MVN] as the "null" distribution. Instead, to
keep this study managable, we will evaluate the size of
b2>p-based tests across the Kl array described earlier in
section 3.5.3.2. The Kl distributions are not spherically
(or elliptically) contoured. However, j8ZjP=p(p+2) holds for
these distributions. It is hypothesized that:
1)

The size of the b2>p test will vary widely across
the Kl array; and

2)

3.7

The size will increase with increasing var(gJi).

SPECIFICATION AND GENERATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS
Sections 3.5 and 3.6 of this chapter described, in

general terms, various simulation arrays. However, neither
the specific distributions nor the methods of generating
them were defined. The specific distributions to be used
are defined in sections 3.7.3 through 3.7.7 below. First,
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however, section 3.7.1 defines the levels of
—

sample size (n);

—

number of variables (p);

—

number of samples (replications)

—

test size (a)

(r); and

to be used in this study; and section 3.7.2 comments on
some general variable generation techniques which will be
used.

3.7.1 SAMPLE SIZES, NUMBERS OF VARIABLES, AND NUMBER OF
SAMPLES
The possible fluctuation of MVN test power across
levels of n and p is an important issue. However, none of
this study's conjectures about test powers pertains
directly to p-related power fluctuations. Therefore, values
of p are set rather arbitrarily at 2, 5, and 10. The
justification for these settings is as follows:
1)

The bivariate case is often of special interest;

2)

It seems desirable to include at least one fairly
large p setting (here, p=10) and one low setting
(p=2) in case some tests' powers behave
erratically at high or low p.

3)

At least three p settings are necessary to
substantiate any apparent monotonic relationship
between test power and p.

4)

Given a practical limitation on the number of p
settings, it seems wise to "space" them somewhat;
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e.g.. 2, 5, and 10 rather than 2, 3, and 4. If any
test's performance is sensitive to p or n/p, this
sensitivity might be difficult to detect with
closely spaced p settings.
The particular settings of n are likewise rather
arbitrarily specified as 2 5 ,

50, and 100 for the following

reasons:
1)

n>25 is required for Small's (1980) coordinatedependent tests.

2)

Previous studies have shown erratic test size
(deviation from nominal size) for some tests using
asymptotic null distributions. This occurred at
smaller n (n<50), and seems an important effect to
detect.

3)

In previous studies n=100 was sufficiently large
to obtain high power, if power increased rapidly
with n. Thus, using past studies as a benchmark,
any test which cannot achieve high power against a
particular non-MVN distribution at n=100 can be
considered a relatively poor test for that
particular distribution.

Still, these settings of n, more than anything else,
represent a practical limitation, given the scope of this
study. For sake of interpretation, additional settings of
both n and p would be desirable. Results of this study will
hopefully suggest a narrower scope of tests and
distributions which might be compared over a more
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comprehensive grid of n and p settings.
The number of samples (replications for each test) is
also rather arbitrarily set at r=1000. This allows power
estimation in the worst case (power«.5) to within about
.032 with approximately 95 percent confidence, which seems
adequate to detect any truly meaningful differences among
tests.
This study will use a nominal test size of a=.10. Some
previous studies have used more than one test size, but no
substantive results have been dependent on test size. Those
null distributions which must be empirically generated will
be derived from 10,000 replications.

3.7.2

DISTRIBUTION GENERATION TECHNIQUES

Many of the distributions to be used in this study will
be obtained directly from IMSL random variable subroutines.
Several other distributions require combinations of random
variables. These other distributions include those
generated by Johnson's (1987) "Khintchine" scheme and also
those generated by a "spherical" distribution generation
scheme. These two generation scheme are outlined below.
First, however, we note that all the distribution
generators require, as input, streams of pseudo-random
numbers. For these, we will use the IMSL multiplicative
congruential generator with the multiplier set at
950706376. IMSL provides three possible multiplier settings
but suggests that 950706376 performs best. IMSL allows the
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generator to be used in either an "unshuffled"
(conventional) form or in "shuffled" form. Although the
shuffled version may provide better streams for some
purposes, such distinctions are almost certainly
unimportant to us here, and we select the unshuffled
version, because of its considerable computation time
advantage.
The "Khintchine system" refers to a flexible
multivariate distribution generation approach developed by
Bryson and Johnson (1982) and discussed in chapter 8 of
Johnson (1987.)

[The term "Khintchine distributions" refers

to their relationship to Khintchine's unimodality theorem.]
The basic idea is to generate a p-variate random vector X:
XT = [Xlf . . . , Xp]
via

Xx = R jU j
X2 = R2U2
•

•

Xp = RpUp
where each Ud (j=l, . . ,p) is uniform, but the Uj may or
may not be independent, depending on the distribution to be
generated. All the Rj follow some particular distribution,
but they too may or may not be independent. The Rj,
however, are always generated independent of the Uj.
The benchmark, X~Np(0,I), case is obtained by using iid
uniform Uj with iid Rj-r[1.5,2]1/2. Departures from MVN are
obtained, therefore, by one or more of the following
options:
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1)

specifying various other distributions for the Rj

2)

placing some dependency structure on the Rj;
and/or

3)

placing some dependency structure on the Uj.

For purposes of this study, only the first and third
options are needed.
Generation of what we here call "spherical
distributions" is described extensively by Nachtsheim and
Johnson (1988) and in chapters 6 and 7 of Johnson (1987.)
In this scheme, the random vector, X ( p x l ) , is generated as:
X = RU
where U (p x 1} is a vector of coordinates that defines a
point on the unit p-hypersphere. R is some non-negative
random variable, with R and U independent. Thus, for any
generated observation from U, u1# both - l ^ u ^ l and u j u ^ l
hold by definition.
In any actual realization, each Ui could be
equivalently expressed as a function of (p-1) random
angles. In simulating any such distribution, a choice must
be made between either (1) directly generating the Ui, or
(2) directly generating the angles and then constructing
each Ui.
If U is uniform on the p-hypersphere and if R
(independent of U) is |T(p/2,2a) ]1/2, then X~Np(0,a2I).
Departures from MVN are obtained by:
1)

using other distributions for R; and/or

2)

using U non-uniform on the p-hypersphere.
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In this study, the distributions to be generated via
this scheme are all further limited to being "spherically
contoured," implying U uniform on the p-hypersphere.
Observations from a uniform distribution on a p-hypersphere
can be generated easily from a Np(0,I) distribution. If
xT=[xlf . . , xp] is an Np(fl,I) observation, then the
coordinates of a point from a uniform p-hypersphere
distribution, uT=[ulf . . , Up], are obtained by setting
uJ=xj«[Xi+ . . + xp]'1/2, j=l, . . , p. [See Johnson (1987),
p. 127.] In practice, we will, in fact, use IMSL's
available subroutine for generating uniform distributions
on the p-hypersphere.

(For larger p, IMSL's subroutine uses

the method just described to obtain such distributions. For
smaller p, such as p=2, the subroutine draws on more
efficient methods.)
The following sections define:
the SI, S2, Kl, and K2 distributions (section
3.7.3);
the S3 and K3 distributions (section 3.7.4);
the linear transformations to be applied to the
"S" and "K" distributions (section 3.7.5);
the "M" distributions (section 3.7.6); and
the "G" distributions (section 3.7.7).

3.7.3

GENERATION OF THE SI, S2, Kl, AND K2 DISTRIBUTIONS

As described in sections 3.5.4.1 and 3.5.4.2, these
distributions are to be skewed (or non-skewed) and kurtotic
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(or non-kurtotic) according to various "multivariate"
skewness and kurtosis measures. Specifically:
skewed bv:
Srivastava's
definition
no
yes

51
52

Mardia's
definition
no
yes

Small's
definition
no
yes

Kl
K2

non-MVN kurtosis by:
Mardia's
Srivastava's
Small's
definition
definition
definition
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes

To make defining such distributions convenient, the
basic distributions in the SI, S2, Kl, and K2 arrays will
be limited to those having iid components.

(The

transformations applied to the S2 and K2 arrays, discussed
in the following section will, of course, produce
distributions with dependent variables.) For such an iid
component distribution, the distribution's principal
components can be viewed as the same coordinate system
defined by the original variables.
Further, for distributions generated as p iid
components, Mardia's /31>p and 02,p can be easily derived from
the components' common univariate fix and f3z values.
Specifically, from Mardia's definitions (see Mardia et a l ..
1979, pp. 31-32),
01,p = E{ (X-ju)TS*1(Y-ii) }3, X and Y iid vectors,
and JS2.P = E{(X-M)IS'1(X-ii))z
it follows that (for iid component distributions),
0 i.p = P(0i)

and 02(P = p[p+(02-l)],
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where 0 : and 02 are the common univariate skewness and
kurtosis coefficients of the p iid variables in the
distribution.
The distributions to be used for these arrays are
listed below. For each distribution, the univariate 0 1 and
/92 values are given as well as the values of 01>p and 02>p.
Also listed for each distribution is its generation
methodology and the arrays into which it falls. Note that
each distribution falls into both an "S" array and a "K11
array.
1)

iid Normal(0,1) components (benchmark
distribution).
Generated from IMSL's MVN subroutine.

0i=O; 02=3 ; 0i p= O ; 02>p=p(p+2) .
2)

iid uniform(0,l) components (SI, K2 ) .
Generated directly from random number generator.

0i=O; 02=1.8; 0x,p=O; 02 p=p(p+.8).
3)

iid exponential, T(l,l), components (S2, K2 ) .
Generated from IMSL's exponential subroutine.

0i=2; 02=9; 0i,p=2p; 02>p=p(p+8)
4)

iid Student T5 components (Si, K2 ) .
Generated by multiplying each component of a
Np(0,I) distribution by an independent [5/x(5>]1/2
random variable, with the *2 variates generated by
IMSL's chi-square subroutine.
0i=O; 02=9; 0i p=O; 02>p=p(p+8). See Johnson and Kotz
(1970, p. 96) for a discussion of moments of the
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univariate T distribution.
5)

iid beta(.l,.l) components (SI, K2).
Generated from IMSL's beta subroutine.

0i=O; 02=1.125; 0ltP=O; 02(P=p(p+.125)
6)

iid beta(.29,.8) components (S2, K2).
Generated from IMSL's beta subroutine.
02=0.982; 02= 2 .645; 0 lp=.982p; 02(P=p(p+1.645)

7)

iid beta(2.2,15) components (S2, K2).
Generated from IMSL's beta subroutine.
02=0.980; 02=4.100; 0iiP=.98p; 02fP=p(p+3.100)

8)

iid gamma(4,.25) components (S2,K2}.
Generated from IMSL's gamma subroutine.
02=1.00; 02=4.50; 01)P=p; 02iP=p(p+3.50)

9)

iid gamma(8,1) components (S2,K2).
Generated from IMSL's gamma subroutine.
02=0.50; 02=3.75; 0i>p=.5p; 02iP=p(p+2.75)

The Khintchine system, in which each component is
generated as R jU j , where Ud is uniform(0,l), is useful for
generating non-MVN distributions which have MVN skewness
and MVN kurtosis. If, in the Khintchine scheme,

Rj~[r(a,0) ]T, with a random sign attached, then the
univariate distributions are members of a family which
Johnson (1987, pp. 34-35) calls the "generalized
exponential power" family. These univariate distributions
are all non-skewed and unimodal. Further, if a particular
scale parameter, which Johnson calls a,

is set to 1.0, then

a generalized exponential power distribution will have a
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univariate kurtosis coefficient of:
02,p= [9r(a+4r)r(a) ]/{5[r(a+2r) ]2>.
As Johnson (p. 35) notes, it is possible to identify
many possible combinations of a and r that yield some given
univariate kurtosis, say 0 Z= 3 , the normal value. Two
combinations selected for use here are identified below
according to the distribution placed on the R^:
10)

Rj~r(. 16 6 3,1)0 125, with a random sign,

(SI, K l ) .

P i ~ 0 j f}2= 3i j3i,p=0; $2,p=P(P"*"2) .
11)

Rj~r(27. 905,1)2, with a random sign,

(SI, Kl) .

P i = 0 »* /S2=3? P i .i t O ; /32iP=p(p+2) .

3.7.4

LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS FOR "S2" AND "Ka" ARRAYS

To complete the S2 and K2 arrays, transformation
matrices, Td, must be specified. Only three different
transformation matrices will be used, leading to the
following three resultant covariance structures:
1)

.1

S =
.1
2)
.5

2 =

3)
.9

S =
.9
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The transformation matrices are obtained as follows. If
the original (prior to transformation) covariance matrix of
X is Z0, with eigenstructure E0=R a 2Rt, and the target
covariance matrix is s t=a a 2A t, then the transformation
matrix is T^AAA^R1. (Such a transformation matrix is not
unique; that is, other transformations exist that would
also result in the same target ET.)

3.7.5

GENERATION OF THE S3 AND K3 DISTRIBUTIONS

The S3 distributions are to be skewed by Mardia's /31>p,
but not by Small's or Srivastava's measures. The K3
distributions are to be kurtotic by Mardia's /32 p, but not
by Small's or Srivastava's measures. Unfortunately, it is
not clear how to conveniently generate such distributions.
However, a necessary (although not sufficient)
characteristic for any such non-MVN distribution is that
its marginal variables all be univariate normal, and
schemes do exist for generating non-MVN distributions which
have univariate normal marginals. Here we will define the
S3 and K3 arrays so as to include such distributions and
evaluate >91>p and jS2>p empirically.

(Empirical evaluation of

/?1>p, however, poses practical problems, since b lp is an
asymptotically biased estimator of /3l p.)
The Khintchine scheme can be used to generate non-MVN
distributions with univariate normal marginals.
Specifically, in the Khintchine scheme,
XT = [Xlf . . . , Xp],
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with

Xx =
•

•

Xp = RpUp,
two different types of non-MVN distributions having
univariate normal marginals can be obtained by the
following variable construction techniques:
1)

For each p-variate observation, use p Rj which are
iid [T(1.5,2) ]1/z and p identical Uj variates. In
describing the Khintchine scheme, Johnson (1987)
calls the Rj the "generators" and the Uj the
"uniforms." Thus, this is the "independent
generators, identical uniforms" case.

2)

For each p-variate observation, use p identical Rj
which are [T(1.5,2) ]1/2 and p iid uniform Uj
variates. This is the "indentical generators,
independent uniforms" case.

3.7.6

GENERATION OF THE "M» DISTRIBUTIONS

Section 3.5.4.2 included conjectures regarding
coordinate dependent test performance against certain
contaminated distributions, and described the general
nature of the contaminated distributions (the "M" array) to
be used in this study. These will be generated via the
following mixtures of two MVN distributions, where 0<A]<1
and

are the mixing proportions.
1)

covariance matrix contamination:
Xi“Np(0,E1=I) and X2~NP(0,Z2), with a ^ . 50 and
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1

.9
1

.9
For this mixture
01= 0 ;

02 will be evaluated empirically;

0 liP=O; 02'P depends on p, and for our p settings:
02,2=8.4, ^2,5=38.3, and ^2,hi= 134.1.
2)

mean vector contamination:
Xi~Np(0fl) and Yj-Np(5,I), with A^.90.
For this mixture

0 1 and

02

will be evaluated empirically;

0i,p and 0 z,p depend on p, and for our settings,
0i,2=3 -9, 01,5=5. 5, ^iiio=6.2 and
/32>2=11.4, 02 ,s==3 9 .3, 02>iO=124.7.
The "mean contamination" mixture values of 0 l p and 0 2,p
are due to Mardia et al.

(1979, pp. 55-56) who give simple

expressions for 0 1>p and 0 Z,P for mixtures of two MVN
distributions with equal covariance matrices. From these
expressions, it follows that such a mixture:
will be skewed if the mixing proportion is not .5.
will have MVN kurtosis, 02lP=p(p+2), if the mixing
proportion is Ax=. 788675, a 2=.211325.
will have greater than MVN kurtosis if Ax or
A2>.788675.
will have less than MVN kurtosis if Ax and
A2<.788675.
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The 0 1>p and 02iP values for the "covariance
contamination" mixture are derived as described by Mardia
(1974).

3.7.7

GENERATING THE "G" ARRAY

As described in section 3.6.3.2, the G array
distributions are all to be "spherically contoured"
distributions generated via the "spherical" distribution
scheme as X = RU, where
U is uniform on the p-hypersphere, and
R is a positive random variable independent of U.
Although 0i,p=O for all such distributions, section
3.6.3.1 hypothesized that the distribution of b lp is
sensitive to the distribution placed on R2. The benchmark
Np(0,l) case results from R2~r(p/2,2). The following G
array distributions are identified by the distributions to
be placed on R2 and the resulting values of 02,p.

1)

R2-r(8p,l/8) , with jS2iP=p(p+l/8) < 02,p(MVN) ;

2)

R2~r(p/8,8),

3)

R2~r(2p, 1/2) , with /32(P=p(p+l/2) < 02,p(MVN) ;

4)

R2~r(p/4,4),

5)

R2~r(4p,l/4) , with /32>p=P(P+1/4)

with 02,p=p(p+8)

with 02,p=p(p+4)

> 02,p (MVN) ;

> 02,p(MVN) ;
< 02,p(MVN) .
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MONTE CARLO RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Chapter 3 presents several conjectures about the

relative performance of the tests included in this study.
This chapter describes Monte Carlo results as they relate
to those conjectures.
Most of the conjectures pertain to the relative
performance of coordinate-dependent versus affine-invariant
skewness and kurtosis tests. Results pertaining to the
matter of coordinate-dependent versus affine-invariant
tests are presented in sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
Specifically, section 4.1 discusses the relative
performance of skewness tests; section 4.2 discusses the
relative performance of kurtosis tests; and section 4.3
covers the "omnibus" tests (tests which combine skewness
and kurtosis coefficients).
The other conjectures from chapter 3 pertain to the
conditions under which "skewness" tests detect non-skewed
distributions. Section 4.4 describes results relevant to
that issue.

(Since, as noted above, section 4.1 describes

skewness test performance in general, some results
concerning skewness test detection of non-skewed
distributions also appear in that section.)
Chapter 3, specifically section 3.6.3.4, described an
alternate "skewness" test conjectured to be less sensitive
to non-skewed distributions. Section 4.5 presents
performance results for this test.
247
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Chapter 3, specifically section 3.6.4, also suggested
that "kurtosis" tests may detect certain non-kurtotic
distributions. No array of distributions was included to
directly assess this possibility; however, section 4.6
makes some brief comments regarding this effect, to the
degree that the distributions included allow.
Section 4.7 comments on the implications of these
results for MVN testing strategy. Simulation results
suggest an important property of Srivastava's b lp and b2p
tests which we had not anticipated. Section 4.8 discusses
this property. Section 4.9 comments on the consistency and
asymptotic bias of Mardia's and Srivastava's test
statistics.
A comment should be made about terminology used in this
chapter. In discussing test performance we have largely
avoided using the word "power." The reason for this is that
the word "power" often presumes a particular null
hypothesis which may not be the only one of interest. For
instance, in discussing a skewness test's performance, if
the null hypothesis of interest is H0: X-MVN, then the
test's performance against a non-MVN, non-skewed
distribution is appropriately called "power." However, if
the null hypothesis of interest is H0: X: non-skewed (by
some definition), then the test's performance against any
non-skewed distribution is appropriately called "size." To
avoid confusion, we have usually used terms such as "test
performance" or "detection ability," rather than either
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"power" or "size." Use of the word "power" in this study
would be especially confusing, since some alternate
distributions are skewed (kurtotic) by one population
skewness (kurtosis) definition, but not by another.
Regarding interpretation of this chapter's tables, many
of the alternate distributions were generated as p (p =
number of variables) iid components. Test performance is
examined against these distributions both in their
"original" iid form and under several full-rank linear
transformations. For any such distribution, test
performance against the "original" iid version appears in a
table line labelled "NO TRANS" (meaning no transformation).
Test performance against transformed versions of the
distribution then follows in lines labelled:
D=1,OFF=.1
D= 1 ,OFF=.5
D=1,0FF=.9
These line labels identify the three transformations
described in section 3.7.4. For instance, the first label
implies that the random vector was transformed so as to
have a population covariance matrix with l's on the
diagonal and off-diagonal elements all equal to 0.1.
Also regarding table interpretation, results for any
distribution are preceded by a line identifying both the
distribution and the number of variables? for instance, the
line
P=2, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
precedes results for distributions generated from two iid
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standard exponential components.
Immediately following the distribution identification
line is a second line listing the univariate skewness and
kurtosis values (for the distribution's marginal variables)
and the values of Mardia's multivariate skewness and
kurtosis coefficients, /8lp and j02,p« We place these in the
tables, since much of our interpretation relates to
marginal and multivariate skewness and kurtosis. In
addition, it turns out to be of interest to know the
magnitude of f}2 p relative to the MVN /?2>p value [which is

P(P+2)]. This is presented in the form of a ratio. For
instance, in the tables, immediately following the
distribution identification line for the p=2 iid component
exponential distribution shown earlier, the following line
appears:
{Bl= 4.0)(B2= 9.0}{B 1 ,P=

8.0}{B2,P=

20.0; B 2 ,P/MVN=2.50}.

This line shows that the marginal (squared) univariate
skewness coefficient for this distribution is /?x=4.0, while
the marginals' univariate kurtosis coefficient is /32=9.0.
Mardia's /3lp is 8.0 for this distribution, while Mardia's

f}2,P is 20.0. Further, for this distribution, the ratio of
Mardia's 02 2 to the MVN j022 is 20/8=2.50 (implying that the
iid exponential distribution has greater kurtosis than the
MVN) .
It should be noted that the univariate

and /32 values

in the tables pertain only to the original (untransformed)
distribution. These univariate coefficients are not
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invariant under affine transformations. Values of /?1>p and

P zp, however, remain unchanged under linear
transformations.

4.1

RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF SKEWNESS TESTS
Three skewness tests are compared in this study:

Small's Q lr Srivastava's b lp, and Mardia's b lp. Of these,
Small's Qj and Srivastava's b lp require critical values
derived from asymptotic distributions. Therefore, it is
important to examine the empirical sizes of these tests.
(Empirical critical values, based on 10,000 replications,
were used for Mardia's blp.) Table 2 shows the empirical
size, i.e.. percentages of 1,000 MVN distributions
rejected, for Small's Q x and Srivastava's blp, for n=25, 50,
100 and p=2, 5, 10. For each value of p, e.g.. p=2, the
first row shows empirical size against N(0,I)
distributions. Subsequent rows show size against the
distributions after the various linear transformations.
Since a MVN distribution remains MVN under linear
transformation, empirical sizes should not fluctuate much
under these transformations.
The empirical size of Q : and blp is quite close to the
nominal alpha of 0.10. Srivastava's b lp appears somewhat
"biased" (that is, has a somewhat deflated size in finite
samples), especially at lower n.
The results in Table 2 contradict the findings of
Foster (1981) regarding Qi test size. Although Foster did
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TABLE 2
EMPIRICAL SIZE OF Q1 AND BIP FOR
MULTIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=1,OFF=.9

11
10
10
11

10
10
10
11

12
10
10
10

P= 5, MVN DISTRIBUTION
{Bl= 0.0}JB2= 3.0}{Bl,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

10
10
11
12

9
10
10
10

10
9
9
11

P=10, MVN DISTRIBUTION
[Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{Bl,P=
NO TRANS
D=1,0FF=.1
D=1,0FF=.5
D=1,0FF=.9

12
12
11
14

12
10
12
11

9
10
9
12

25

o
o

P= 2, MVN DISTRIBUTION
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3 .0}{Bl ,P=

BIP (SRIV)

7
8
6
6

50

{B2,P=
9
10
9
9

0.0}{B2 ,P=
=
6
5
5
5

8
7
7
8

100

8
8.0; B2,P/MVN=1.00]
10
10
10
10
35
35.0;
B2,P/MVN=1.00}
9
8
7
7

0.0}{B2 ,P= 120
6
5
6
6

6
7
7
7

10
8
9
9
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not evaluate Qx at n=25, he found Qx to have seriously
inflated empirical size at n=50.

(Foster's results are

discussed in section 2.3.5; see especially Figure 7.) We
find no evidence of empirical size inflation for Q2 at
n=50, or even at n=25.
For completeness we note that against the same 1,000
MVN distributions used to construct Table 2, Mardia's b : p
displayed empirical size as follows:
p=2. n=25
p=2, n=50
p=2, n=100

10%
11%
10%

P - 5 , n=25
p = 5 , n=50
P = 5 , n=l00

12%
10%
11%

p=10, n=25
p — 10, n=50
p=10, n=100

12%
10%
11%

4.1.1

SKEWNESS TESTS' POWERS AGAINST "S2" DISTRIBUTIONS

The most important comparison of the three skewness
tests is across the set of distributions we have called the
''S2" set. These distributions are generated as p iid skewed
components, and can be considered "skewed'1 by the
population skewness concepts of Small, Srivastava, and
Mardia. The performance of Small's Q lt Srivastava's b lp, and
Mardia's blp against these distributions is shown in Tables
3, 4, and 5 (for p = 2 , 5, and 10, respectively.)
In Chapter 3 we conjectured that Q: and b lp would
display performance superior to Mardia's blp against these
distributions in their untransformed versions (that is, in
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TABLE 3
PERFORMANCES OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT SKEWED DISTRIBUTIONS (S2)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

BIP (SRIV)
25

50

100

B1,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P= 2, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
{Bl= 4.0}{B2= 9 .0}{B1,P= 8.0}jB2,P= 20 .0; B2,P/MVN=2.50:
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=1,OFF=.9

98
68
72
78

100
91
95
99

100
100
100
100

83
83
90
95

98
98
100
100

P= 2, IID BETA( .29,.8) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 2 .6}{Bl,P= 2.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=1,0FF=.9

90
22
-37
51

100
46
73
87

100
84
99
100

48
51
74
78

79
85
100
100

P= 2, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4,.1HB1,P= 2.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

68
29
35
38

96
52
62
72

100
79
88
96

42
43
52
56

77
78
93
94

P= 2, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4. 5 } {B1,P= 2.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

62
29
33
36

93
51
58
66

100
77
87
93

39
40
46
51

74
74
87
89

P= 2, IID GAMMA(8,1) COMPONENTS
(Bl= 0.5}{B2= 3. 8}{B1,P= 1.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

41
19
20
23

69
30
39
43

96
53
65
73

23
22
27
29

48
50
62
64

100
100
100
100

95
95
95
95

100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100

7 •3; B2 ,P/MVN:=0.91}
95
97
100
100

72
72
72
72

99
99
99
99

100
100
100
100

10.2 ; B2,P/MVN=1.28}
94
96
100
100

53
53
53
53

90
90
90
90

100
100
100
100

11.0 ; B 2 ,P/MVN==1.38}
94
96
100
100

52
52
52
52

85
85
85
85

100
100
100
100

9. 5; B2, P/MVN= 1.19}
77
83
94
95

32
32
32
32

59
59
59
59

91
91
91
91
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TABLE 4
PERFORMANCES OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT SKEWED DISTRIBUTIONS (S2)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

BIP (SRIV)
25

50

100

B1,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P= 5, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
{Bl= 4.0}{B2= 9 .0}{B1,P= 20 .0}}B2,P= 65.0; B 2 ,P/MVN==1.81
NO TRANS 100
D=l,OFF=.l 71
D=l,OFF=.5 69
D=l,OFF=.9 57

100
93
94
92

100
99
100
100

78
79
91
93

97
98
100
100

P= 5, IID BETA( .29,.8) COMPONENTS
}B1= 1.0}{B2= 2 .6}{B1,P= 4 .9}{B2,P=
NO TRANS 100
D=1,OFF=.1 21
D=l,OFF=.5 18
D=l,OFF=.9 17

100
38
43
48

100
75
85
92

24
27
47
48

58
73
94
94

P= 5, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
JB1= 1.0}{B2= 4.1}|B1,P= 4.9}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=1,OFF=.9

93
30
28
26

100
49
48
46

100
78
83
84

32
34
46
49

65
71
87
88

P= 5, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.5}{B1,P= 5.0}{B2,P=
86
32
30
22

100
53
52
46

100
77
82
80

32
34
44
46

65
71
85
84

97
97
97
97

100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100

33.2; B 2 ,P/MVN==0.91
90
98
100
100

54
54
54
54

94
94
94
94

100
100
100
100

40.5; B2,P/MVN=1.16}
90
96
100
100

50
50
50
50

91
91
91
91

100
100
100
100

42.5; B2,P/MVN=1.21}
91
95
100
100

49
49
49
49

89
89
89
89

100
100
100
100

P= 5, IID GAMMA(8,1) COMPONENTS
|B1= 0.5}{B2= 3.8}{B1,P= 2.5}(B2,P=

10
00
00

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

100
100
100
100

B 2 ,P/MVN=ol.i :

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

68
78
89
90

31
31
31
31

64
20
21
19

94
34
33
33

100
55
54
53

17
20
25
26

37
45
60
61

59
59
59
59

95
95
95
95
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TABLE 5
PERFORMANCES OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT SKEWED DISTRIBUTIONS (S2)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

BIP (SRIV)
25

50

100

Bl,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P=10, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
[Bl= 4.0}{B2= 9.0}{B1,P= 40.0}{B2,P= 180 .0; B2 ,P/MVN =1.50
NO TRANS 100
D=l,OFF=.1 60
D=l,OFF=.5 76
D=l,OFF=.9 38

100
82
98
76

100
97
100
99

65
70
85
88

95
97
100
100

100
100
100
100

92
92
92
92

100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100

P=10, IID BETA(.29,.8) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 2.6}{B1,P= 9.8}{B2,P= 116,.5; B2 ,P/MVN==0.97
NO TRANS 100
D=1,OFF=.1 12
D=1,OFF=.5 17
D=l,OFF=.9
4

100
17
42
12

100
28
90
57

8
9
25
25

26
50
72
72

64
96
99
99

29
29
29
29

68
68
68
68

100
100
100
100

P=10, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.1}{B1,P= 9.8}{B2,P= 131. o; B2 j,P/MVN==1.09
NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

99
21
30
14

100
33
57
28

100
49
88
63

18
19
27
28

45
58
71
72

78
95
98
98

36
36
36
36

83
83
83
83

100
100
100
100

P=10, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}}B2= 4.5}{B1,P= 10.0}{B2,P= 135. 0 ; B2, P/MVN==1.13
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

98
22
31
17

100
36
58
29

100
56
90
63

22
24
31
32

49
58
74
76

81
94
98
97

37
37
37
37

83
83
83
83

100
100
100
100

P=105 IID GAMMA(8,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.5}{B2= 3.8}{B1,P= 5.0}}B2,P= 127. 5; B2, P/MVN= 1.06;
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,0FF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

83
17
23
15

100
22
35
19

100
30
61
36

11
14
17
18

26
33
42
43

50
70
78
78

24
24
24
24

53
53
53
53

92
92
92
92
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their original iid component versions); but that the powers
of Qx and b lp would fluctuate greatly under transformation.
The tabulated results confirm that Small's Qx dominates
Mardia's b lp when the distributions are not transformed
(i.e.. when all the skewness is "visible" from the marginal
distributions). Qj's advantage over blp is not large for
highly skewed distributions, such as the iid exponential
distribution. However, for the less skewed distributions,
Qi's advantage is often very large at n=25 and n=50. When n
becomes large (e.g.. n=100) Mardia's blp acquires
sufficient power such that Qj's advantage is negligible,
except perhaps for very slightly skewed distributions.
However, also as conjectured, Qj's power fluctuates
widely (and downward) under linear transformation. As a
general statement, under any of the transformations
considered here, Mardia's b lp dominates Q x.
The performance of Srivastava's blp does not conform to
our initial conjectures. Generally speaking, against these
distributions, b lp is dominated by Mardia's bl p, even for
the original (non-transformed) distributions. In addition,
the power of blp does not fluctuate much under
transformation.
In retrospect, the reason for this is a flaw in our
original reasoning regarding the performance of
Srivastava's blp against these types of distributions. We
conjectured that b lp would dominate blp for the iid original
(untransformed) distributions, since the "principal
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components" (on which b lp is calculated) are highly skewed.
However, such iid component distributions actually do not
possess unique principal components. For example, in the
case of the iid exponential distribution, the coordinate
system defined by the "original" p exponential variates
might be considered "principal components," but so might
any rigid rotation of those coordinates.
The first step in calculating Srivastava's b lp is to
extract the principal components. But since, for these
distributions, any rigid rotation of the original variables
could be considered "principal components," the sample
principal components actually obtained for any sample are
perhaps quite arbitrary and greatly subject to "chance"
variation in the particular sample.
As an illustration of how this may vitiate the power of
blp, consider the case of iid exponential variates with p=2
(Table 3). For any one generated sample, two (of the many)
possibilities are l) the sample principal components will
be the original iid exponential variates and 2) the sample
principal components will be a 45 degree rigid rotation of
the original iid exponential variates. Srivastava's b lp
test is based on the average squared univariate skewness of
the sample principal components. The first possibility
above would result in an average squared principal
component skewness of about 4.0, while the second
possibility would result in an average squared principal
component skewness of about 1.0.
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Since the principal components are, in fact, arbitrary
for such iid distributions, it is not surprising that b lp's
power fluctuates little and is generally inferior to
Mardia's b liP. Indeed, we probably failed to include the
type of distributions against which Srivastava's blp would
display superior performance.
The performance of b lp raises serious conceptual
problems regarding its use as a skewness or MVN test.
First, it is intuitively troubling that the test performs
relatively poorly against many iid skewed component
distributions. More concretely, however, the performance
quirks of b lp described above apparently stem from the fact
that Srivastava's population skewness coefficient, /3lp, is
not uniquely defined for iid component distributions

(and

for many other types of distributions as well). Unlike
Small's coordinate-dependent population skewness concept,
Srivastava's population /3lp is coordinate-dependent but the
coordinate system on which it depends may be impossible to
uniquely specify.
Our overall conclusions regarding the skewness tests'
relative performance across the S2 set of distributions
include:
1)

When skewness is confined to (totally "visible"
from) the original marginal distributions, Small's
Qj is superior to Mardia's b xp, often strongly so.

2)

However, when skewness is not totally visible from
the marginal distributions, Small's Qx is
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generally inferior to b ltP, often strongly so.
3)

The particular set of distributions considered
here probably does not provide a good basis for
judging Srivastava's blp. However, the problem of
non-uniquely defined principal components raises
serious conceptual problems with regard to using
b lp as a general skewness or MVN test.

Tentatively, the above conclusions suggest that Q x and
b lp might be used jointly. If, against some data set, Qx is
more significant than blp, this may imply that the skewness
is largely confined to the marginal distributions. If b :p
is more significant than Qx, this may imply that much of
the skewness is invisible from the marginals. To elaborate
on this, it may be difficult in some applications to
compare the ’’significance" of two tests and determine which
is "more significant." However, Small's Q x is based on a
combination of the p marginal (univariate) sample skewness
coefficients. The sum of these (squared) coefficients can
never be greater than Mardia's b1>p. Thus, if the sum of the
marginal (squared) skewness coefficients is essentially
equal to blp, it might be concluded that the "skewness"
lies essentially in the marginal distributions. On the
other hand, if the sum of the marginal coefficients is
considerably less than b 1>p, it might be concluded that much
of the "skewness" is "invisible" from the marginals. Such a
determination could be important in practice.
If it is concluded that the skewness is largely
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confined to the marginals, "remedies" might reasonably be
conducted simply on the marginals. For instance,
transformations might be conducted on a variate-by-variate
basis (a series of univariate transformations), rather than
the more complicated multivariate transformation approach.
Likewise, having determined that the skewness is largely
confined to the marginals, a search for outliers might then
be conducted variate-by-variate, rather than resorting to
the more difficult search for multivariate outliers.
However, fully justifying variate-by-variate remedies,
rather than truly multivariate remedies, probably requires
more than just the information supplied by skewness (or
kurtosis) tests.

4.1.2

PERFORMANCE OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST "S3"
DISTRIBUTIONS

As described in section 3.5.4.1, the S3 distributions
are those skewed by Mardia's population measure, but not
skewed by Small's or Srivastava's population measures.
However, as noted in section 3.7.5, it is not clear how to
generate such distributions. What we here use as S3
distributions are two types of distributions generated via
Johnson's (1987) Khintchine scheme. For convenience, they
are called "KHIN1" and "KHIN2". Given the nature of these
distributions, only limited statements can be made about
them, including the following:
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1)

Prior to any transformation, neither KHIN1 nor
KHIN2 is skewed by Small's definition; that is,
for both KHIN1 and KHIN2 all marginal
distributions are non-skewed.

2)

Both distributions may be skewed by Mardia's /3lp.
However, since b 1>p is asymptotically biased, and
since the degree of the bias depends on
distributional characteristics other than
skewness, it is not possible to truly evaluate the
value of jSx p empirically.

3)

The principal components of both distributions may
not be unique; thus, it may not be possible to
state whether or not these distributions are
skewed by Srivastava's jSlp.

It should be added, however, that in conducting our
simulations we empirically assessed the univariate skewness
of these Khintchine distributions' marginal variates and
the sample principal components, in both their original and
transformed versions. These empirical results show no good
evidence of marginal or principal component skewness for
the distributions either untransformed or transformed. Or,
put another way, none of our transformations "found" a
direction in the variable space that was clearly skewed.
Since at least one such "skewed" direction must exist for
jSl p^O to hold, this suggests that these distributions may
not be skewed by any of the three definitions.
Table 6 presents results for Qlf b lp, and b lp against
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TABLE 6
PERFORMANCES OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
SKEWED DISTS WITH NON-SKEWED MARGINALS (S3)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B1P (SRIV)
25

50

100

Bl,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P= 2, KHIN1, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN GENS
{Bl= 0.0}[B2= 3 .0}{B1,P=?????}{B2,P:
9.2; B 2 ,P/MVN==1.1]
NO TRANS
D=1,0FF=.1
D=1,0FF=.5
D=1,0FF=.9

8
26
22
19

11
30
26
21

11
34
30
24

13
12
7
6

21
18
10
8

24
20
10
9

21
21
21
21

26
26
26
26

27
27
27
27

P= 2, KHIN2, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN UNIFS
(Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3,.0}{B1,P=?????}{B2,P== 11.8; B2,P/MVN=1.4i
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

19
30
34
28

18
33
33
29

19
36
35
27

19
19
20
23

26
27
29
30

32
33
35
38

47
47
47
47

50
50
50
50

53
53
53
53

P= 5, KHIN1, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN GENS
}Bl= 0.0}}B2= 3. 0}{Bl,P=?????}{B2,P== 46.6; B2, P/MVN= 1.33
NO TRANS
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=1,OFF=.9

10
46
40
35

11
56
48
39

10
61
52
41

31
29
19
19

49
42
33
32

54
50
43
43

65
65
65
65

83
83
83
83

90
90
90
90

P= 5, KHIN2, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN UNIFS
}B1= 0.0}}B2= 3.0}|B1,P=?????}{B2,P= 58.9; B2,P/MVN=1.68}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

37
43
48
42

37
44
51
44

37
51
58
45

37
38
37
37

60
60
58
59

72
73
70
70

94
94
94
94

99
99
99
99

100
100
100
100
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TABLE 6, CONTINUED
P=10, KHIN1, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN GENS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P=?????}{B2,P= 168.3; B2,P/MVN=L.40}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=1,0FF=.9

10
66
54
44

11
81
67
53

11
86
75
60

45
42
33
33

69
62
56
55

83
77
73
73

95
95
95
95

100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100

P=10, KHIN2 , NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN UNIFS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3 .0}{B1,P=?????}{B2,P= 201.8 ; B2, P/MVN==1. 6f
NO TRANS
D=1,0FF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

62
62
64
51

59
65
71
58

55
72
72
60

54
49
48
50

81
81
77
78

90
89
90
90

100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
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these Khintchine distributions. In section 3.5.4.l it was
conjectured that Mardia's b lp would dominate Qx and b lp
against such distributions (assuming they were skewed by
Mardia's 0 lp) . Results verify this dominance.

(But it

remains questionable as to whether or not this is due to
skewness, since these distributions may not be skewed.) The
only instance in which b lp does not dominate the other two
tests occurs for the KHINl distribution under the first
transformation. Here Qx has a slight advantage; but this
advantage occurs only for p=2.
(Table 6 also shows results for these distributions
under three transformations. However, in the case of the
KHIN2 distributions, the particular transformations used
did not result in the covariance structure implied by the
transformation labels. For instance, the first
transformation of the KHIN2 distribution did not result in
a distribution with a covariance matrix having l's on the
diagonal and off-diagonal elements of 0.1. The reason for
this is that transformation to a particular target
covariance matrix requires a priori knowledge of the
distribution's original covariance matrix, which was not
known for the KHIN2 distribution. Thus, the three
transformations when applied to the KHIN2 distribution
result in different, but unspecified, covariance
structures.)
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4.1.3

PERFORMANCE OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST IID
COMPONENT NON-SKEWED DISTRIBUTIONS (SI)

The performance of the three skewness tests was also
evaluated against several iid component non-skewed
distributions, called "SI" distributions. Results are
presented in Tables 7, 8, and 9 (for p=2, 5, and 10,
respectively.) The tables show results for the original
distributions, as well as for the distributions under
transformations. The transformation results are included
just for completeness. These distributions remain nonskewed under transformation.
The skewness tests detect the T5 distributions fairly
well, especially at large n. On the other hand, their
abilities to detect the iid uniform and iid beta[.l,.l]
distributions are below nominal size (a=0.10). Their
abilities to detect the GEP ("generalized exponential
power") distributions are about at nominal test size

(0 .10 ).
All this is consistent with the discussion in section
3.6 of the skewness tests' ability to detect non-skewed
distributions. The tests display relatively high detection
ability against the iid T5 distributions which have greater
than normal kurtosis. Their performance is below nominal
size against the iid uniform and iid beta[.l,.l]
distributions which have less than normal kurtosis. Their
performance is near nominal size against the GEP
distributions. The GEP distributions were generated
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TABLE 7
PERFORMANCES OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT NON-SKEWED DISTRIBUTIONS (SI)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

BlP (SRIV)
25

50

100

B1,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P= 2, IID UNIFORM(0,1) COMPONENTS
JB1= 0.0}}B2= 1.8}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

5 •6; B2 ,P/MVN1
=0.70}

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.l
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

0
0
0
0

1
2
1
2

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
0

1
1
0
0

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

P= 2, IID BETA(.1,.1) COMPONENTS
}B1= 0.0}[B2= 1.1}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

4.•3; B2 ,P/MVN==0.53}

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.I
D=1,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

1
1
3
3

5
0
1
2

5
0
0
2

3
0
0
1

1
1
3
3

0
1
3
3

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

P= 2, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}[B2= 9.0}|B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

20. 0; B2,,P/MVN==2.50}

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.l
D=1,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

58
59
63
63

42
29
29
29

51
41
38
38

65
48
50
50

31
31
33
35

43
43
48
49

40
40
40
40

51
51
51
51

67
67
67
67

P= 2, IID GEP, A = .1663,B= 1.0,T=l/8
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

8. 0; B2, P/MVN= 1.00}

NO TRANS
D= 1 ,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

6
5
4
3

7
10
12
10

7
9
9
9

4
9
8
7

6
5
6
5

6
6
4
5

P= 2, IID GEP, A=27.905,B=1,T=2
(Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{Bl,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

13
11
11
11

12
10
11
11

14
10
13
13

8
8
8
9

10
10
10
9

10
10
10
10

8
8
8
8

8
8
8
8

8. 0; B2, P/MVN= 1.00}
10
12
13
13

11
11'
11
11

12
12
12
12

13
13
13
13
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TABLE 8
PERFORMANCES OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT NON-SKEWED DISTRIBUTIONS (Si)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B1P (SRIV)
25

50

P= 5, IID UNIFORM(O.l) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.8}[B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=1,OFF=.9

0
2
1
1

0
1
1
1

0
1
0
0

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

P= 5, IID BETA(.1,.1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.1}|B1,P= 0.0}}B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

5
1
0
0

4
0
0
0

2
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

100

B1,P (MAR)
25

50

100

29 .0; B2 ,P/MVN=0.83}
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

25..6; B2 ,P/MVN==0.73}
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

P= 5, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 9.0}{Bl.,P= 0.0}fB2,P=

65. 0; B 2 ,,P/MVN==1.86}

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

67
69
76
76

65
37
35
32

78
50
47
42

89
62
57
48

31
30
38
38

52
51
58
59

P= 5, IID GEP, A=.1663,B=1.0,T=l/8
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

6
10
11
13

4
8
9
10

3
9
10
10

5
5
4
4

6
5
6
5

50
50
50
50

71
71
71
71

87
87
87
87

35. 0; B2,P/MVN=1.00}
6
7
6
6

13
13
13
13

9
9
9
9

8
8
8
8

P= 5, IID GEP, A=27.905,B =1,T=2
{Bl= 0.0}}B2= 3.0}}B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

35. 0; B2,P/MVN=1.00}

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D = 1 ,OFF=.9

9
12
13
12

11
11
9
11

12
12
10
11

16
12
11
12

6
6
6
5

9
8
8
8

9
9
9
9

11
11
11
11

12
12
12
12
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TABLE 9
PERFORMANCES OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT NON-SKEWED DISTRIBUTIONS (Si)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B1P (SRIV)
25

50

100

B1,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P=10, IID UNIFORM(O.l) COMPONENTS
fBl= 0.0}[B2= 1.8}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 108.0; B2,P/MVN=0.90}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

0
5
1
1

0
2
1
0

0
2
0
0

2
2
1
1

2
2
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

P=10, IID BETA(.1,.1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.1}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 101.3; B2,P/MVN=0.84}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D = l sOFF=.9

6
1
0
0

2
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

P=10, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 9. 0 } {B1,P= 0.0}}B2!,P= 180. 0; B2 ,P/MVN==1.5
NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

83
35
42
35

94
45
55
45

99
60
67
56

30
29
35
36

50
49
57
57

67
73
76
76

52
52
52
52

83
83
83
83

96
96
96
96

P=10, IID GEP, A.=.1663,B= 1.0,T=l/8
fBl= 0.0}}B2= 3. 0}{B1,P= 0.0}}B2,P= 120. 0; B 2 ,,P/MVN= 1.01
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

6
9
12
16

4
10
11
12

1
9
8
11

6
5
5
5

6
6
5
5

8
7
8
8

13
13
13
13

11
11
11
11

7
7
7
7

P=10, IID GEP, A =27.905,B=1,T=2
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3. 0 }{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 120. 0; B2,P/MVN=1.0<
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

14
9
11
12

15
9
10
11

20
10
10
10

5
4
4
4

9
9
9
10

7
8
9
9

10
10
10
10

12
12
12
12

10
10
10
10
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according to Johnson's generalized exponential power family
scheme [Johnson (1987), pp. 34-37] so as to be non-skewed,
with normal univariate and multivariate kurtosis (but still
having non-normal iid univariate components).

4.1.4

PERFORMANCE OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST MIXTURES
OF TWO MULTIVARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS

Section 3.7.6 specified two MVN mixtures against which
test performance would be assessed:
1)

A 50/50 mixture of two MVN distributions with
equal mean vectors. One distribution has an
identity covariance matrix; the other has a
covariance matrix with l's on the diagonal and
off-diagonal elements of 0.9.

2)

A 90/10 mixture of two MVN distributions, both
with identity covariance matrices. The two
mixtures differ in mean vectors, with one mean
vector being 0 and the other 5.

Table 10 shows the performance of the skewness tests
against these mixtures. The table also shows the population
values of

p and /32>p for these mixtures and the univariate

values of /3X and /32 for the marginal variates.

( ^ and f3z

values for the "mean contamination" mixture were determined
empirically using n=200.)
The first mixture (involving covariance structure
differences) is not skewed by any of the three population
skewness measure. Small's Qa detects this distribution at
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TABLE 10
PERFORMANCES OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
MIXTURES OF TWO MVN DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

BlP (SRIV)
25

50

100

B1,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P= 2, MVN MIXTURE, 50/50, COV MATRIX DIFF
}B1= 0 . 0 H B 2 =
3.0} {B1,P= 0.0} }B2,P=
8.4; B2,P/MVN=1.06}
NO TRANS

10

10

10

9

15

18 15

18

17

P= 2, MVN MIXTURE, 90/10, MEAN DIFFERENCES
{Bl= 1.5}(B2=
5.4}{B1,P= 3.9}{B2,P=
11.4; B2,P/MVN=1.43}
NO TRANS

66

91

99

73

97

100

72

96

100

P= 5, MVN MIXTURE, 50/50, COV MATRIX DIFF
{Bl= 0.0}{B2=
3.0}}B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
38.3; B2,P/MVN=1.09}
NO TRANS

10

10

13

17

29

42

32

34

39

P= 5, MVN MIXTURE, 90/10, MEAN DIFFERENCES
{Bl= 1.5}{B2= 5.4}{B1,P= 5.5}{B2,P= 39.3; B2,P/MVN=1.12}
NO TRANS

78

99

100

96

100

100

51

99

100

P=10, MVN MIXTURE, 50/50, COV MATRIX DIFF
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 134.1; B2,P/MVN=1.12}
NO TRANS

8

9

12

22

44

59

66

72

79

P=10, MVN MIXTURE, 90/10, MEAN DIFFERENCES
}B1= 1.5}{B2= 5.4}{Bl,P= 6.2}{B2,P= 124.7; B2,P/MVN=1.04}
NO TRANS

71

100

100

99

100

100

21

59

99
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very nearly nominal size (a=0.10) across all values of n
and p. However, Srivastava's blp and especially Mardia's b xp
often display rather strong detection levels, particularly
at large p. The explanation for this pattern most likely
lies in the distributional dependency of skewness tests on
"radii" (and on "radii" characteristics such as kurtosis)
as described in section 3.6.
Although this mixture is non-MVN, its marginal
variables are all univariate normal. Since Small's Q x is
calculated using marginal (univariate) skewness
coefficients, its distribution is likely only sensitive to
non-normal kurtosis in the marginal distributions. In this
case, the marginals are normal, so the performance of
Small's skewness test is not distorted.
However, as shown in Table 10, this distribution has
greater than MVN kurtosis according to Mardia's )32jP. This
leads to the high detection ability of b1>p, despite the
symmetry of the distribution.

(An interesting, unanswered

question is whether the performance of b xp is more
sensitive to the absolute difference between a
distribution's kurtosis and MVN kurtosis or to the relative
level of a distribution's kurtosis compared to MVN
kurtosis.)
The principal components of this distribution are again
not unique. The original coordinate marginals might be
considered the principal components, in which case, the
components would have normal multivariate kurtosis.
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However, any rigid rotation of the original coordinates
might also be considered the principal components, and such
rotations lead to greater than normal kurtosis. Hence, the
tendency is for the detection level of Srivastava's b lp to
be greater than Small's Qx but usually less than Mardia's
fri.p*

The second mixture, involving mean vector differences,
is analogous to the presence of outliers or a small second
population differing in location. This distribution is
skewed by all three population skewness measures.
Srivastava's b lp performs best against this distribution,
probably because the first principal component of this
distribution is the "axis” connecting the centroids of the
two MVN distributions, and thus blp is constructed so as to
focus very directly on this form of skewness.

(This also

suggests that many other types of distributions may exist
against which Srivastava's blp would outperform Qa and b l p.)
Against this second mixture, Mardia's bxp performs the
worst of the three measures. In particular, while the
powers of both Q x and blp improve as p increases, the power
of b lp falls dramatically as p increases. One possible
explanation for this effect again refers to the
distributional dependence of skewness tests on "radii" (and
thus on kurtosis). While this second mixture is skewed by
Mardia's )91>p, the actual performance of blp will be
determined not only by the skewness but also by the
distribution's radii characteristics, such as kurtosis. As
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p increases, the relative kurtosis, as measured by /32p
falls. That is, the j02>p//B2p(MVN) ratio falls. This may
account for the decreasing power of b1>p as p increases.
Note that, the relative level of univariate kurtosis
(compared to the MVN value) does not fall as p increases.
Thus, Small's and Srivastava's tests retain their detection
ability as p increases. If the above explanation is
essentially correct, it carries two important implications:
1)

The level of kurtosis (or "radii" characteristics
in general) may significantly vitiate the ability
of skewness tests to detect skewed distributions.

2)

Skewness tests which use MVN-based null
distributions are sensitive to the relative level
of kurtosis [the /32 p//92 p(MVN) ratio], rather than
to the arithmetic deviation of kurtosis from the
MVN value [/?2iP - /?2iP(MVN)].

4.2

RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF KURTOSIS TESTS
Three kurtosis tests are compared in this study:

Small's Q2, Srivastava's b2p, and Mardia's b2p. Of these,
Small's Q2 and Srivastava1s b2p require critical values
derived from asymptotic distributions.

(Empirical critical

values, based on 10,000 replications, were used for
Mardia's b2p) Table 11 shows empirical sizes, i.e..
percentages of 1,000 MVN distributions detected, for Q2 and
b2p.
The empirical size of Q2 is quite close to the nominal
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TABLE 11
EMPIRICAL SIZE OF Q2 AND B2P FOR
MULTIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

P= 2, MVN DISTRIBUTION
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{Bl,P=
NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

10
11
11
12

11

9

10

10

11

9
10

12

P= 5, MVN DISTRIBUTION
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3 .0}{Bl,P=
NO TRANS
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

11
10
10
15

9
9
9
12

9
9
11
16

9
8
10

15

25

50

0.0}{B2,P=
3
3
2

3

100

8.0; B2,P/MVN=1.00}

6

7

6

6

5
5

7

0.0}{B2,P=
=

6

35
35.0;
B2,P/MVN=1.00}

10

6

6

10

6

10

5
5

7
7

9
7
7

6

8

12

P=10, MVN DISTRIBUTION
(Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3 •0}{Bl, P=
NO TRANS
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

B2P (SRIV)

0.0}{B2,P=

120

8

11

11

10

10

11

12

10

9
14

11

8

10

11

8

10

,
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alpha of 0.10. Srivastava's b2p is somewhat "biased"

(that

is, has a somewhat deflated actual size in finite samples),
especially at lower n. For comparison, empirical size of
Mardia's b2>p against the same 1,000 MVN distributions is as
follows:
p=2, n=25
p=2, n=50
p=2, n=100

11%
12%
12%

P=5, n=25
P=5, n=50
P=5, n=100

12%
11%
11%

p=10, n=25
p=10, n=50
p=10, n=100

11%
9%
11%

4.2.1

KURTOSIS TESTS' PERFORMANCE AGAINST "K2"
DISTRIBUTIONS

The most important comparison of the three kurtosis
tests is that across the set of distributions we have
called the "K2" set. These distributions are generated as p
iid kurtotic (i.e.. having non-normal kurtosis) components.
Test performance was compared against not only the
distributions as originally generated, but also under three
full-rank linear transformations. Results are shown in
Tables 12, 13, and 14 (for p=2, 5, and 10 respectively.)
In section 3.5.4.2 we conjectured that Qz and b2p would
display superior power to b2p against these distributions
in their untransformed versions (that is, in their original
iid component versions); but that the powers of Q2 and b2p
would fluctuate greatly under transformation.
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TABLE 12
PERFORMANCES OF KURTOSIS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT KURTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS (K2)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B2P (SRIV)
25

50

100

P= 2, IID UNIFORM(0,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}}B2= 1 •8 }{B1,P= 0.0}}B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

75
12
17
43

99
25
48

100

11

60
87

86

100

15
34
39

50
62
96
98

100

100

97
99

100

100

100
100

26
48
93
97

90
95

86

94
100
100

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

39
28
27
25

60
41
40
39

86

65
66

65

24
24
26
29

100
100

100

100
100

49
49
55
57

50

100

61
61
61
61

96
96
96
96

100
100
100
100

4. 3; B2 ,P/MVN==0.53}

100

P= 2, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 9..0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

25

5 •6 ; B2 ,P/MVN =0.70}

P= 2, IID BETA( •l,.l) COMPONENTS
[Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1 •1}fB1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS 100
D=l,OFF=.l 28
D=l,OFF=.5 73
D=l,OFF=.9 93

B2,P (MAR)

2 0

80
81
86

87

98
98
98
98

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

.o; B 2 ,,P/MVN=2.50}
39
39
39
39

58
58
58
58

86
86
86
86

P= 2, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
{Bl= 4.0}{B2= 9. 0}}B1,P= 8.0}}B2,P= 2 0 .0 ; B 2 ,P/MVN= 2.50}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

68

90

46
46
49

68

67
67

99
90
91
89

49
48
53
57

81
81
87
88

P= 2, IID BETA(.29,.8) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 2.6}{B1,P= 2.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.l
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

37
18
18
24

34
17
19

35
14
16

11

22

20

12

7
7

10
12

15
15

97
97
99
99

63
63
63
63

88
88
88
88

98
98
98
98

7. 3; B2, P/MVN=0.91}
17
18
22

23

23
23
23
23

22
22
22
22

27
27
27
27
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TABLE 12, CONTINUED
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B2P (SRIV)
25

50

100

P= 2, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}|B2= 4.1}|B1,P= 2.0}{B2,P=

1 0

NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

45
47
55
55

34
19
20
23

43
25
25
27

58
36
38
38

13
13
15
16

25
28
33
33

P= 2, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.5}{B1,P= 2.0}{B2,P=

1 1

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.l
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

52
54
62
62

30
20
19
22

46
29
31
32

63
38
41
43

14
13
16
17

32
33
37
39

P= 2, IID GAMMA(8,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.5}{B2= 3.8}{Bl.,P= 1.0}fB2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

22
15
15
17

29
19
19
21

41
23
26
28

8
8

9
10

16
17
20
20

B2,P (MAR)
25

50

100

,2 ; B2,P/MVN=1.28}
26
26
26
26

37
37
37
37

55
55
55
55

.0 ; B2,,P/MVN= 1.38}
27
27
27
27

42
42
42
42

60
60
60
60

9. 5; B 2 ,P/MVN= 1.19}
30
31
38
39

17
17
17
17

24
24
24
24

39
39
39
39
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TABLE 13
PERFORMANCES OF KURTOSIS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT KURTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS (K2)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B2P (SRIV)
25

50

100

B2,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P= 5, IID UNIFORM(0,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.8}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

29.0; B2,P/MVN=0.83}

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

78
93
98
98

93

100

100

8

22

7
27

20

51
63
93

51

19
22

40
41

45
57
77
79

P= 5, IID BETA(.1,.1) COMPONENTS
[Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.1}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS 100
D=l,OFF=.1 23
D=l,OFF=.5 23
D=l,OFF=.9 8 8

100

67
89
99

100

99
100
100

29
43
73
76

80
93

NO TRANS
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

61
33
29
23

86

52
46
32

99
75

22

68

26
27

48

21

99
100
100

100

100

100
100
100
100

96
96
96
96

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

65.0; B 2 ,P/MVN=1.8(

54
57

84

66

92
92

67

95
95
95
95

25.6; B2,P/MVN=0.73}

100

P= 5, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
}Bl= 0.0}{B2= 9. 0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

54
54
54
54

88

46
46
46
46

76
76
76
76

97
97
97
97

P= 5, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
{Bl= 4.0}{B2= 9.0}{B1,P= 20.0}{B2,P= 65.0; B2,P/MVN=1.86}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D = 1 ,OFF=.9

93
54
50
36

99
79
73
55

100

97
94
79

48
48
56
59

84
87
94
94

P= 5, IID BETA( .29,. 8 ) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 2 •6}{B1,P= 4.9}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=1,OFF=.9

53
9
13
20

52
9

56
9

11

10

11

14

13

11

7

12

8

13
14
14

99
100
100
100

77
77
77
77

97
97
97
97

100
100
100
100

33.2; B 2 ,P/MVN=0.9!
16
19
22
22

17
17
17
17

19
19
19
19

25
25
25
25
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TABLE 13, CONTINUED
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B2P (SRIV)
25

50

100

B2,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P= 5, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4 •1J}B1,P= 4.9}{B2,P=

40 .5; B2 ,P/MVN==1 . 1 1

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

42
50
58
58

47
18
19
21

65
26
25
23

84
37
36
31

9
10
10
12

24
24
30
31

23
23
23
23

43
43
43
43

68
68
68
68

P= 5, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1 . 0 H B 2 = 4.5} {B1,P= 5.0}{B2,P=

42. 5; B2,P/MVN=*1 .2 ]

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.-l
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

53
61
70
70

47
21
19
20

69
31
31
27

90
45
43
34

10
11
14
15

27
29
36
37

26
26
26
26

46
46
46
46

77
77
77
77

P= 5, IID GAMMA( 8 ,1) COMPONENTS
}B1= 0.5}}B2= 3. 8}{B1,P= 2.5}}B2,P=

38. 8 ; B2, P/MVN= 1 . 1 1

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

28
32
39
39

30
12
14
19

44
20
21
21

66

27
25
23

7
7

14
16

8

21

9

22

20
20
20
20

30
30
30
30

46
46
46
46
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TABLE 14
PERFORMANCES OF KURTOSIS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT KURTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS (K2)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B2P (SRIV)
25

50

100

B2,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P=10, IID UNIFORM(0,1) COMPONENTS
[Bl= 0 . 0 H B 2 = 1.8} {Bl,P= 0.0} {B2,P= 108.0; B2,P/MVN=0.90}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

100

7
7
27

100
8
11

18

100

14
39
26

26
29
40
42

40
52
62
63

66

85
90
90

36
36
36
36

87
87
87
87

100
100
100
100

P=10, IID BETA(.1,.1) COMPONENTS
1}(B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 101.3; B2, P/MVN==0 . 8
NO TRANS 100
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
7
D=l,OFF=.5 12
D=l,OFF=.9 59

100

15

100

36

66

100

93

100

35
48
64
64

63
82
90
91

92
100
100
100

73
73
73
73

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

P=10, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 9.0}{B1,P= 0.0}}B2,P= 180.0; B2,P/MVN=1.50}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

77
27
32
21

97
44
48
24

100

67
74
38

16
18
21

23

47
50
59
59

82
89
92
92

41
41
41
41

83
83
83
83

99
99
99
99

P=10, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
{Bl= 4.0}{B2= 9.0}{B1,P= 40.0}{B2,P= 180.0; B2,P/MVN=1.50}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

99
45
53
32

100

69
78
43

100

94
96
64

36
38
47
49

80
84
91
92

99
100
100
100

76
76
76
76

98
98
98
98

100
100
100
100

P=10, IID BETA(.29,.8) COMPONENTS
}B1= 1.0}{B2= 2.6}}B1,P= 9.8}{B2,P= 116.5; B2,P/MVN=0.97}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,0FF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

73
9
18
21

70
6

15
14

73
5
12

9

13
13
13
13

15
17
18
18

18
20
21
22

16
16
16
16

15
15
15
15

23
23
23
23
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TABLE 14, CONTINUED
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B2P (SRIV)
25

50

100

B2,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P=10, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.1}{B1,P= 9.8HB2,P= 131,.0 ; B2 ,P/MVN==1.09}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

61
15
22
24

82
18
28
22

95
25
38
25

9
9
10
10

15
15
20
19

31
43
46
46

19
19
19
19

44
44
44
44

76
76
76
76

P=10, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
}B1= 1 . 0 H » 2 = 4.5} (B1,P= 10.0} }B2,P= 135. 0 ; B2,,P/MVN= 1.13}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

65
15
22
21

86

25
32
23

98
36
50
29

10
9
11
12

19
22
28
28

44
53
58
58

22
22
22
22

51
51
51
51

85
85
85
85

P=10, IID GAMMA( 8 ,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.5}{B2= 3.8}JB1,P= 5.0}{B2,P= 127. 5; B 2 ,P/MVN= 1.06}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

40
12
16
20

60
16
21
21

81
19
27
20

9
9
8

9

10
12
14
14

21

27
29
29

14
14
14
14

28
28
28
28

49
49
49
49
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The tabluated results show that Small's Qz, as
conjectured, does dominate Mardia's b2iP when the
distributions are unrotated (i.e.. when all the kurtosis is
"visible" from the marginal distributions.) Q2's advantage
over b2>p is generally slight at p=2, but grows dramatically
as p increases. As n increases, Q2's advantage over b 2>p
generally diminishes; however, Qz retains large advantages
over b2p against some distributions even at n=100.
Also as hypothesized, Q2's power fluctuates widely (and
downward) under linear transformation. With few exceptions,
Mardia's b2>p dominates Q2 under all the transformations
considered.
As with the skewness tests, the performance of
Srivastava's b2p does not conform to our initial
hypotheses. Generally speaking, against these
distributions, b2p is dominated by Mardia's b2p, even for
the original (non-transformed) distributions. In addition,
the power of b2p does not fluctuate much under
transformation. Again, the explanation for this lies in the
fact that for such iid component distributions, the
principal components are not uniquely defined. Also, once
again, this leads to the conceptual difficulty of using
Srivastava's b2p as a test statistic when Srivastava's
population kurtosis coefficient, 02p, is not uniquely
defined.
Our overall conclusions regarding the kurtosis tests'
relative performances against the K2 distributions include:
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1)

When kurtosis is confined to (totally "visible"
from) the original marginal distributions, Small's
Q2 is superior to Mardia's b2iP, often strongly so.

2)

However, when kurtosis is not totally visible from
the marginal distributions, Small's Q2 is
generally inferior to b2p, often strongly so.

3)

The particular set of distributions considered
here probably does not provide a good basis for
judging Srivastava's b2p. But the fact that jS2p may
not be uniquely defined suggests b2p may be very
limited for practical applications.

As with the skewness results, these results tentatively
suggest that Q2 and b2p might be used jointly. If, against
some data set, Q2 is more significant than b2 p, this may
imply that the kurtosis is largely confined to the marginal
distributions. If b2p is more significant than Q2, this may
imply that much of the kurtosis is invisible from the
marginals. Again, such a determination could be important
in practice with regard to determining if transformations
or searches for outliers can reasonably be conducted on a
variate-by-variate basis rather than on a multivariate
basis.

4.2.2

PERFORMANCE OF KURTOSIS TESTS AGAINST "K3"
DISTRIBUTIONS

As described in section 3.5.4.2, the K3 distributions
are those kurtotic by Mardia's population /32p measure, but
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not kurtotic by Small's or Srivastava's population
measures. However, as mentioned in section 3.7.5, it is not
clear just how to generate such distributions. The two
(attempted) examples of such distributions used here are
the KHIN1 and KHIN2 distributions generated via Johnson's
(1987) Khintchine scheme. Table 15 presents results for the
three kurtosis tests against these distributions.
The population characteristics of these Khintchine
distributions are not complelely clear, especially with
regard to principal components-based parameters. However,
the following statements can be made:
1)

In their original, untransformed versions, neither
KHIN1 nor KHIN2 is kurtotic by Small's definition;
that is, for both KHIN1 and KHIN2 all marginal
distributions have normal kurtosis.

2)

Both distributions have greater than MVN kurtosis
by Mardia's 0 Z p. Since b2p is asymptotically
unbiased, /32 p can be evaluated empirically. Our
estimates of )32>p, based on n=200, are included in
Table 11.

3)

The principal components of both distributions may
not be unique; thus, it is not clear whether or
not these distributions are kurtotic by
Srivastava's /?2p. (However, our empirical
evaluation of sample principal component kurtosis
consistently found the sample principal components
to have greater than univariate normal kurtosis.)
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TABLE 15
PERFORMANCES OF KURTOSIS TESTS AGAINST
KURTOTIC DISTS WITH NON-KURTOTIC MARGINS (K3)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B2P (SRIV)
25

50

100

B2,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P= 2, KHIN1, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN GENS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3 .0}{B1,P=?????}}B2,P=
9.2; B2,P/MVN=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

9
23
18
17

9
37
25
19

10

8

22

56
39
21

7
3
3

18
5
4

37
29
9
7

17
17
17
17

24
24
24
24

1

.1 J
35
35
35
35

P= 2, KHIN2, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN UNIFS
}B1= 0.0}{B2= 3 .0}{Bl,P=?????}{B2,P== 1 1 .8 ; B2,P/MVN=1.47
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.l
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

17
39
50
56

16
65
75
80

15
92
97
98

8
8

11
15

25
25
29
38

47
47
54
65

50
50
50
50

73
73
73
73

93
93
93
93

P= 5, KHIN1, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN GENS
{Bl= 0. 0} JB2= 3.0} {Bl,P=?????}{B2,P= 46.6; B2,P/MVN=1.33}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

10
40
30
29

9
63
47
32

11

22

88

22

73
33

12
11

64
54
38
37

92
85
75
74

67
67
67
67

94
94
94
94

100
100
100
100

P= 5, KHIN2, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN UNIFS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3 .0}}B1,P=?????}{B2,P=* 58.9; B 2 ,P/MVN==1.61
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

31
62
70
72

32
89
95
96

27
99
100
100

31
32
32
36

79
78
79
84

99
99
100
100

98
98
98
98

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100
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TABLE 15, CONTINUED
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B2P (SRIV)
25

50

100

B2,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P=10, KHIN1, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN GENS
[Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}(Bl,P=?????}(B2,P= 168.3; B2,P/MVN=1.40}
NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

8

12

12

61
37
42

90
59
45

100

38
34

86

22

49

21

86

100

83
74
75

99
99
99

95
95
95
95

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

P=10, KHIN2 , NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN UNIFS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3. 0}}B1,P=?????}{B2,P= 201.8 ; B 2 ,P/MVN==1.61
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.l
D=1,0FF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

60
87
86

69

54
99
99
94

52
100
100
100

54
49
50
52

97
97
97
98

100
100
100
100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100
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In section 3.5.4.2 it was conjectured that Mardia's
b2p would dominate Q2 and b2p against such distributions.
The performance results verify this. The only instance in
which b2p does not dominate the other two tests occurs for
the KHIN1 distribution under the first transformation. Here
Q2 has a slight advantage; but this advantage occurs only
for p = 2 .

4.2.3

PERFORMANCE OF KURTOSIS TESTS AGAINST
NON-MVN NON-KURTOTIC (Kl) DISTRIBUTIONS

The performance of the three kurtosis tests was also
evaluated against a set of non-MVN distributions with
normal kurtosis (both normal univariate kurtosis of the
individual variates and MVN kurtosis.) The two examples of
such distributions are the iid component GEP ("generalized
exponential power") distributions. Results are presented in
Table 16.
None of the tests detects such distributions well, with
detection rates generally near test size (a=0.10). The
detection rates are somewhat below nominal test size for
the first GEP distribution and somewhat above nominal test
size for the second GEP distribution.

4.2.4

PERFORMANCE OF KURTOSIS TESTS AGAINST MIXTURES
OF TWO MULTIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Table 17 shows performance of the three kurtosis tests
against the two mixture distributions used in this study.
The first mixture, involving covariance structure
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TABLE 16
PERFORMANCES OF KURTOSIS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT NON-KURTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS (Kl)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B2P (SRIV)
25

50

100

P= 2, IID GEP, A = .1663,B=1.0 ,T=l/8
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 31.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2 ,P=

8

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=I,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

4
5
3
3

7
9
9

4

2

2

8

8

5

7
5
3

2
2
2

6

3
3
2
2

P= 2, IID GEP, A=27.905,B=1,T=2
}B1= 0.0}{B2= 3 .0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2 ,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

13
10
11
13

17
11

13
16

21
13
14
17

3
3
4
4

6

12

7

11

8

14
14

8

P= 5, IID GEP, A=.1663,B=1.0,T=1/8
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3 .0}{Bl,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

4

3

8

8

8

8

9

7

1
7
7
5

4
4
4
4

8

25

50

100

.0 ; B2 ,P/MVN==1 .0 (
9
9
9
9

7
7
7
7

5
5
5
5

.0 ; B2 :
,P/MVN==1 .0(1
13
13
13
13

15
15
15
15

18
18
18
18

35. 0 ; B2,P/MVN=1.00

6

7

5

6

6

5
5

6

B2,P (MAR)

13 13
13
13

10
10
10
10

7
7
7
7

P= 5, IID GEP, .
A =27.905,B=1,T=2
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3 .0}fBl,P= 0.0}(B2,,P=

35. 0 ; B 2 ,P/MVN=1.00

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

9
13
13
14

16
10
10
19

22

28

6

8

12

12

6

11

12
17

6

9
9
9

19

7

11

12

11

12

11

12

11

12

16
16
16
16
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TABLE 16, CONTINUED
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B2P (SRIV)
25

50

P=10, IID GEP, A=.1663,B=1.0 ,T=l/8
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=1,0FF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=1,0FF=.9

3
9
10
12

1
10
8
8

0
9
5
4

10
10
9
9

9

16
7
12
21

28
9
11
21

1 2 0
10

25

12

9

12

8

8

12

7

9

12

1 2 0

50

100

.0 ; B2,,P/MVN==1 .0 (

8

P=10, IID GEP, A=27.905,B=1,T=2
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

100

B2,P (MAR)

9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10

.0 ; B2, P/MVN= 1.0C

34
9
12

11
12
12

12
11
13

10

10

11

11

12

10

11

11

12

10

11

11

22

12

12

12

10

11

11
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TABLE 17
PERFORMANCES OF KURTOSIS TESTS AGAINST
MIXTURES OF TWO MVN DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q2 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B2P (SRIV)
25

50

100

B2,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P= 2, MVN MIXTURE, 50/50, COV MATRIX DIFF
{Bl= 0.0}{B2=
3.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
8.4; B2,P/MVN=1.06}
NO TRANS

11

10

10

4

11

19

11

15

19

P= 2, MVN MIXTURE, 90/10, MEAN DIFFERENCES
{Bl= 1.5}{B2=
5.4}{B1,P= 3.9}{B2,P= 11.4; B2,P/MVN=1.43}
NO TRANS

23

47

71

10

46

81

24

50

72

P= 5, MVN MIXTURE, 50/50, COV MATRIX DIFF
fBl= 0.0}{B2=
3.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 38.3; B2,P/MVN=1.09}
NO TRANS

10

9

10

11

34

72

28

39

59

P= 5, MVN MIXTURE, 90/10, MEAN DIFFERENCES
{Bl= 1.5}[B2=
5.4}{B1,P= 5.5}{B2,P= 39.3; B2,P/MVN=1.12}
NO TRANS

25

64

90

8

53

87

21

34

56

P=10, MVN MIXTURE, 50/50, COV MATRIX DIFF
}B1= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 134.1; B2,P/MVN=1.12}
NO TRANS

8

9

11

15

59

97

66

88

100

P=10, MVN MIXTURE, 90/10, MEAN DIFFERENCES
{Bl= 1.5}{B2= 5.4}{B1,P= 6.2}}B2,P= 124.7; B2,P/MVN=1.04}
NO TRANS

19

69

99

4

32

75

14

20

35
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differences, has univariate normal marginals and,
therefore, is not kurtotic according to Small's population
kurtosis concept. Accordingly, Small's Qz displays
detection levels very near test size across all settings of
n and p.
According to Mardia's /?2 p, this mixture has greater
than normal kurtosis, and Mardia's b2p dominates the other
two tests.
Again, the principal components of this mixture are not
unique, leading to the weak-to-moderate power of
Srivastava's b2p.
The second, "mean contamination," mixture has greater
than normal kurtosis by all three population measures. The
distribution's kurtosis is entirely "visible" from the
marginals, and Small's Q2 is clearly the best of the three
tests. As p increases, the powers of Q2 and b2p also
increase somewhat, but the power of Mardia's b2p falls with
increasing p. The most straightforward explanation for this
is that the kurtosis tests are sensitive to relative
kurtosis rather than to absolute kurtosis. The ratio of
Mardia's population j02p to /?2p(MVN) falls as p increases
for this mixture.

4.3

RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF OMNIBUS TESTS
This study also compares the performance of two

"omnibus" tests; i.e.. tests based on combinations of
skewness and kurtosis coefficients. The two omnibus tests
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are Small's Q3=QX+Q2 and Foster's (1981) s£, which is a
combination of Mardia's (transformed) b lp and (transformed)
b2p. An empirically generated null distribution, based on
10,000 replications, was used for S„. Small's Q3 requires
an asymptotic distribution. Table 18 shows empirical size
of Small's Q3 for 1,000 MVN distributions at various n and
P-

The table suggests that Small's asymptotic
approximation for Q3, Q3~x?2p), works fairly well, even at
low n, although some size inflation is evident. For
comparison, the empirical size of Foster's S« is as follow:
p=2, n=25
p=2, n=50
p=2, n=100

12%
11%
8%

p=5, n=25
P=5, n=50
p—5, n=100

12%
10%
12%

p=10, n=25
p=10, n=50
p=10, n=100

10%
9%
9%

4.3.1

PERFORMANCE OF OMNIBUS TESTS AGAINST IID COMPONENT
DISTRIBUTIONS

Tables 19, 20, and 21 present results for the omnibus
tests against the iid component distributions (for p=2, 5,
and 10, respectively.) The results parallel those observed
for the individual skewness and kurtosis tests against
these distributions. When the iid component distributions
are in their original form (without transformation), all
the skewness and kurtosis is "visible'' from the marginal
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TABLE 18
EMPIRICAL SIZE OF Q3 FOR
MULTIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q3 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

P= 2, MVN DISTRIBUTION
{Bl= 0.0}[B2= 3.0}}B1,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=. 1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=1,OFF=.9

10

10

12

11

12

11

10

12

12

10

12

9

0.0}}B2,P=

35.0; B2,P/MVN=1.00}

9

11

11

11

11

13
15

10

11

11

11

P=10, MVN DISTRIBUTION
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P=
NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

8.0; B2,P/MVN=1.00}

10

P= 5, MVN DISTRIBUTION
{Bl= 0.0}[B2= 3.0}{B1,P=
NO TRANS
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D = l }OFF=.9

0.0}}B2,P=

13

12

10

12

10

14
19

14
15

13
9
14

0.0}{B2,P= 120.0; B2,P/MVN=1.00}
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TABLE 19
PERFORMANCES OF OMNIBUS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q3 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

SW2(FOSTER)
25

50

100

P= 2, IID UNIFORM(0,1) COMPONENTS
}B1= 0. 0 H B 2 = 1.8} {B1,P= 0.0} {B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5

55
5
7
19

98

100

8

27
63
97

22

59

44
44
44
44

89
89
89
89

5.6; B2,P/MVN=0.70}
100
100
100
100

P= 2, IID BETA(.1,.1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1. 1} {B1 ,P= 0 .0 } [B2,P=
NO TRANS 100
D=l,OFF=.1
9
D=l,OFF=.5 35
D=l,OFF=.9 93

100

100

63
99

100

100

100
100

95
95
95
95

4
4.3; B2,P/MVN=0.53}

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

P= 2, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 9. 0 H B 1 ,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
=

20
20.0;
B2,P/MVN=2.50}

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

82
82
82
82

45
33
31
30

62
47
45
44

85
63
66
66

35
35
35
35

54
54
54
54

P= 2, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
{Bl= 4.0}}B2= 9 .0}{B1,P= 8 .0 }{B2,P= 2 0
NO TRANS
.96
D=l,OFF=.l 62
D=l,OFF=.5 65
D=1,OFF=.9 70

100

100

88

100

92
96

100
100

81
81
81
81

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

P= 2, IID BETA(.29,.8) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 2.6}{B1,P= 2.0}|B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=1,OFF=.9

95
22
30
45

100

100

35
64
89

83
100
100

43
43
43
43

97
97
97
97

7 3; B2,P/MVN=0.91}
100
100
100
100
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TABLE 19, CONTINUED
Q3 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

SW2(FOSTER)
25

50

100

P= 2, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.1}{B1,P= 2.0}{B2,P=

10.2; B2,P/MVN=1.28}

NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

99
99
99
99

60
27
30
34

92
45
54
60

100

70
79
89

35
35
35
35

71
71
71
71

P= 2, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.5}{B1,P= 2.0}{B2,P=

11.0; B2,P/MVN=1.38}

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

97
97
97
97

56
28
31
34

85
46
52
55

100

70
79
86

32
32
32
32

67
67
67
67

35
18
18
21

61
27
33
35

n

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

ii

H
«
***
00

P= 2, IID GAMMA(8,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.5}{B2= 3.
1.0}}B2,P=
90
44
54
63

20
20
20
20

38
38
38
38

9.5; B2,P/MVN=1.19}
76
76
76
76

P= 2, IID GEP, Al=. 1663 ,B= 1.0,T=l/8
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3. 0}{B1 ,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

o
•
00

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,0FF=.5
D=1,OFF=.9

7
7
7
7

7
10
10
10

5

2

8

8

7
7

7
5

10
10
10
10

9
9
9
9

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

13
11
11
13

15

20

11

11

11

13
15

14

11
11
11
11

15
15
15
15

••
»
o
00

P= 2, IID GEP, A =27.905,B=1,T=2
}B1= 0.0}{B2= 3. 0}{B1 ,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

8.0; B2,P/MVN=1.00}

8.0; B2,P/MVN=1.00}

14
14
14
14
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TABLE 20
PERFORMANCES OF OMNIBUS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=I,000)
Q3 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

SW2(FOSTER)
25

50

P= 5, IID UNIFORM(0,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.8}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

80
4
2
7

100
6

4
7

100

19
17
34

46
46
46
46

86

70
41
39
32

100
100

86

100

86

100

25.6; B2,P/MVN=0.73}

100

100

86

100

100

33
34
98

88

86

100

100

100

86

100

100

100

86

100

100

P= 5, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 9.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5

29.0; B2,P/MVN=0.83}

86

P= 5, IID BETA(. l,.l) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1. 1}{Bl,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS 100
D=l,OFF=.1
7
D=l,OFF=.5
2
D=l,OFF=.9 48

100

88

59
53
43

99
77
71
55

30
30
30
30

66
66
66
66

65.0; B2,P/MVN=1. 8 6 }
94
94
94
94

P= 5, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
{Bl= 4.0}{B2= 9.0}}B1,P= 20.0}{B2,P= 65.0; B2,P/MVN=1.86}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D = 1 ,OFF=.5
D = 1 ,OFF=.9

100 100 100
72 93 100
67 92 100
54 83
99

82
82
82
82

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

P= 5, IID BETA(.29,.8) COMPONENTS
}B1= 1.0}{B2= 2.6}{B1,P= 4.9}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

100

16
18
21

100

100

26
29
31

58
75
89

14
14
14
14

79
79
79
79

33.2; B2,P/MVN=0.95}
100
100
100
100
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TABLE 20, CONTINUED
Q3 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

SW2(FOSTER)
25

50

P= 5, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.1}{Bl,P= 4.9}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.l
D=1,0FF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

87
30
29
29

100

100

45
45
42

71
74
72

19
19
19
19

72
72
72
72

100

40.5; B2,P/MVN=1.16}
100
100
100
100

P= 5, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.5}{B1,P= 5.0}{B2,P=
=

42.5; B2,P/MVN=1.21}

NO TRANS
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

99
99
99
99

81
32
28
25

99
52
50
43

100

21

68

73
74
71

21

68

21

68

21

68

P= 5, IID GAMMA(8 ,1) COMPONENTS
}B1= 0.5}{B2= 3. 8}{B1 ,P= 2.5}{B2,P==

38.8; B2,P/MVN=1.11}

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

84
84
84
84

58
20
21
23

89
35
34
32

100

51
46
45

13
13
13
13

38
38
38
38

P= 5, IID GEP, A.=.1663 ,B= 1.0,T=l/8
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3. 0}}B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

5
12
11
13

4
9
8
10

2

9
9
8

9
9
9
9

8
8
8
8

35.0;
9
9
9
9

P= 5, IID GEP, A =27.905,B=1,T=2
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3. 0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

35.0;

NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

14
14
14
14

15
12
12
17

19
15
12

16

25
14
13
14

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11
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TABLE 21
PERFORMANCES OF OMNIBUS TESTS AGAINST
IID COMPONENT DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q3 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

SW2(FOSTER)
25

50

100

P=10, IID UNIFORM(0,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.8}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 108.0;
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

96
7
4
7

100

100

4
2

4
4

2

0

41
41
41
41

79
79
79
79

100
100
100
100

P=10, IID BETA( .l,.l) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1 •1}{B1jP= 0.0}{B2,P= 101.3;
NO TRANS 100
D=l,OFF=.1
3
D=l,OFF=.5
1
D=l,OFF=.9
1

100

100

2
5

9
90

0

10

70
70
70
70

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

P=10, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}}B2= 9,.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 180.0;
NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=1,OFF=.9

87
40
45
37

99
53
61
44

100
74
78
55

6
6
6
6

65
65
65
65

97
97
97
97

P=10, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
{Bl= 4.0}{B2= 9. 0 } {B1,P= 40.0}}B2,P= 180.0;
NO TRANS 100
D=l,OFF=.1 62
D=l,OFF=.5 75
D = 1 ,OFF=.9 43

100

83
96
70

100

99
100
97

37
37
37
37

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

P=10, IID BETA(.29,.8) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 2. 6}{B1,P= 9.8}{B2,P= 116.5;
NO TRANS 100
D=l,OFF=.1 11
D=l,OFF=.5 23
D=l,OFF=.9 12

100

100

12

18
77
32

35
10

4
4
4
4

16
16
16
16

100
100
100
100
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TABLE 21, CONTINUED
Q3 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

SW2(FOSTER)
25

50

100

P=10, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.1}{B1,P= 9.8}}B2,P= 131.0; B2,P/MVN=1.09}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=1,OFF=.9

98
23
35
27

100

100

33
54
34

46
81
54

3
3
3
3

47
47
47
47

99
99
99
99

P=10, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}}B2= 4.■5}}B1 ,P= 10.0}{B2,P= 135.
NO TRANS
D=1,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

95
25
34
26

100

100

36
55
33

58
83
58

3
3
3
3

53
53
53
53

99
99
99
99

P=10, IID GAMMA(8 ,1) COMPONENTS
}B1= 0.5}|B2= 3. 8}{B1,P= 5.0}}B2,P= 127.
NO TRANS
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

74
19
26
24

98
24
35
24

100

34
54
36

4
4
4
4

22
22
22
22

P=10, IID GEP, A.=. 1663 ,B= 1.0,T=l/8
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3. 0} {B1 ,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

6

2

0

12
14
17

12

10

11

9

6

7

9
9
9
9

8
8
8
8

P=10, IID GEP, A =27.905,B =1,T=2
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3. 0}}B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=1,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

19
11
13
19

72
72
72
72

120

.

9
9
9
9

120

26

33

12

11

10

10

12

12

11

10

13
18

14
17

12

11

10

12

11

10

.
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distributions, and with only a few trivial exceptions,
Small's Q3 dominates Foster's S^. The relative advantage of
Q3 diminishes with increasing n. But at low n, the Q3
advantage is often very large.
On the other hand, when the iid component distributions
are linearly transformed, Foster's S« dominates Q3, for
n=50 and n=100, sometimes by negligible amounts, but often
by a sizable advantage. For some distributions, such as the
iid uniform under transformation, the power of Q3 remains
quite low even at n=100.
Unlike the results for the individual skewness and
kurtosis tests, however, the affine-invariant sj; does not
dominate the coordinate-dependent Q3 at n=25, even after
transformation of distributions. In fact, for the iid T 5
distribution and all the iid beta and iid gamma
distributions (except the iid exponential), Q3 is generally
superior to

at n=25, regardless of transformation,

One implication of this is that Foster's

loses more

effectiveness at low n than does either of its components,
b liP or b2>p. This may be due to the fact that b3 p and b2>p
are transformed, via the Wilson-Hilferty transformation,
prior to combination into SJ}, or it may be due to finite
sample dependency (leading to redundancy) between b x p and
b2>p. If the latter factor is the cause, other combinations
of blp and b2p defined by Foster which account for the
finite sample dependency between bl p and b2p may be more
effective than sjj.
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Against the iid GEP ("generalized exponential power")
distributions, which have normal skewness and kurtosis,
neither omnibus test is effective.

4.3.2

PERFORMANCE OF OMNIBUS TESTS AGAINST KHINTCHINE
DISTRIBUTIONS

Table 22 presents the powers of the omnibus tests
against the Khintchine distributions, which are non-MVN,
but have univariate normal marginal distributions (prior to
transformation). Foster's S« is superior Small's q 3 against
the original, untransformed versions of these
distributions. This is not surprising, since prior to
transformation, the marginal distributions upon which Q3 is
based are normal.
The performance of Q3 against these distribution is
expected to improve when they are transformed, since the
marginals then become non-normal. Indeed, under
transformation Q3 often performs as well, or better, than
s£. Again, Q3's frequent superiority to s£ is somewhat
inconsistent with the results for the skewness tests or
kurtosis tests individually.

(That is, b lp is generally

superior to Q x and b2p is generally superior to Q2 against
these Khintchine distributions regardless of
transformation.) Again, the fact that Q3 often outperforms
S» suggests that either (1) some other omnibus combination
of Mardia's statistics may be better than S» at least
against these distributions, or (2) Q3 combines the
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TABLE 22
PERFORMANCES OF OMNIBUS TESTS AGAINST
NON-MVN DISTRIBUTIONS WITH NORMAL MARGINALS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q3 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

SW2(FOSTER)
25

50

100

P= 2, KHINl, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN GENS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{Bl,P=?????}{B2,P=
9.2; B2,P/MVN=1.15}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

10

10

10

28
24

39
32
24

55
42
28

21

16
16
16
16

22
22
22
22

32
32
32
32

P= 2, KHIN2, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN UNIFS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P=?????}{B2,P= 11.8; B2,P/MVN=1.47}
NO TRANS
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

22

20

20

40
48
51

58
72
76

86

94
96

42
42
42
42

64
64
64
64

87
87
87
87

P= 5, KHINl, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN GENS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}}B1,P=?????}{B2,P= 46.6; B2,P/MVN=1.33}
NO TRANS
D = 1 ,OFF=.1
D=1,0FF=.5
D=1,0FF=.9

10

12

12

51
43
40

70
56
45

89
74
48

42
42
42
42

84
84
84
84

99
99
99
99

P= 5, KHIN2, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN UNIFS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P=?????}{B2,P= 58.9; B2,P/MVN=1. 6 8 }
NO TRANS
D=1.
,OFF=.1
D=l,,OFF=.5
D=l.,OFF=.9

43
65
72
75

43
87
92
95

43
99
100
100

89
89
89
89

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100
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TABLE 22, CONTINUED
Q3 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

SW2(FOSTER)
25

50

100

P=10, KHINl, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN GENS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P=?????}{B2,P= 168.3; B2,P/MVN=1.40}
NO TRANS
D = 1 , 0FF=.1
D=l,,OFF=.5
D=l.,OFF=.9

10
75
58
57

12
93
75
63

13
100
91
71

54
54
54
54

100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100

P=10, KHIN2, NORMAL MARGINALS, IDEN UNIFS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}{B1,P=?????}{B2,P= 201.8; B2,P/MVN=1.68}
NO TRANS
D=l,OFF=.1
D=l,OFF=.5
D=l,OFF=.9

76
89
89
80

72
99
99
96

71
100
100
100

97
97
97
97

100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
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skewness and kurtosis measures in a a more effective,
perhaps less redundant, manner than does s£.

4.3.3

PERFORMANCE OF OMNIBUS TESTS AGAINST MIXTURES OF
TWO MULTIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Table 23 presents results for the two omnibus tests
against the two mixtures included in this study. As noted
earlier, the first ("covariance contamination") mixture has
normal marginals. For this reason, Small's Q3 generally is
less able than S» to detect this mixture. However, against
this mixture, even Foster's

is only effective when both

p>2 and n>25 hold.
These results for the covariance contamination mixture
suggest than SJ; may be superior to Q3 for detecting the
presence of multiple populations which differ in covariance
structure.
Conversely, the "mean contamination" of the second
mixture is entirely "visible" from the marginals, and
Small's Q3 generally outperforms S«, with an especially
strong advantage at small n. These results suggest Small's
Q3 may be superior in detecting at least non-multivariate
outliers.

(Distributions with truly multivariate outliers

were not included in this study.)

4.4

PERFORMANCE OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
SPHERICALLY-CONTOURED DISTRIBUTIONS
Section 2.3 of the literature review described the

consistently-observed ability of skewness tests to detect
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TABLE 23
PERFORMANCES OF OMNIBUS TESTS AGAINST
MIXTURES OF TWO MVN DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q3 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

SW2(FOSTER)
25

50

100

P= 2, MVN MIXTURE, 50/50, COV MATRIX DIFF
{Bl= 0.0}{B2=
3.0}{B1,P= 0.0}}B2,P=
8.4; B2,P/MVN=1.06}
NO TRANS

11

10

11

12

14

16

P= 2, MVN MIXTURE, 90/10, MEAN DIFFERENCES
*B1= 1.5}{B2=
5.4}{B1,P= 3.9}{B2,P= 11.4; B2,P/MVN=1.43}
NO TRANS

56

86

98

41

87

100

P= 5, MVN MIXTURE, 50/50, COV MATRIX DIFF
{Bl= 0.0}{B2=
3.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 38.3; B2,P/MVN=1.09}
NO TRANS

10

11

12

12

25

47

P= 5, MVN MIXTURE, 90/10, MEAN DIFFERENCES
{Bl= 1.5}{B2=
5.4}{B1,P= 5.5}{B2,P= 39.3; B2,P/MVN=1.12}
NO TRANS

67

97

100

10

76

100

P=10, MVN MIXTURE, 50/50, COV MATRIX DIFF
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 3.0}(B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 134.1; B2,P/MVN=1.12}
NO TRANS

11

11

13

6

56

92

P=10, MVN MIXTURE, 90/10, MEAN DIFFERENCES
{Bl= 1.5}{B2= 5.4}{B1,P= 6.2}{B2,P= 124.7; B2,P/MVN=1.04}
NO TRANS

58

100

100

3

16

85
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certain non-skewed distributions, particularly those with
greater than normal kurtosis. Section 3.6 discussed the
theoretical basis for this phenonenon. Section 4.1.3 above
already described confirmation of this effect based on
simulation results for the "SI" array. In addition, a set
of spherically-contoured distributions, called the "G"
array, was included specifically to examine the sensitivity
of skewness tests to kurtosis (and, more generally to other
characteristics of the distribution "radii”). Tables 24,
25, and 26 show the detection levels of the skewness tests
against the five spherically-contoured distributions in our
"G” array.
None of these "G" distributions is skewed by any
population concept. However, as conjectured in section
3.6.3.2, the performances of all the skewness tests vary
widely across the "G" array.
All three tests have detection levels below nominal
test size (a=0.10) against those distributions with less
than MVN kurtosis. All three tests display detection levels
much higher than nominal size against those distributions
with greater than MVN kurtosis.
As described in section 3.6, however, it is probably
not kurtosis per se that causes these detection level
distortions, but rather the "radii” distribution in
general. This is supported by results shown earlier in
Tables 3, 4, and 5. Those tables present the performance of
skewness tests against skewed iid component distributions.
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TABLE 24
PERFORMANCES OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
SPHERICALLY-CONTOURED DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

BlP (SRIV)
25

50

100

Bl,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P= 2, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(8P,1/8)
{Bl= 0.0}JB2= 1.6}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
4.3; B2,P/MVN=0.53}
NO TRANS

1

1

1

1

0

1

P= 2, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(P/8,8)
£B1= 0.0}{B2= 7.1}{B1,P- 0.0}[B2,P=
NO TRANS

71

77

79

65

72

2

1

1

1

1

NO TRANS

38

41

41

27

2

1

1

39

1

0

82

89

90

1

0

0

12.0; B2,P/MVN=1.50}
40

P= 2, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(4P,.25)
JB1= 0 . 0 H B 2 = 1.7}{B1,P= 0.0} {B2,P=
NO TRANS

0

5.0; B2,P/MVN=0.63}

1

P= 2, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(P/4,4)
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 4.4}{Bl,P= 0.0}{B2,P=

0

20.0; B2,P/MVN=2.50}
79

P= 2, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(2P,.5)
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.9}{Bl,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS

1

1

44

52

53

4.5; B2,P/MVN=0.56}
1

0

0
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TABLE 25
PERFORMANCES OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
SPHERICALLY-CONTOURED DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B1P (SRIV)
25

50

100

Bl,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P= 5, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(8P,1/8)
{Bl= 0. 0 U B 2 = 2.2} }Bl,P= 0.0} }B2,P= 25.6; B2,P/MVN=0.73}
NO TRANS

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

P= 5, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(P/8,8)
}B1= 0.0}}B2= 5.3}}B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 65.0; B2,P/MVN=1.86}
NO TRANS

72

81

86

56

71

86

94

100

100

P= 5, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(2P,.5)
}B1= 0.0}{B2= 2.4}{Bl,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 27.5; B2,P/MVN=0.79}
NO TRANS

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

P= 5, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(P/4,4)
{Bl= 0.0}(B2= 3.8}{Bl,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 45.0; B2,P/MVN=1.29}
NO TRANS

32

42

48

22

35

42

58

69

83

P= 5, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(4P,.25)
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 2.3}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 26.3; B2,P/MVN=0.75}
NO TRANS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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TABLE 26
PERFORMANCES OF SKEWNESS TESTS AGAINST
SPHERICALLY-CONTOURED DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Q1 (SMALL)
N=

25

50

100

B1P (SRIV)
25

50

100

B1,P (MAR)
25

50

100

P=10, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(8P,1/8)
}B1= 0.0}{B2= 2.5}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 101.3; B2,P/MVN=0.84}
NO TRANS

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

P=10, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(P/8,8)
}B1= 0.0}{B2= 4.4}(B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 180.0; B2,P/MVN=1.50}
NO TRANS

68

79

87

45

68

81

96

100

100

P=10, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(2P,.5)
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 2.6}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 105.0; B2,P/MVN=0.88}
NO TRANS

1

1

0

1

2

1

0

0

0

P=10, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(P/4,4)
}B1= 0.0}{B2= 3.4}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 140.0; B2,P/MVN=1.17}
NO TRANS

32

39

47

17

28

39

57

82

94

P=10, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(4P,.25)
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 2.6}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 102.5; B2,P/MVN=0.85}
NO TRANS

2

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0
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The beta[.29,.8], beta[2.2,15], and gamma[4,.25]
distributions all have nearly identical "skewness," as
measured by either Mardia's /3l p or the univariate skewness
coefficients of the marginal distributions; but they differ
in kurtosis. However, the skewness tests' detection levels
against these three distributions do not increase with
increasing kurtosis, indicating the skewness tests are
sensitive to something more general than kurtosis per s e .
With regard to the high detection levels against those
G array distributions which have greater than MVN kurtosis,
Tables 24, 25, and 26 suggest several conclusions:
1)

The detection levels

increase with increasing

kurtosis.
2)

Mardia's bxp is more

subject to variation in

detection level than are Qi and b lp. This is
probably because the distributional
characteristics of the radii which inflate (or
deflate) detection levels are not entirely
"visible" from a set of marginal coordinates such
as the original coordinates or the sample
principal components. Hence, Qx and b lp detection
levels are more stable against sphericallycontoured distributions.
3)

Given any setting of p, a test's detection level
increases as n increases. This is true for each of
the tests. This supports CONJECTURE 1 advanced in
section 3.6.1 that skewness tests' distributional
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dependency on "radii" characteristics (such as
kurtosis) is not a finite (or small) sample
problem, but rather remains asymptotically.
Indeed, it appears more pronounced as n increases.

4.5

PERFORMANCE OF AN ALTERNATE SKEWNESS TEST
Section 3.6.3.4 describes an alternate "skewness" test

whose construction attempts to reduce the distributional
dependency on the "radii" (and on "radii"-related
characteristics such as kurtosis). As defined in that
section, the test statistic, called bjp, is calculated
analogously to Mardia's bx p, but after "removing" the
sample radii. Like blp, bi p is affine invariant. For this
study, the null distribution of bj>p, like that of b l p, was
generated empirically using 10,000 replications of a MVN
distribution.
Tables 27, 28, and 29 compare the performance of b lp
and b^ p against the five spherically-contoured
distributions. These tables lead to three major
conclusions:
1)

For those distributions with less than MVN
kurtosis, bj p does not exhibit the dramatic
deflation in detection levels observed with b lp.
That is, the detection level of b j p never falls
much below the nominal level of a=0.10.

2)

For those distributions with greater than MVN
kurtosis, bip exhibits detection level inflation
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TABLE 27
PERFORMANCES OF B1,P AND Bl,P* AGAINST
SPHERICALLY-CONTOURED DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
B1,P (MAR)
N=

25

50

100

B1,P*
25

50

100

P= 2, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(8P,1/8)
[Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.6}{B1,P=
0.0}{B2,P= 4.3; B2,P/MVN=0.53}
NO TRANS

1

0

0

10

11

12

P= 2, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(P/8,8)
{Bl= 0.0}(B2= 7.1}{B1,P=
0.0}{B2,P= 20.0; B2,P/MVN=2.50}
NO TRANS

82

89

90

88

97

99

P= 2, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(2P,.5)
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.9}{B1,P=
0.0}{B2,P= 5.0; B2,P/MVN=0.63}
NO TRANS

1

0

0

11

10

13

P= 2, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(P/4,4)
}Bl= 0.0}{B2= 4.4}{B1,P=
0.0}{B2,P= 12.0; B2,P/MVN=1.50}
NO TRANS

44

52

53

36

47

54

P= 2, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(4P,.25)
{Bl= 0.0}(B2= 1.7}{Bl,P=
0.0}{B2,P= 4.5; B2,P/MVN=0.56}
NO TRANS

1

0

0

9

11

13
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TABLE 28
PERFORMANCES OF B1,P AND B1,P* AGAINST
SPHERICALLY-CONTOURED DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
B1,P (MAR)
N=

25

50

100

B1,P*
25

50

100

P= 5, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(8P,1/8)
{Bl= 0 . 0 H B 2 =
2.2} fBl,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 25.6;
NO TRANS

0

0

0

7

8

9

P= 5, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(P/8,8)
{Bl= 0.0}{B2=
5.3}{Bl,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 65.0;
NO TRANS

94

100

100

58

71

0

0

0

9

7

58

69

83

17

18

0

0

0

7

8

B2,P/MVN=1.29}

23

P= 5, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(4P,.25)
{Bl= 0.0}}B2=
2.3}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 26.3;
NO TRANS

B2 ,P/MVN=0.79}

9

P= 5, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(P/4,4)
{Bl= 0.0}}B2=
3.8}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 45.0;
NO TRANS

B2,P/MVN=1.86}

84

P= 5, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(2P,.5)
{Bl= 0 . 0 H B 2 =
2.4} {B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 27.5;
NO TRANS

B2,P/MVN=0.73}

B2,P/MVN=0.75}

9
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TABLE 29
PERFORMANCES OF B1,P AND B1,P* AGAINST
SPHERICALLY-CONTOURED DISTRIBUTIONS
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Bl,P (MAR)
N=

25

50

100

B1,P*
25

50

100

P=10, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(8P,1/8)
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 2.5}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 101.3; B2,P/MVN=0.84}
NO TRANS

0

0

0

7

7

8

P=10, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMACP/8,8)
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 4.4}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 180.0; B2,P/MVN=1.50}
NO TRANS

96

100

100

34

36

37

P=10, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(2P,.5)
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 2.6}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 105.0; B2,P/MVN=0.88}
NO TRANS

0

0

0

8

8

8

P=10, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(P/4,4)
{Bl= 0.0}[B2= 3.4}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 140.0; B2,P/MVN=1.17}
NO TRANS

57

82

94

16

14

13

P=10, SPH-SYMM, SQ RADII GAMMA(4P,.25)
}B1= 0.0}{B2= 2.6}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 102.5; B2,P/MVN=0.85}
NO TRANS

0

0

0

8

9

9
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similar to that of b1>p when p=2.
3)

However, for larger values of p, the detection
level inflation of bjp is much less pronounced.

Table 30 compares the performances of b l p and biiP
against other selected non-skewed (but non-sphericallycontoured) distributions. Conclusions from this table
include:
1)

Against the T5 iid component distributions, which
are non-skewed, bi>p exhibits much less detection
level inflation than does b xp.

2)

Against the iid uniform component distributions,
also non-skewed, bi>p has detection levels near the
nominal (0.10) size, as opposed to the greatly
deflated levels of blp.

3)

However, against the beta[.l,.l] iid component
distributions, also non-skewed, b j p displays
considerably inflated detection levels, while b x p
has deflated detection levels.

These results, especially the last point above, suggest
that while b i p is not as susceptible as b lp to the
distorting effect of the radii, bi>p has other problems as a
"skewness” test statistic. For instance, one possible
explanation for its fairly strong ability to detect the
non-skewed beta[.l,.l] distribution is that the
construction of b i p makes it essentially a test of
uniformity of the u* on the p-hypersphere. (The Ui are the
observations after standardization and removal of sample
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TABLE 30
PERFORMANCES OF B1,P AND Bl,P* AGAINST
IID NON-SKEWED DISTRIBUTIONS (SI)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
Bi,P (MAR)
N=

25

50

100

B1,P*
25

50

P= 2, IID UNIFORM(0,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.8}{Bl,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS

1

1

0

9

9

P= 2, IID BETA(.1,.1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2=
1.1}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS

1

1

0

45

45

P= 2, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2=
9.0}{Bl,P= 0.0}}B2,P=
NO TRANS

40

51

67

16

18

P= 5, IID UNIFORM(0,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2=
1.8}(B1,P= 0.0}}B2,P=
NO TRANS

0

0

0

11

9

P= 5, IID BETA(.1,.1) COMPONENTS
[Bl= 0.0}{B2=
1.1}{B1,P= 0.0}[B2,P=
NO TRANS

0

0

0

31

32

P= 5, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}(B2=
9.0}{Bl,P= 0.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS

50

71

87

12

14

100

5.6; B2,P/MVN=0.70}
9
4.3; B2,P/MVN=0.53}
49
20.0; B2,P/MVN=2.50}
19
29.0; B2,P/MVN=0.83}
11
25.6; B2,P/MVN=0.73}
31
65.0; B2,P/MVN=1.86}
16
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TABLE 30, CONTINUED
Bl,P (MAR)
N=

25

50

100

Bl,P*
25

50

100

P=10, IID UNIFORM(0,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}}B2= 1.8}{B1,P= 0.0}[B2,P= 108.0; B2,P/MVN=0.90}
NO TRANS

0

0

0

9

10

11

P=10, IID BETA(.l,.1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}{B2= 1.1}}B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 101.3; B2,P/MVN=0.84}
NO TRANS

0

0

0

15

17

18

P=10, IID STUDENT T(5) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.0}}B2= 9.0}{B1,P= 0.0}{B2,P= 180.0; B2,P/MVN=1.50}
NO TRANS

52

83

96

14

14

15
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radii) on the p-hypersphere. Although the iid beta[.l,.l]
distribution is non-skewed, the beta[.l,.l] Ui are not
uniform on the p-hypersphere, even asymptotically. Thus,
while bj(P may not be subject to some of the problems of b 1<p
(and of other skewness tests), it may be too sensitive to
true uniformity on the p-hypersphere to function well as a
"skewness" test.
Table 31 compares b 1>p and b* p against several iid
component skewed distributions included in this study.
These results suggest that blp is somewhat more powerful
than b^p as a skewness test.

4.6

DISTRIBUTIONAL DEPENDENCY OF KURTOSIS TESTS
Section 3.6.4 suggests that kurtosis tests are

distributionally dependent as well, and, therefore, might
have inflated or deflated detection levels against nonkurtotic distributions. No particular set of distributions
was included in this study to assess this possible effect.
However, the results presented earlier in Table 16 show the
performance of the kurtosis tests against two distributions
which are non-MVN, but which have MVN kurtosis; namely the
distributions generated according to the Johnson's (1987)
"generalized exponential power" scheme.
The kurtosis tests, especially Small's Q2, detect the
second "GEP" distribution at a slightly higher rate than
the first distribution. While these "GEP" distributions are
non-skewed and have (univariate and multivariate) normal
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TABLE 31
PERFORMANCES OF B1,P AND B1,P* AGAINST
IID SKEWED DISTRIBUTIONS (S2)
TABLE ENTRIES ARE PERCENTAGES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS DETECTED (MCSS=1,000)
B1,P (MAR)
N=

25

50

100

B1,P*
25

50

100

P= 2, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
{Bl= 4.0}(B2= 9.0}JB1,P= 8.0}{B2,P= 20.0; B2,P/MVN=2.50}
NO TRANS

95

100

100

83

99

P= 2, IID BETA(.29,.8) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 2.6}{B1,P= 2.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS

72

99

100

89

100

P= 2, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
(Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.1}{B1,P= 2.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS

53

90

100

35

62

P= 2, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.5}{B1,P= 2.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS

52

85

100

32

59

P= 2, IID GAMMA(8,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.5}{B2= 3.8}{B1,P= 1.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS

32

59

91

19

32

100
7.3; B2,P/MVN=0.91}
100
10.2; B2,P/MVN=1.28}
94
11.0; B2,P/MVN=1.38}
88
9.5; B2,P/MVN=1.19}
59

P= 5, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
{Bl= 4.0}{B2= 9.0}{B1,P= 20.0}{B2,P= 65.0; B2,P/MVN=1.86}
NO TRANS

97

100

100

92

100

P= 5, IID BETA(.29,.8) COMPONENTS
}B1= 1.0}{B2= 2.6}{B1,P= 4.9}}B2,P=
NO TRANS

54

94

100

95

100

P= 5, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.1}{B1,P= 4.9}{B2,P=
NO TRANS

50

91

100

38

78

100
33.2; B2,P/MVN=0.95}
100
40.5; B2,P/MVN=1.16}
99
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TABLE 31, CONTINUED
B1,P (MAR)
N=

25

50

100

Bl,P*
25

50

P= 5, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
}B1= 1.0}{B2= 4.5}{B1,P= 5.0}{B2,P=
NO TRANS

49

89

100

30

67

P= 5, IID GAMMA(8,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.5}{B2= 3.8}{Bl,P= 2.5}{B2,P=
NO TRANS

31

59

95

18

35

100

42.5; B2,P/MVN=1.21}
97
38.8; B2,P/MVN=1.11}
71

P=10, IID STANDARD EXPONENTIAL COMPONENTS
(Bl= 4.0}{B2= 9.0}{B1,P= 40.0}{B2,P= 180.0; B2,P/MVN=1.50}
NO TRANS

92

100

100

80

100 100

P=10, IID BETA(.29,.8) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 2.6}{B1,P= 9.8}}B2,P= 116.5; B2,P/MVN=0.97}
NO TRANS

29

68

100

71

100 100

P=10, IID BETA(2.2,15) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.1}{B1,P= 9.8}|B2,P= 131.0; B2,P/MVN=1.09}
NO TRANS

36

83

100

26

75 100

P=10, IID GAMMA(4,.25) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 1.0}{B2= 4.5}}B1,P= 10.0}{B2,P= 135.0; B2,P/MVN=1.13}
NO TRANS

37

83

100

24

67

99

P=10, IID GAMMA(8,1) COMPONENTS
{Bl= 0.5}{B2= 3.8}{B1,P= 5.0}{B2,P= 127.5; B2,P/MVN=1.06}
NO TRANS

24

53

92

16

32

73
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kurtosis, they have non-normal higher-order even central
moments. For instance, the first GEP distribution listed in
the tables has standardized sixth-order and eighth-order
central moments less than those of a MVN distribution,
while the second GEP distribution was chosen so as to have
standardized sixth-order and eighth-order central moments
greater than those of a MVN distribution.
It appears from Table 16 that higher-order even moments
less than MVN values might result in deflation of kurtosis
test size detection levels, while higher-order even moments
greater than MVN values might result in detection level
inflation. The magnitude of these effects is quite slight
for the distributions considered here, and it may be that
the distributional dependency of kurtosis tests, while
present, is not of practical importance. However, the range
of distributions included here is too limited to draw any
firm conclusions regarding kurtosis test distributional
dependency.

4.7

COMMENTS ON TESTING STRATEGY
Results reported in this chapter raise several issues

regarding the strategy of using MVN tests. These issues are
discussed in subsections below.

4.7.1

JOINT USE OF Q x AND b lp

Since neither Qj nor b lp dominates the other, it seems
reasonable that a practitioner might use both tests. One
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potential problem with this approach is the inflation in
actual test size from using multiple tests. The listing
below shows our estimates, based on 1,000 MVN samples, of
size inflation when both tests are used, each at a nominal
level of o=0.10. The listing also shows the observed Q lf
b lp correlations for combinations of n and p.
corrfO^b , r)

Size When Used Jointly

P=2,n=25
P=2,n=50
p=2,n=100

.755
.736
.710

.144
.147
.156

p=5,n=25
p = 5 ,n=50
p=5,n=100

.337
.425
.397

.180
.157
.177

p=10,n=25
p=10,n=50
p=10,n=100

.210
.265
.282

.183
.198
.188

Generally, it appears that as p increases, the
dependency between Q x and b x p decreases, resulting in
greater size inflation.

(Perhaps to obtain an overall test

size of approximately a, the two tests might both be
conducted at nominal size of about a/2.) The above results,
of course, pertain only to MVN distributions. If the null
hypothesis of interest is H0: X not skewed, then size
inflation from joint use of Qx and b lp against non-skewed,
non-MVN distributions would likely differ from that
illustrated above.

4.7.2

JOINT USE OF Q2 AND b2p

Again, since neither Q2 nor bZp dominates the other, a
practitioner might reasonably use both tests. The following
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listing shows our estimates, based on 1,000 MVN
distributions, of size inflation from such joint use when
both tests are conducted at the a=0.10 level.
corr(Q?.b? p)

Size When Used Jointly

p=2,n=25
p=2,n=50
p=2,n=100

.354
.265
.199

.175
.177
.165

P=5,n=25
P=5,n=50
p=5,n=loo

.165
.168
.174

.188
.185
.168

p=10,n=25
p=10,n=50
p=10,n=100

.094
.128
.090

.164
.189
.168

The direction of size inflation shows no clear pattern
in either n or p. Generally, however, Q2 and b2 p are not
highly correlated for the MVN distribution, leading to
considerable size inflation if used jointly.

4.7.3

JOINT SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS TESTING

The distributional dependency of skewness tests on
’•radii" (and hence on kurtosis) suggests that if interest
lies in detecting skewness, the use of a "joint" or
"sequential" testing strategy might be useful. For
instance, suppose a one-tailed test for kurtosis is used,
leading to a judgment that the distribution either 1) has
greater than MVN kurtosis, or 2) has kurtosis less than or
equal to MVN kurtosis. If it is concluded that kurtosis is
greater than normal, the distributional dependency of
skewness tests on kurtosis implies a high probability that
any skewness test will conclude the distribution is
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"skewed," regardless of actual skewness. However, if it is
concluded that the distribution has kurtosis less than or
equal to MVN kurtosis, a skewness test might still be of
use.
To assess the utility of such a joint approach, we
examine its outcome for two skewed distributions with less
than MVN kurtosis. One of the distributions is among those
used in the main body of this simulation study; namely, a
distribution of p iid beta[.29,.8] components. This is the
only distribution in our original arrays which is skewed
and has less than MVN kurtosis. To obtain another such
distribution, we use a mixture of the following two MVN
distributions,
X~Np(0 ,I)

and

X~NP(5,I),

with mixing proportion 35/65.

[This mixture is the same as

the "mean contamination" mixture included among our
original distributions, except that the original mixture's
proportion was 90/10, leading to greater than normal
kurtosis. Such "mean contamination" mixtures will have less
than normal kurtosis if the largest mixing fraction is less
than (approximately) 0.79.]
The following grid summarizes results for joint b2p and
blp tests against the iid beta[.29,.8] distribution when
n=100 and p=5. The results are based on MCSS=1,000.
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KURTOSIS TEST CONCLUSION:
SKEWNESS
TEST
CONCLUSION

KURTOSIS
> MVN

KURTOSIS
< OR = MVN

SKEWED

2.7%

97.3%

100.0%

NOT SKEWED

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.7%

97.3%

100.0%

[The effectiveness of any such joint procedure might depend
critically on the nominal size of the initial one-tail
kurtosis test. We considered several possibilities and
decided, at least for our limited examples here, to
conclude that a distribution has "greater than normal
kurtosis" only if its sample b2 p value exceeds the 90th
percentile of the null (i.e.. MVN) b2p distribution; that
is, an upper-tail 10% test. The subsequent blp test, as in
all results reported in this chapter, is an upper-tail 10%
test.]
For the above iid beta example, the joint approach
sacrifices little ability to detect skewness. In this case,
the skewness test (considered alone) identifies 100% of the
1,000 sample distributions as "skewed." If the skewness
test had been used only after the initial kurtosis test,
97.3% of the distributions would still have been identified
as "skewed." However, at small sample sizes, this
sequential scheme does sacrifice some ability to detect
skewness, as shown by the next grid, also for the iid
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b e t a [.29,.8] distribution with p=5, but now with n=25.
KURTOSIS TEST CONCLUSION:
SKEWNESS
TEST
CONCLUSION
SKEWED
NOT SKEWED

KURTOSIS
> MVN

KURTOSIS
< OR = MVN

16.7%

40.8%

57.5%

0.1%

42.4%

42.5%

16.8%

83.2%

100.0%

As this grid shows, at n=25, the ability to detect this
distribution's skewness falls to 40.8%, compared to 57.8%
if the b1>p skewness test is used alone.
Turning to the 35/65 mixture distribution, the next
grid shows results for the n=100, p=5 case.
KURTOSIS TEST CONCLUSION:
SKEWNESS
TEST
CONCLUSION

KURTOSIS
> MVN

KURTOSIS
< OR = MVN

SKEWED

1.2%

9.2%

10.4%

NOT SKEWED

0.5%

89.1%

89.6%

1.7%

98.3%

100.0%

In this case, test strategy is unimportant. The blp
skewness test has little ability to detect the skewness
present, whether used alone or jointly with the kurtosis
test. The reason for this is that, while this distribution
is skewed, the distribution of bjp is so distorted by the
low (much less than MVN) kurtosis that a skewness test
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using a MVN-based b 1>p null distribution cannot detect the
skewness.
Use of b2>p and b1>p in sequential testing, however,
offers little help with regard to the problem of
identifying non-skewed distributions as skewed. For
instance, the following grid shows results for the iid
component T5 distribution, with p=5, n=100, and both tests
conducted at a=0.10.
KURTOSIS TEST CONCLUSION:
SKEWNESS
TEST
CONCLUSION

KURTOSIS
> MVN

KURTOSIS
< OR - MVN

SKEWED

87.9%

0.1%

88.0%

NOT SKEWED

10.6%

1.4%

12.0%

98.5%

1.5%

100.0%

The vast majority of samples are flagged as positively
kurtotic. Subsequently, 88% of the distributions are
mistakenly identified as "skewed,” which is essentially the
same percentage as for the blp test considered alone.
The utility of any sequential strategy also depends on
its actual test size. The next grid shows test size results
for this strategy against 1,000 samples from a MVN
distribution, again with p=5, n=100, and both tests at

a=0.10.
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KURTOSIS TEST CONCLUSION:
SKEWNESS
TEST
CONCLUSION

KURTOSIS
> MVN

KURTOSIS
< OR = MVN

SKEWED

2.7%

6.6%

9.3%

NOT SKEWED

4.7%

86.0%

90.7%

7.4%

92.6%

100.0%

The empirical size obtained from joint use of b2 p and
b lp is 6,6%. This suggests that joint use of the two tests
deflates nominal size by about one-third (e.g.. from 10% to

6 .6%).
The above results, coupled with others in this chapter,
suggest the following conclusions regarding testing
strategy:
1)

If a kurtosis test concludes "greater than MVN
kurtosis," any skewness test becomes ambiguous.

2)

If a kurtosis test concludes "kurtosis less than
or equal to MVN" and a skewness test concludes
"skewed," the distribution can safely be
considered skewed.

3)

If a kurtosis test concludes "kurtosis less than
or equal to MVN" and a skewness test concludes
"not skewed," the distribution may still be
skewed.

Some additional comments are of interest concerning the
35/65 MVN mixture discussed above. As was shown, Mardia's
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b lp displays little abililty (10.4%) to detect its
skewness. However, the detection levels of the other
skewness tests against this skewed 35/65 mixture are also
worth noting. The detection level of Small's Q 2 is very low
(only 0.1%).
Srivastava's skewness test, however, detected skewness
in 47.6% of the 1,000 samples. This is similar to the
results discussed earlier in section 4.1.4 regarding the
90/10 mean contamination mixture. These "mean
contamination" mixtures are the only distributions included
in this study against which Srivastava's b lp outperforms
both b 1>p and Qx. Still, these results suggest that
Srivastava's tests are superior against a certain special
type of distribution. In particular, Srivastava's blp (or
other tests based on one or more principal components) may
be effective in detecting outlier contamination.
However, the most interesting result regarding the
65/35 "mean contamination" mixture is that our alternate
skewness test, bi(P, detected skewness in 95.3% of the 1,000
samples, displaying far greater power against this skewed
(with less than normal kurtosis) mixture than any other
skewness test.
A similar, but not so dramatic, result was displayed
earlier in Table 31. Against the iid b e t a [.29,.8]
distribution (the only other skewed distribution with less
than normal kurtosis in this study), bi(P dominated bl p,
with a large advantage at n=25.

(This also implies that
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dominated the other skewness tests against this
distribution.)
Summarizing these results, it appears that skewness
tests, such as Qx and blp, are susceptible to two problems:
1)

inflated detection levels against non-skewed
distributions which have greater than normal
kurtosis, and

2)

deflated detection levels against skewed
distributions with less than normal kurtosis.

Further, it appears that our alternate skewness test, bj p,
may offer a distinct advantage against the latter type of
distribution.
Regarding this class of distributions (that is, skewed
distributions with less than normal kurtosis), our original
simulation arrays included only one such distribution, the
iid b e t a [.29,.8] distribution. The subsequent addition of
the 65/35 "mean contamination" mixture provided a second.
Most Monte Carlo studies have not included many, if any,
such distributions. This may be an serious oversight, since
such distributions may frequently arise in practice when
variables are based on limited-range scales.

4.7.5

COMMENTS ON THE USE OF b1>p VERSUS b * p

In general, b lp and b i p display considerable
differences in performance. Even in those instances when
they perform similarly, such as both displaying inflated
detection levels against the spherically-symmetric
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distribution with gamma(p/8,8) squared radii, the reasons
for the similarity in performance may be quite different.
Indeed, b 1>p and bj p show clear behavioral differences.
For instance, Table 32 shows empirical correlation
matrices for the skewness and kurtosis test statistics
evaluated in this study for one of the sphericallysymmetric distributions and for the iid Ts component
distribution. Both correlation matrices are for n=lOO and
p=5.
All of Small's, Srivastava's, and Mardia's statistics
are less correlated with b j p than with any other statistic.
For instance, b lp shows much stronger correlation with the
kurtosis statistics than with bj>p, especially for the iid
T5 distribution.
Figures 24 and 25 also illustrate the differences
between b 1>p and b i p. These figures show the range covered
by the middle 80% of f[b1(P|n=100,p=5] and f[bj>p|n=100,p=5]
for several distributions, including the MVN. These range
comparisons were constructed empirically using 1,000
samples of each distribution. For instance, the upper graph
in Figure 24 compares f[bl p|n=100,p=5] for the MVN, iid
uniform(0,1), iid T5, and two spherically-symmetric
distributions. Since skewness tests are typically uppertail tests, the upper end point of the "MVN" range in
Figure 24 is approximately equal to the critical value used
in a 10% blp skewness test.
None of the distributions portrayed in Figure 24 is
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Table 32: Selected Empirical Correlation Matrices for
Test Statistics, for n=100, p=5

FOR G1 DISTRIBUTION, SQUARED RADII GAMMA(p/8,8)
Q1

Q2

blp

b2p

b1,p

02,p

Q1

1.000

Q2

0.689

1.000

blp

0.449

0.441

1.000

b2p

0.450

0.665

0.729

1.000

b1,p

0.647

0.692

0.618

0.687

1.000

b2,p

0.516

0.790

0.508

0.780

0.852

1.000

bl.p*

0.261

0.154

0.253

0.162

0.318

0.212

FOR iid T(5) COMPONENT DISTRIBUTION
Q1

Q2

blp

b2p

b1,p

b2,p

Q1

1.000

Q2

0.887

1.000

blp

0.689

0.583

1.000

b2p

0.809

0.790

0.908

1.000

b1,p

0.859

0.764

0.921

0.914

1.000

b2,p

0.885

0.916

0.782

0.910

0.922

1.000

b1,p*

0.201

0.124

0.095

0.084

0.166

0.100
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Figure 24: Comparison of b1 ,p and b1 ,p* Empirical R an ges
for S elected N on -S kew ed Distributions
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Figure 25: Comparison of b l ,p and b1 ,p* Empirical R anges
for S elected Mixtures of Two MVN Distributions
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skewed, but the positions of the ranges shows why a b liP
test using a MVN-based null distribution will "detect" the
iid T5 component distribution and the spherically-symmetric
distribution with r(p/8,8) squared radii the vast majority
of the time.
The lower graph in Figure 24 shows the middle 80%
ranges for f [bJ(P|n=100,p=5] for the same set of non-skewed
distributions. Unlike f[blp|n=100,p=5], f[bjp|n=100,p=5]
remains fairly stable across the distributions, with the
distinct exception of the G2 distribution.
Figure 25 shows f[blp|n=100,p=5] and f[bjP|n=100,p=5]
for the MVN distribution and for the three skewed MVN
mixtures used in this study. Although the 35/65 mixture is
skewed, f [b1>p|n=100,p=5] for this mixture is very similar
to the MVN f [blp|n=100,p=5]

(see upper graph in Figure 25)

resulting in the very poor ability of b 1>p to detect this
mixture's skewness.
On the other hand, the lower graph in Figure 25 shows
that none of these skewed mixtures has a f[biP|n=l00,p=5]
distribution which overlaps very much with the MVN
f[bip|n=100,p=5]. Thus, bip has good ability to detect the
skewness of all of these mixtures.

4.8

COMMENTS ON PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS-BASED SKEWNESS AND
KURTOSIS COEFFICIENTS
Our explanation for the performance of Srivastava's bip

and b2p tests rests on the assertion that Srivastava's
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population skewness and kurtosis measures, /?lp and 02p, are
not uniquely defined for those multivariate distributions,
in particular iid variate distributions, whose population
principal components are not uniquely defined. The
following is a proof of the non-uniqueness of covariance
matrix-based population principal components for iid
variate distributions. The proof also applies to
correlation matrix-based principal components.
For a random vector, X (pxl), with population covariance
matrix, S, the first principal component is defined as the
linear combination, Y=aTX, which maximizes the variance of
Y, subject to some contraint to keep the variance bounded,
such as aTa=l. That is,
Maximize

aTSa, subject to aTa=l.

This leads to the Lagrangian function,
L =

aTSa - A (aTa-l) ,

with the first-order maximization condition:
Za - Aa = 0,
or, [S - Al]a = 0.
For this homogeneous system, a non-trivial solution
requires finding A such that the determinant of [2 - AI]
vanishes; that is, solving the characteristic equation
defined by the condition,
|S - AI| = 0,
with the solutions (characteristic roots) being the
eigenvalues of Z.
For some obtained eigenvalue, say the first, a x, the
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associated eigenvector (and linear combination, aTX) can be
found by inserting Ax into the first order condition,

2a. - Aja = 2,
and solving for a.
For iid variate distributions, 2=cl. Thus, the
eigenvalue problem involves solving the characteristic
equation,
|S - AII = ICl - AI| = 0,
which has only A=c as its solution. Or, put more precisely,
the p characteristic roots (eigenvalues) of cl are all
equal and equal to c.
To obtain the desired linear combination, aTX, the
substition is made into the first order condition, yielding
2a - Aa = cla - ca = ca - ca = 0,
and a is clearly arbitrary (not unique).
Since the characteristic roots of 2 = cl exist (all
being equal to c ) , the appropriate verbal description of
this situation seems to be that the principal components of
X exist, but are not uniquely defined.
It should be noted that the non-uniqueness of the
principal components stems ultimately from 2 being fullrank, but having non-distinct eigenvalues. This, as shown
above, holds for iid variate distributions, but it also
holds for other special distributions as well.

4.9

COMMENTS ON PROPERTIES OF b lp AND b2>p
For MVN distributions, Mardia's b2p is a biased
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estimator of /?2p in finite samples but is consistent and
asymptotically unbiased. The following discussion
establishes these conclusions.
Mardia (1970) shows that asymptotically,
b2.p~N(a,b), with
a = p(p+2)(n-1)/(n+1)
b = 8p(p+2)/n.
Since 02ip=p(p+2) for MVN distributions, the finite
sample bias is evident from a=p(p+2)(n-1)/(n+1), assuming
b2p is approximately normal in finite samples. The
expression for "a" suggests that, on the average, b2p will
underestimate p 2 p in finite samples by a factor of about
(n+l)/(n-l). Our simulation results confirm this. Below are
listed the average values of b2 p and b2 p(n+l)/(n-1) we
obtained over 1,000 MVN distributions (here shown only for
p=5) . For p=5,

02iP = p(p+2) = 5(7) = 35.
b2.P

n=25
n=50
n=100

b2 p(n+l)/(n-1)

32.2391
33.6054
34.3001

34.92569
34.97705
34.99303

These results confirm that b2p is biased in finite
samples, with the bias diminishing as n increases. The
results also show that the corrected b2p value,
b2,p(n+l)/(n-l), is nearly 35 (the population value) even
for n=25. This

suggests

that the corrected b2>p conforms to

its asymptotic

expected

value quite well,even at small n.

Consistency requires that
P(b2p - /92p > |e|) -» 0 as n -*■ «, for any e.
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For b2iP, this condition requires that
limrr«,[p(p+2) (n-l)/(n+l) - p(p+2)] -* 0, which holds.
Thus, b2p is consistent for /92 p.
Standardized asymptotic unbiasedness is a stronger
condition than consistency and also a condition somewhat
ambiguous in definition [See Bickel and Doksum (1977), p.
134.] Following Bickel and Doksum, a reasonable definition
of the standardized asymptotic bias of b2p is:
linW

[b2 p(n) - /?2.P] / M b 2(P) )•

For MVN distributions, this expression becomes:
l i m ^ U p C p + 2 ) (n-l)/(n+l) -p(p+2)] / [8p(p+2)/n]1/2},
which reduces to the following condition for unbiasedness:
liiW

[ (n-l)/(n+l) - 1] [np(p+2)/8]1/2 } - o,

which also holds.
Turning to b lp, for MVN distributions, Mardia's b lp is
biased in finite samples. In addition, while blp is a
consistent estimator for p lpl

it remains biased

asymptotically. The following establishes these results.
Mardia (1970) shows that asymptotically:
nb1(P/6 ~ x \t)/ where f = p(p+l) (p+2)/6.
This is equivalent to b lp - r(f/2,12/n) asymptotically.
Since jS1>p=0 for MVN distributions and b t p is non
negative, consistency requires that
P(bl p - 0 > e) -» 0, as n •* oo, for any positive e.
Using the asymptotic mean of b x p in this condition we have:
P[ (f/2) (12/n) - 0 > e] -* 0, or equivalently the
condition that
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liiV«[ (f/2) (12/n) ] = 0, which holds. Thus, blp is
consistent for /9lp.
A reasonable expression for the standardized asymptotic
bias of b lp is:

lim^f

[En(biiP) — ^i,p] / v„(bip) )•

Substituting Hardia's asymptotic values for the expectation
and variance of b 1>p, the above expression becomes:
lim^<

[(f/2) (12/n) - 0] / [ (f/2) 1/z(12n) ] },

which reduces to J t / J 2 - p(p+l) (p+2)/(6,/2) . Thus, b 1>p is
asymptotically biased, at least for MVN distributions.
The last expression implies that for MVN distributions
the standardized asymptotic bias of b1>p is:
for p = 2 , bias = 1.414
for p=5, bias = 4.183
for p=10, bias= 10.583.
Convergence of b lp to its asymptotic distribution seems to
be rather slow. For instance, we obtained the following
empirical estimates of standardized bias for bx p based on
n=200:
for p=2, bias(n=200) = 1.370
for p=5, bias(n=200) = 4.065
for p=10, bias(n=200) = 9.7212.
Finally, it should be noted that the above results
imply that for MVN distributions with unique principal
components, Srivastava's b lp is, like b lp, consistent but
asymptotically biased and that Srivastava's b2p, like b2 p,
is consistent and asymptotically unbiased. The rationale
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for these conclusions is that b lp and b2iP reduce to the
usual univariate skewness (squared) and kurtosis
coefficients when p=l, and the conclusions derived above do
not depend on p.
Srivastava's b lp is, therefore, the average of p
asymptotically independent, consistent, but asymptotically
biased univariate skewness coefficients (all biased in the
same direction). Srivastava's b2p is the average of p
asymptotically independent, consistent, and asymptotically
unbiased univariate kurtosis coefficients.
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5.0

SUMMARY AMD AREAS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION
Overall, with regard to comparing coordinate-dependent

tests with affine-invariant tests, our simulation results
confirm our conjectures regarding the comparison of Small's
Qx and Qz to Mardia's blp and b2iP. Small's tests generally
outperform Mardia's when non-MVN is confined to marginal
distributions. Mardia's tests usually outperform Small's
when skewness and kurtosis are not entirely "visible” from
the marginals.
In Chapter 3 we raised the prospect that if, when
skewness and kurtosis are entirely visible from marginals,
affine-invariate tests remain "competitive” with (albeit
somewhat inferior to) coordinate-dependent tests, then a
case could be made for elimination of coordinate-dependent
tests in general practice. Our results, we feel, do not
support elimination of coordinate-dependent tests from
general consideration, at least at smaller n. The
performance advantage of Small's Qj and Q2 over b 1>p and b2 p
is often substantial and of practical importance.
Given this, a reasonable approach is to use both Q x and
b lp (and both Q2 and b2 p) . This results in test size
inflation, but the nominal size of the individual tests
could be lowered to achieve approximately the desired
overall test size.
An area for further investigation is whether or not in
actual applications the relative magnitudes of Qi and b lp
343
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(and of Q2 and b2p) provide any reliable guidance as to the
types of remedies that might be applied to non-MVN data.
For instance, do the tests' relative magnitudes provide
reliable guidance regarding whether or not transformations
or searches for outliers can be conducted variate-byvariate versus multivariately?
Our conjectures about Srivastava (s blp and b2p, however,
are not supported by simulation results. The basic
explanation for this, we conclude, is that Srivastava's
population multivariate skewness and kurtosis measures, /?lp
and f}2pi are not uniquely defined for many multivariate
distributions. Still, we found two instances in which b lp
outperformed Q x and b1>p. Both of these involved "mean
contamination" MVN mixtures. This suggests that principal
component-based measures might be useful in outlier
assessment. However, it may be that in such contexts, tests
based on the first (or first few) principal components
would outperform Srivastava's tests, which are based on all
of the components.
More precise determination of the types of
distributions against which Srivastava's tests (or
principal components-based tests in general) would perform
relatively well is another area for further investigation.
Simulation results support our conjectures regarding
the distributional dependency of skewness tests. Thus,
contrary to what may be very common belief, skewness tests
do not detect skewess well. It is, in fact, an easy matter
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to construct non-skewed distributions which are detected
strongly by "skewness" tests, as well as skewed
distributions which are seldom detected by skewness tests.
The simulation results also support our CONJECTURE 1
which states that the distributional dependency of skewness
tests is not a finite or small sample problem. Indeed, our
simulation results suggest that the distributional
dependency of skewness tests remains of practical
importance asymptotically.
A remaining question, and another area for further
investigation, is the distributional dependency of kurtosis
tests.
The distributional dependency of skewness tests
suggests that a careful testing strategy is important when
using them. The use of a kurtosis test followed by a
skewness test can be expected to yield a correct decision
regarding skewness if the tests indicate both 1) less than
normal kurtosis and 2) skewness.
The alternative "skewness" test defined here, bi p,
displays interesting properties and seems worthy of further
investigation. It may be particularly helpful in detecting
skewness in distributions with less than normal kurtosis.
Further investigation of b i p needs to be made along two
lines: 1) More specific delineation of its relative
advantages and disadvantages compared to b1#p and to other
skewness tests, and 2) Determination of the factors which
cause distortion in its performance as a skewness test.
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While bi(P can be considered a skewness test, it is also
a test of the characteristics of the distribution on the phypersphere. An important and heretofore neglected area for
further investigation is the relationship between, and
relative merits of, 1) skewness tests based on third-order
moments of the traditional sort and 2) tests of
distributions on the p-hypersphere. The distinction between
these two types of tests is directly related to the
fundamental guestion raised in Chapter 1; namely, that of
defining the most useful way in which to decompose the MVN
distribution (or any other distribution)

into distinct

"characteristics." Specifically, is the examination of
"skewness” and "kurtosis" (which are non-distinct concepts)
better replaced in many common applications with the
examination of other characteristics?
Finally, we feel our results, even with their
limitations, support our contention that Monte Carlo
experiments should be designed, as much as reasonably
possible, to test fairly specific conjectures, rather than
simply amass results against distributions which may be
fundamentally quite similar. Conducting any Monte Carlo
experiment implies some deficiency of "theory." But when
possible, existing theoretical insight into (i.e..
conjectures regarding) test properties should guide
distribution selection. As in any experimental setting,
existing theoretical insight should be used to include
experimental situations ("distributions" in Monte Carlo
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research) selected to highlight a test's conjectured
deficiencies as well as its conjectured strengths.
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